V.S.B ENGINEERING COLLEGE, KARUR
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
MA8353 TRANSFORMS AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
TWO MARKS QUESTION AND ANSWES
UNIT-I - PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
1. Form a PDE by eliminating the arbitrary constants „a‟ and „b‟ from z = ax2+by2.
(AU-A/M- 2017)
2
2
Given z = ax +by
p
p = 2ax  = ax----------------------------- (1)
2
q
q = 2by  = by------------------------------- (2)
2
From (1) and (2) , eliminate a and b
px qy

z=
2
2
2z = px+qy
2. Form the partial differential equation from (x-a)2+(y-b)2+z2 = 1,by eliminating a and b.
Partial differentiation w.r.to x and y gives
(AU-M/J-2013)-2
2(x-a)+2zp=0 ; (x-a)= - pz
2(y-b)+2zq=0 ; (y-b)= - qz
Using these in the given equation we get ,
p2z2+q2z2+z2=1
3. Form the p.d.e from z=ax3+by3

(AU-M/J-2014)-2

z=ax3+by3 ………(1)
z
 3ax 2
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ie)
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p
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z
 3ay 2 ie) p= 3ax2
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q= 3ay2

q
b
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px qy
ie) 3z=px+qy

3
b

4. Form a PDE by eliminating the arbitrary function f from z = eayf(x+by) (AU-A/M2017)

z  e ay f ( x  by )
z
 e ay f ' ( x  by ).1
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z
p
q
 e ay f ' ( x  by ).b  f ( x  by )e ay .a  e ay ay b  f ( x  by )e ay .a
y
e
p

q  pb  f ( x  by )e ay .a.
q  pb
z
 f ( x  by )  ay
ay
ae
e
q  pb  a is the required PDE
5. Find the PDE of all spheres whose centre lie on x=y=z.

(AU-N/D-2016)-3

General equation of the sphere is
( x  a)2  ( y  b)2  ( z  c)2  r 2

Here centre is (a,b,c) and radius r. Centre lies on x =y = z . i.e a = b = c.
Equation of the sphere is ( x  a)2  ( y  b)2  ( z  c)2  r 2 --------------(1)
Diff. w.r.to x partially 2(x-a) +2(z-a)

z
= 0 ; (x-a) + (z-a) p= 0 ----(2)
x

Diff. w.r.to y partially 2(y-a) +2(z-a)

z
= 0 ; (y-a) + (z-a) q= 0 ----(3)
y

(2)  x – a+zp –ap = 0 ; x + zp = a+ap ; x+zp = a(1+p) ------------- (4)
(3)  y –a+ zq - aq = 0 ; y + zq = a + aq; y + zq = a(1+q) ------------(5)
(4) / (5)  x+xq+zp+zpq = y+yp+zq+zpq
x+xq+zp-y-yp-zq = 0 ; x-y+(x-z)q+(z-y)p = 0
x-y = (z-x)q+(y-z)p ; (z-x)q+(y-z)p = x-y.
6. Form the partial differential equation by eliminating the arbitrary constants a and b
from log(az-1) = x+ay+b
(AU-A/M-2015)
Given log(az-1) = x+ay+b

-------------------------------(1)

Differentiating w.r.t x :

1
ap  1
az  1

--------------------(2)

Differentiating w.r.t y :

1
aq  a
az  1

---------------------(3)

From (2) : a 

1
z p

From (3) : q= az-1

--------------------------------------(4)
-----------------------------------------(5)

Solving (4) and (5) and eliminate „a‟.
p(q+1) = zq
This is the required PDE.
7. Form the p.d.e by eliminating the arbitrary function f from z = f(y/x).
(AU- N/D- 2012)-2
 y
Given: z f   . -------------- (1)
 x
Diff. (1) p.w.r.to x we get

z
 y   y 
 p  f '   2 
x
 x  x 

-------- (2)

Diff. (1) p.w.r.to x we get

z
 y  1 
 q  f '   
y
 x  x 

-------- (3)

p   y  1    y 

   
 ; xp + yq = 0 is the required p.d.e.
q  x 2  x   x 
8. Form the p.d.e by eliminating the function f from z = f(x2-y2)
(AU-N/D- 2017)
2 2
Given z =f(x -y )
Differentiation w.r.to x : p = f‟(x2-y2).2x----------------(1)
Differentiation w.r.to y : q = f‟(x2-y2).-2y ----------------(2)
Eliminating f from (1) and (2)
1  p   x
2 q y
Px – qy = 0. This is the required p.d.e.
9. Form the p.d.e by eliminating the arbitrary function f(x2-y2, z) = 0.
(AU -N/D-2014)
Given x2-y2 = f(z)
Partially differentiating w.r.to x , 2x = f‟(z)p------(1)
Partially differentiating w.r.to y , -2y = f‟(z)q------(2)
(1)/(2)implies that p/q = -x/y
py = -qx
qx+py = 0.This is the required p.d.e.
10. Form the p.d.e by eliminating the arbitrary function from f(x2+y2, z-xy) = 0.
(AU-M/J-2016)
2
2
Given x +y = f(z-xy)
Partially differentiating w.r.to x, 2x = f‟(z-xy)(p-y)-------(1)
Partially differentiating w.r.to y, 2y = f‟(z-xy)(q-x)-------(2)
(1)/(2)implies that x/y = (p-y)/(q-x)
qx-x2 = py-y2 This implies that x2+y2 = qx- py. This is the required p.d.e.

11. Find the complete integral of p+q = 1.
Given p+q = 1--------------------------(1)
Let z = ax+by+c-----------------------(2)
z
z
 p  a and
 q  b -----(3)
x
y
Substitute equation (3) in equation (1) , we get a+b = 1

(AU- N/D- 2014)

That is b = 1- a--------------------(4)
Substitute equation (4) in equation (2),we get Z = ax + (1-a) y+ c is the complete
integral.
12. Find the complete solution of the partial differential equation p3-q3 = 0.
(AU-A/M-2016)
This equation is of the form F(p,q) = 0
Hence the trial solution is z = ax+by+c
p= a and q = b
Therefore a3 – b3 = 0
13. Find the complete integral of p  q  1
(AU-N/D-2017)

p  q  1 --- (1)
This is of the type F(p,q)=0
The trial solution is z=ax+by+c
Sub. p=a and q=b in (1)



Therefore (1) implies b  1  a







2

2

Then, z  ax  1  a y  c which is Complete Integral
z
x y
14. Find the complete integral of
   pq
pq q p
This is of the form z = px + qy + f(p,q)
Given z = px+qy+(pq)3/2
Hence the complete integral is z = ax+by+(ab)3/2
15. Find the complete integral of p+q=x+y
Let p+q=x+y=k
p-x=k,

(AU-N/D-2016)

(AU-N/D-2013)-2

y-q=k

p=k+x, q=y-k
z= 
=

pdx   qdy
(k  x)dx   ( y  k )dy

= kx 

x2 y 2

 ky  c
2
2

16. Find the complete solution of q = 2px.
q=2px=a (say)

(AU-A/M-2015)

q=a; p=a/2x
dz = (a/2x) dx + ady
Integrating,
Z = (a/2) logx + ay +b
This is the complete solution.
17.Find the general solution of the Lagrange linear equation given by pyz+qzx = xy.
(AU-N/D-2013)
This is of the form : Pp+Qq= R
Auxiliary equation is :

Group 1:

dx dy dz
dx dy dz





P Q
R
yz zx xy

dx dy

yz zx
xdx = ydy

Integrating , x2/2 = y2/2+c12/2
x2-y2 = u
Group 2:

dx dz

yz xy

xdx = zdz
Integrating, x2-z2 = v
Therefore the solution is υ(u,v) = 0
Φ(x2-y2, x2-z2) =0
18. What is the C.F of (D2-DD‟)z=x+y
The A.E is m2-m=0 implies m=2(twice)
Therefore C.F = f1(y+2x)+xf2(y+2x)
19. Solve (D4-D‟4)z = 0.

(AU- M/J -2014)

A.E is m4-14 = 0
(m2)2-(12)2 = 0 implies that (m2+1)(m2-1) = 0
m= 1,-1 and m = i,-i
z = f1(y+x)+f2(y-x)+f3(y+ix)+f4(y-ix).
20. Solve (D3-3DD‟2+2D‟3)z = 0.

(AU A/M 2018)-3

A.E is m3-3m+2 = 0
m= 1,1,-2
The solution is z = f1(y-2x)+f2(y+x)+xf3(y+x)
21. Solve (D3-D2D‟-8DD‟2+12D‟3)z=0
The A.E is m3-m2-8m+12=0
m=2,2,-3
The Solution is , z= f1 ( y  2 x)  xf 2 ( y  2 x)  f 3 ( y  3x)
22. Find the particular integral of (D2-D‟2+DD‟)z = cos(x+y).
(AU-N/D- 2012)
1
2
‟ ‟2
P.I = 2
cosx  y  [Replace D ,DD ,D by -1,-1,-1]
'
'2
D  DD  D 

1
1
2D  D '
2D  D '


cos
x

y


cos
x

y
cosx  y 
= cos x  y  =
=
=
0
3
2D  D '
4 D 2  D '2
=

 2 sin x  sin y
3

 2 z  2 z z

23. Solve 2 
=0
xy x
x

(AU-N/D- 2013)

(D2-DD‟+D)=0
D(D-D‟+1) = 0 that implies (D-m1D‟-0)(D-D‟+1) = 0
m1 = 0 , c1 = 0, m2 = 1 ,c2 = -1
The solution is z = e0xf1(y)+e-xf2(y+x)
24. Solve

2z
0
xy

(AU-A/M-2017)

 z 
2z
  z 
    0     0
xy x  y 
 y 
 z 

  y   0
 z 
   f ( y )  z  f ( y)y   z   f ( y )y
 y 
z=F(y)+g(x)
UNIT – II - FOURIER SERIES
1. State Dirichlet‟s conditions for a given function to expand in Fourier series.
(AU -N/D- 2017)-8

Let f(x) be defined in the interval c<x<c+2 π with period 2 π and satisfy the
following conditions:
(1) f(x) is single valued
(2) It has a finite number of discontinuities in a period of 2 π.
(3) It has a finite number of maxima and minima in a given period.
c  2

(4)



f ( x) dx is convergent

c

These conditions are Dirichlet‟s conditions.
2. State the sufficient conditions for existence of Fourier series.
(AU A/M 2017)-2
The sufficient conditions for existence of Fourier series is given by
(i) f(x) is defined and single valued except possibly at a finite number of points in (-π, π).
(ii) f(x) is periodic with period 2π.
(iii) f(x) and f ‟(x) are piecewise continuous in (-π, π), then the Fourier series of f(x)
converges to
(a) f(x) if x is a point of continuity
f x  0  f x  0
(b)
if x is a point of discontinuity.
2
3. Find the value of the Fourier series of f(x) = 0 in (-c,0) = 1 in (0,c), at the point of
discontinuity x = 0.
(AU-M/J-2016)
f 0    f 0  
0 1 1

The value of the Fourier series is f(x) =
=
2
2
2
4. If f(x) is discontinuous at a point x=a, then what does its Fourier series represent at
that
point
(AU-N/D-2017)
If f(x) is discontinuous at a point x=a, then at that point f(x) cannot be
expanded as Fourier series.
5. Find the constant term in the Fourier series corresponding to f(x) = cos2x expressed in
the interval (-π, π).
(AU-M/J-2012)
1  cos 2 x
Given f(x) = cos2x =
2


a
We know that f(x) = 0   a n cos nx   bn sin nx
2 n 1
n 1
a0









2 1  cos 2 x
1
cos xdx   cos xdx =
dx   1  cos 2 x dx = 1
=


 
0
0
2
0
1

2

2

2

a0 1

2 2
6. Write down the form of the Fourier series of an odd function in (-l,l) and associated
Euler‟s formulas for Fourier coefficients.
(AU-N/D-2013)

nx
f(x) =  bn sin
l
n 1
1 l
nx
dx
bn =  f x sin
l l
l
7. Find the co-efficient bn of the Fourier series for the function f(x)=xsinx in (-2,2).
(AU-N/D-2012)
Therefore the Constant term =

f(x) = xsinx
f(-x) = -xsin(-x) = xsinx = f(x)
Therefore f(x) is an even function. Therefore bn = 0.
8. Find a0 in the expansion of f(x)=ex as a Fourier series in ; 0<x<2π

a0 

1

2



2


1
1
 f ( x)dx    e dx   e 
x 2
0

x

0

0



e

1

2



1

9. Determine the Fourier series for the function f(x) = x in    x   .
f(x) = x
f(-x) = -x = -f(x)
Therefore f(x) is an odd function .Therefore a0 = an = 0


1
1


f
x
sin
nxdx

bn =

 x sin nxdx







u=x
u‟ = 1
u‟‟ = 0

(AU-N/D-2013)

(AU-N/D-2015)



v = sin nx
v1 = -cosnx/n
v2 = -sinnx/n2


n
n
1   x cos nx sin nx 
1   2  1   2 1
bn = 

 


n
n
n
n 2    


 2 1
sin nx

n
n 1
10. Find the value of bn in the Fourier series expansion of f(x) = x+ π in (-π, 0) = -x + π in
(0, π)
(AU-M/J-2016)
Let f(x) = ф1(x) , (-π, 0)
= ф2(x) , (0, π)
ф1(x) = x+ π , ф2(x) =-x + π
ф1(-x) = - x+ π = ф2(x)
f(x) is an even function. Therefore bn=0.
11. Find bn in the expansion of f(x)=x2 as a Fourier series in ; -π<x<π (AU-N/D-2017)


n

f(x) =

f(-x)=(-x)2=x2=f(x)
Therefore f(x) is an even function.

 bn  0
12. Find the sum of the Fourier series for f(x) = x+x2 in – π<x< π at x = π. (AU-A/M-2017)
f    f   
x= π is an end point. Sum of Fourier series =
=
2
   2     2 2 2

2
2
2
2



cos nx
1
2
 4 2 in 0<x<2π, then deduce that the value of  2
13. If   x  
3
n
n 1
n 1 n
(AU-N/D-2014)
2
2
2




1
2
1

1
 4 2 
 2 
 2
Put x = 0,  2 
3
12
6 n 1 n
n 1 n
n 1 n
14. Expand f(x) = 1 as a half range sine series in the interval (0, π) (or)
Find the sine series of function f(x) = 1 , 0 ≤ x ≤ π
(AU-A/M-2015)-3



The half range sine series formula is f(x) =

b
n 1

bn 

Where



2





0

n

sin nx


n
2   cos nx 
2    1 1 
f x  sin nxdx   sin nxdx  
 

 0
  n  0   n n 

2







2
4
n
1   1 
if n is odd
n
= n

,

15. Expand f(x)=x in (0,1) as a Fourier sine series


f ( x)   bn sin nx
n 1

bn 

2







2

f ( x) sin nxdx 

0



 sin nxdx







bn 



0

2   cos nx 
2
 1n  1



  n  0 n

0, when n is even

bn   4
 n , when n is odd
4  4
f(x)= 
sin nx
 n1 n
2

l

16. If f(x) is expanded as a half range cosine series, express   f ( x) dx in terms of a0 and
0

an.

(AU-N/D-2011)
2

a0 l l  2
  an
4
2 n 1
0
17. Write the complex form of the Fourier series of f(x).
(AU N/D 2017)-3
The series for f(x) defined in the interval (C,C+2π) satisfying the Dirichlet‟s Conditions
can
be put in the complex term as
C  2

1
f ( x)e  inxdx
f(x) =  Cn einx where Cn 

2 C

l

  f ( x) dx =

2

18.Find the complex form of Fourier series for f(x) = ex ; -π<x<π and f(x+2π) = f(x)
(AU-N/D-2017)


We know that f(x) =

C e

n  

inx

n



n
 e in1x 

 1 in  1
sinh 

  2 2
e e
e
 n 1
  in  1 


19. Write the complex form of the Fourier series of f(x) defined in –l<x<l

1
Where Cn =
2



x

inx

1
dx 
2



in 1 x

1
dx 
2





(AU-N/D-2017)-3

The series for f(x) defined in the interval (-l,l) satisfying the Dirichlet‟s
Conditions can be put in the complex term as
 inx
l
inx

1
f ( x)   c n e l where c n   f ( x)e l dx
2l l
n  
20. State Parseval‟s Theorem on Fourier series.
(AU-A/M- 2017)-3
If f(x) is expressed as a Fourier series in the interval (a,b) then
2
a0
1 
2
2
2
y 
  an  bn Where a0 , an , bn are the Fourier constants and y is the R.M.S.
4 2 1
value.
21. Define root mean square value of a function f(x) in a<x<b.
(AU A/M 2018)-4





Let f(x) be a function defined in an interval (a,b) then ,
b

  f ( x) dx
2

R.M.S =

a

is called the root mean square.
ba
22. Find the root mean square value of f(x) = x2 in the interval (0, π).

(AU-A/M-2017)

x

x
RMS value

4

dx

0



2


5
23. Find the root mean square value of the function f(x) = x in the interval (0,l)
(AU –N/D-2017)-3
l

b

2
  f ( x) dx

R.M.S =

a

ba

 x dx
2

in the interval (a,b) =

0

l 0

l2
l

3
3
24. Find the R.M.S value of f(x) = x(l-x) in 0≤x≤l.
RMS value in (0,l) is
2
2
2 l
y    f x  dx Here l = 1
l 0

Here a = 0 ; b = implies that

(AU-N/D-2015)

1

2
2 1
2  l 2 x 3 x 5 2lx 4 
2  l 5 l 5 l 5  17l 4
y   x 2 l  x  dx  




   
l 0
l  3
5
4 0 l  3
5
4  30
25 . What do you mean by Harmonic Analysis?
(AU –M/J-2013)-2
When a function f(x) is given by its numerical values at q equally spaced points, the
Process of determining the co-efficient of Fourier series representing f(x) using numerical
integration is known as Harmonic Analysis.
2

UNIT – III
APPLICATIONS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
PART-A

1. Classify the differential equation 3

 2u
 2u
 2u
u

4

6
2 u  0
2
2
xy
y
x
y

(AU-N/D- 2013)

A = 3, B = 4, C = 6
B2-4AC = 16-72 <0
Therefore, elliptic equation.

2. Classify the partial differential equation uxx+uyy = f(x,y)

(AU-M/J- 2016)

A = 1,B = 0,C = 1
B2-4AC = -4 < 0
Elliptic equation
3. Classify the PDE of uxy=uxuy+xy
Here B=1,A=0,C=0
B2-4AC=1>0
 Given PDE is Hyperbolic equation.

(AU-N/D-2017)

4. Classify the partial differential equation (1-x2) zxx – 2xy zxy + (1-y2) zyy + x zx +3x2y zy 2z = 0
(AU-A/M-2015)-2
A = (1-x2) ,B = -2xy , C = (1-y2)
B2-4AC = 4x2y2 – 4(1-x2)(1-y2) = 4x2y2-4+4x2+4y2-4x2y2 = 4x2+4y2-4
x = y = 0,

B2-4AC = -4 < 0 , Elliptic equation

x = y = positive, B2-4AC = 4 > 0, Hyperbolic equation
x = y = negative, B2-4AC = 4 > 0, Hyperbolic equation

5. Find the nature of the p.d.e 4uxx+4uxy+uyy+2ux-uy = 0
A = 4, B = 4, C = 1
B2-4AC = 0
Therefore, Parabolic equation
6. Use method of separation of variables, Solve

u
u
 2  u , where u(x,0)=6e-3x
x
t
(AU A/M 2017)

1

u  abe kx e 2

 k l 

u ( x,0)  abe kx
u ( x,0)  6e 3 x
ab  6, k  3
 u  6e  ( 3 x  2 t )
7. Write down the three mathematically possible solutions of one dimensional wave
equation.

(AU-A/M-2015)-5

y(x,t) = (c1epx+c2e-px)(c3epat+c4e-pat)
y(x,t) = (c1coskpx+c2sinpx)(c3cospat+c4sinpat)
y(x,t) = (c1x+c2)(c3t+c4)
2
2 y
2  y
8. In the wave equation 2  c
, what does c2 stand for?
2
t
x

c2 

T
Tension

m mass / unit length of the string

9. What is the basic difference between the solutions of one dimensional wave equation
and one dimensional heat equation with respect to the time?

(AU- N/D- 2017)-2

Solution of the one dimensional wave equation is of periodic in nature. But solution of the
One dimensional heat equation is not of periodic in nature.

10. State the assumptions in deriving one-dimensional wave equation. (AU- N/D- 2017)-3
(i) The motion takes place entirely in one place i.e., xy plane.
(ii) Only transverse vibrations are considered. The horizontal displacement of the particles
of the string is negligible.
(iii) The tension T is constant at all times and at all points of the deflected string.
(iv) T is considered to be so large compared with the weight of the string and hence the
force of gravity is negligible.
(v) The effect of friction is negligible.
(vi) The string is perfectly flexible,i.e., it can transmit tension but not bending or sheering
forces.

(vii) The slope of the deflection curve at all points and at all instants is so small that sin α
can be replaced by α, where α is the inclination of the tangent to the deflection curve.
11. Write down the diffusion problem in one-dimensional as a boundary value problem in
two different forms.
(AU-M/J-2013)
2
u
2  u
one dimensional heat flow
a
t
x 2
K
Where a 2 
is known as diffusivity of the material of the bar.
s

d 2u
In the steady state
0
dx 2
12. Write down one-dimensional heat equation and all possible solution for the same.
(AU-A/M-2018)-10
ut=α2uxx





ux, t   A1e x  B1e x C1e

t

2 2

ux, t    A2 cos x  B2 sin x C2 e 

t

2 2

ux, t    A3 x  B3 C3 .

13. How many conditions are needed to solve the one dimensional heat equation?
(AU-M/J- 2009)
Totally three conditions needed.
14. State the suitable solution of the one dimensional heat equation

u
 2u
 a2 2
t
x

(AU-A/M-2017)
The suitable solution of the given equation is u(x,t) = (Acospx+Bsinpx) e  c

2

p 2t

15. State the governing equation for one dimensional heat equation and necessary
conditions to solve the problem.
The one dimensional heat equation is

u
 2u
 a 2 2 where u(x,t) is the temperature at
t
x

time t at a point distant x from the left end of the rod. The boundary conditions are
a)u(0,t) = k10C for all t≥0
b)u(l,t) = k20C for all t≥0

c)u(x,0) = f(x) , 0<x<l
16. A rod of 30cm long has its ends A and B kept at 200C and 800C respectively until
steady state conditions prevail. Find the steady state temperature in the rod.
AU-A/M-2015)-2

d 2u
The steady state equation of the one dimensional heat flow is
=0 ..........(1)
dx 2
The general Solution of (1) is u(x) =ax+b ......(2)
The boundary conditions are u(0) = 30, and u(30)=80
Put x=0 in (2) , u(0)=b=20
Put x=30in (2) , u(30)=30a+b =80
30a+b=80 that implies 30a=60 implies that a=2 and equation (2) implies u(x)=2x+20
17. A rod of length 20cm whose one end is kept at 300C and the other end is kept at 700C
is maintained so until steady state prevails. Find the steady state temperature.
(AU-N/D-2014)-2
The steady state equation of one dimensional heat flow is

d 2u
=0 ......(1)
dx 2

The general Solution of (1) is u(x) =ax+b ......(2)
The boundary conditions are u(0) = 30, and u(l)=70
Put x=0 in (2) , u(0)=b=30
Put x=l in (2) , u(l)=al+b =70
al=40 that implies a=40/l
(2) implies u(x)=

40
x  30 Here l=20.Therefore u(x)=2x+30
l

18. An insulated rod of length l cm has its ends A and B maintained at 00C and 800C
respectively. Find the steady state solution of the rod
(AU-N/D-2013)
The steady state equation of the one dimensional heat flow is
The general Solution of (1) is u(x) =ax+b ......(2)
The boundary conditions are u(0) = 0, and u(l)=80

d 2u
=0 .......(1)
dx 2

Put x=0 in (2) , u(0)=b=0
Put x=l in (2) , u(l)=la+b =80
la+b=80 that implies la=80 implies that a=80/l and equation (2) implies u(x)=(80/l)x

19. A bar of length 50cm has its ends kept at 200C and 1000C until steady state
conditions prevail. Find the temperature at any point of the bar. (AU-A/M-2014)
The steady state equation of one dimensional heat flow is

d 2u
=0 .......(1)
dx 2

The general solution of (1) is u(x)=ax+b .........(2)
Put x=0 in (2) , u(0) = b = 20
Put x=l in (2), u(l) = al+b=100
al=80
a=80/l
8
a=80/50 that is a=8/5. Equation (2) implies u(x) = x  20
5

20. A rod of 60cm long has its ends A and B kept at 200C and 800C respectively until
steady state conditions prevail. Find the steady state temperature in the rod. (AU-N/D2012)

d 2u
The steady state equation of the one dimensional heat flow is
=0 ..........(1)
dx 2
The general Solution of (1) is u(x) =ax+b ......(2)
The boundary conditions are u(0) = 20, and u(60)=80
Put x=0 in (2) , u(0)=b=20
Put x=60in (2) , u(60)=20a+b =80
20a+20=80 that implies 20a=60 implies that a=3 and equation (2) implies u(x)=3x+20

21. In 2D heat equation or Laplace equation, what is the basic assumption.
When the heat flow is along the curves instead of straight lines, the curves lying in
parallel

planes the flow is called two dimensional.

 2u  2u
22. Write all possible solutions of two dimensional heat equations

0
x 2 y 2
(AU-N/D-2017)-6
u(x,y)= (A1epx+ A2e-px)(A3 cospy+A4sinpy)
u(x,y)=(A5cospx+A6sinpx)(A7 epy+A8 e-py)
u(x,y)=(A9x+A10)(A11y+A12)
23. State two-dimensional Laplace equation.

 2u  2u
The two-dimensional Laplace equation is given by 2  2 =0 i.e.,  2 u  0,
x
y
24. An infinitely long rectangular plate with insulated surface is 10 cm wide. The two long
edges and one short edge are kept at zero temperature while the other short edge x=0
is kept at temperature given by u = 20y ,

0≤y≤5

= 20(10-y), 5≤y≤10.
Give the boundary conditions.
The equation to be solved is

 2u  2u
=0.The boundary conditions are

x 2 y 2

(i) u(x,0) = 0 for all x
(ii) u(x,10) = 0 for all x
(iii) u(∞,y) = 0 (ie) when x→∞, u→0
(iv) u(0,y) = 20y ,

0≤y≤5

= 20(10-y),

5≤y≤10

25. A square plate has its faces and the edge y=0 insulated. It‟s edges x=0 and x=π are
kept at zero temperature and its fourth edge y =π is kept at temperature πx-x2 .Write the
boundary conditions alone.
The equation to be solved is
a) u(0,y) = 0

0≤ y≤ π

 2u  2u
=0. The boundary conditions are

x 2 y 2

b)u(π,y) = 0
c) (

0≤ y≤ π

u
) y 0  0 0≤ x≤ π
y

d)u(x, π) = πx-x2 0<x< π
UNIT – IV
FOURIER TRANSFORMS
1. State Fourier integral theorem

(AU-A/M-2015)-6

If f(x) is piece-wise continuously differentiable and absolutely integrable in (-∞, ∞), then
1
f(x) =
2





 



f(t)eis(x-t)dtds



1

or equivalently f ( x) 







0



  f (t ) cos  (t  x)dtd

This is known as Fourier integral theorem or Fourier integral formula.
2. Show that f(x)=1, 0<x<  cannot be represented by a Fourier integral.










0

0

f ( x) dx   1.dx  x  

Therefore the given function cannot be represented as Fourier integral
3. Write the Fourier transforms pair.
(AU–M/J-2011)-2
If f(x) is a given function then F[f(x)] and F-1[f(x)] are called Fourier transform pair
F(s)=F[f(x)]=



1
2







f ( x)e isx dx ; The inverse f(x) =



4.Prove that F f ( x)  F (s)
F ( s) 
F ( s) 

2

 f ( x )e

isx

dx



1
2




2





F ( s)e isx ds
(AU-N/D-2012)



1

1

 f ( x )e

isx

dx



Taking complex conjugate on both sides we get

F ( s) 

1
2





 f ( x)e

isx

dx  F f ( x)





5. Find the Fourier transform of f(x) if

(AU-N/D- 2014)-3

1 ; |x|<1
f(x) = 0 ; |x|>1>0


 f ( x )e

We know that F[f(x)] =

1

isx

e

dx =

isx

dx

1



1

 e isx 
e is e is 2  e is  e is  2


 
=

  sin s
is
s  2i  s
 is  1 is

e ikx , a  x  b
6. Find the (complex) Fourier transform of f(x)= 
0, x  a  x  b


1

F(s)=F[f(x)]=



2

f ( x)e isx dx =



1
2



ikx isx
 e e dx =





1
2

e

(AU-A/M- 2010)

i(k s) x

dx



b

i
i
1  ei(k s) x 
=
[e i ( k  s ) b  e i ( k  s ) a ] =
[e i ( k  s ) a  e i ( k  s ) b ]

 =
2  i(k  s)  a
2 (k  s)
2 (k  s)
7. State Parseval‟s identity in Fourier transforms.

(AU-M/J- 2011)-2

Parseval‟s identity in Fourier transforms is given by
2



If F(s) is the Fourier transform of f(x), then





f ( x) dx 



 F ( s)

2

ds



8. State and prove modulation theorem on Fourier transform.
Statement: If F(s) is the Fourier transform of f(x), then F[f(x)cosax] =

F  f x  
Proof:

1
2

(AU-A/M-2014)-2
1
[F(s+a)+F(s-a)].
2



 f x e

isx

dx



F  f x  cos ax 

1
2







f x  cos axe isx dx 



 e iax  e iax  isx


f
x
  2  e dx
2 
1

1 1
2 2

=



 f xe

i s  a x



 e i s  a x dx =



1
[F(s+a)+F(s-a)].
2

9. If F(s) is the Fourier transform of f(x) , then show that the Fourier transform of
eiaxf(x) is F(s+a)
F[eiaxf(x)] =

(AU-A/M-2015)-4


1
2

iax
isx
 e f ( x)e dx =



1
2



e

i ( sa) x

f ( x)dx = F(s+a)



10. State and prove first shifting theorem.

(AU -A/M -2017)-3

First shifting theorem is given by F[f(x-a)] = eiasF(s)


1

Proof : F[f(x-a)] =

 f ( x  a )e

2

when x = - , y =- 
when x =  , y = 

dx = dy

1
2

dx



Put x-a = y

=

isx





f ( y ).e is ( y  a ) .dy =



e ias
2





f ( y ).e isy dy =



e ias
2



 f ( x).e

isx

dx

= eias



F(s)
11. State change of scale property of Fourier transforms.

(AU-N/D-2017)-3

Change of scale property of Fourier transforms is given by
1 s
If F{f(x)} = F(s) then F{f(ax)}= Fc  
a  a  where a≠0

Proof :

F ( f (ax) 

1



e

2 
Put t=ax , dt=adx =>dx=1/a dt

F ( f (ax) 

1

isx

f (ax)dx



it ( s / a )
 e f (t )dt By definition, F (s) 

a 2 
1
F ( f (ax)  F ( s / a) for a  0
a
1
  F ( s / a) for a  0
a
1 s
F{f(ax)}= Fc  
a  a  where a ≠ 0

1
2





e ist f (t )dt



1
x

12. Find Fourier sine transform of

(AU A/M 2017)-5

We know that
Fs[f(x)] =



0

2







f(x)sin sx dx =

0

2






0

1
sinsx dx =
x

2 
=
 2


2

sin ax

, a>0
dx =
x
2

13. Find the Fourier sine transform of e-ax

2

We know that Fs[f(x)] =



Fs[e-ax] =

2





 f(x)sinsxdx
0





e-axsinsxdx =

0

2



s
a  s2
2

14. If Fs(s) is the Fourier sine transform of f(x), show that
Fs(f(s)sinax)=

Fs(f(x)sinax)

(AU- N/D-2017)-3

1
[ Fs ( s  a)  Fs ( s  a)]
2

=

1
FC (s  a)  FC (s  a)
2



2
1
=
  f ( x) Cos ( s  a) x  Cos( s  a) xdx 
 0
2




1 2
=
 f ( x)Cos ( s  a) xdx   f ( x)Cos ( s  a) xdx 
2  0
0


=

1
FC (s  a)  FC (s  a)
2

15. Define Fourier cosine transform and its inversion formula
The infinite Fourier cosine transform of f(x) is defined as
Fc[f(x)] = Fc(s) =

2





 f(x)cos sx dx
0

The inversion formula is f(x) =

2





 Fc(s) cos sx ds
0

16. Find the Fourier cosine transform of

(AU-N/D-2011)-3

Cosx ;if 0<x<a
f(x) =
0 ; if x ≥a
Fc(s) =

=

2







cos x cos sx dx =

0

2 1a
cos x cos sxdx =
 2 0

2



a

 cos x cos sx dx
0

2 1a
[cos(s  1) x  cos( s  1) x]dx
 2 0

1  sin( s  1) x sin( s  1) x 

=
s  1  0
2  s  1
a

=

1  sin( s  1)a sin( s  1)a 
provided

s  1 
2  s  1

s≠1;s≠ -1
17. Find Fourier cosine transform of e  ax ,a>0.
We know that Fc [ f ( x)] 

2



Fc [e ax ] 



 f ( x) cos sxdx

2



(AU-N/D- 2015)-3

0


 ax
 e cos sxdx =
0



a
2 a 
 ax
e
cos
bxdx

since
2
2
2

  s  a 
a  b2
0

18. Find Fourier cosine transform of e  x ,a>0.
(AU-N/D- 2015)-3




2
2  x
2 1 
We know that,
Fc ( f ( x)) 
f
(
x
)
cos
sxdx



 e cos sxdx 
 0
 0
  s 2  1


19. Prove that Fc[f(x)cosax ] =
transform f(x).
Fc[f(x)cosax] =

2



1
Fc (s  a)  Fc (s  a) where Fc denotes the Fourier cosine
2
(AU-M/J- 2011)-3




0

f(x) cosax cos(sx) dx =

2





 cos( s  a) x  cos( s  a) x 
 dx
2

 f(x) 
0





1 2
1 2
f ( x) cos( s  a) xdx +
f ( x) cos( s  a) xdx =

2  0
2  0

=

1
[ Fc ( s  a)  Fc ( s  a)]
2

20. If Fc(s) is the Fourier cosine transform of f(x). Prove that the Fourier cosine
transform of f(ax) is

1 s
Fc
a  a 

(AU-N/D- 2015)

1 s
Fc
a  a 

To prove: Fc (f (ax)) is

We know that Fc[f(ax)] =

2





 f(at) cosst dt
0

Put at=u when t  0  u  0, t    u   , adt = du


2

=





0



1 2
s
1 s
 su  du
f (u ) cos 
f (t ) cos tdt = Fc  
=

a  0
a
a a
 a a

21. Find the Fourier sine transform of e-3x
We know that Fs[f(x)] =
22.Given that of e  x

2

2

WKT FC [ e

e

]= e





 f(x)sinsxdx
0

=

2







e-3xsinsxdx =

0

2



(s/s2+9)

is self reciprocal under Fourier cosine transform, find Fourier

sine transform of xe  x
 x2 2

2

(AU –M/J-2013)

2

s2
2

/2

, Fs [ xe

(AU-A/M- 2015)
x2 / 2

]=-d/ds Fc [ [ xe

x2 / 2

] =-d/ds[ e

s2
2

]=- e

s2
2

(-s)=s

s2
2

23.Define the Convolution of two function:

 f * g ( x) 

1



 f (t ) g ( x  t )dt
2 
24. State the convolution theorem for Fourier transforms.

(AU-A/M-2018)-3

If F(s) and G(s) are the Fourier transform of f(x) and g(x) respectively, then the Fourier
transform of the convolution of f(x) and g(x) is the product of their Fourier transform.
F[f(x)g(x] = F(S)G(S) = F[f(x)]F[g(x)]

and F-1[F(S)G(S)]= F-1[F(S)] * F-1[G(S)]
25. State Parseval‟s identity of Fourier transform
Let F(s) be the Fourier transform of f(x) , then






 F ( s)

f ( x) dx 
2



2

ds



UNIT – V - Z- TRANSFORM
1. Define Z- Transforms
Let {x(n)} be a sequence defined for all integers then its Z-transform is defined to be


 x ( n) z

Z{x(n)}=X(Z)=

n

where z is an arbitrary complex number.

n  

2. Find z[(n+1)(n+2)]
z[(n+1)(n+2)] = z[n2+3n+2]
= z[n2]+3z[n]+2z[1]
=

z2  z

z  1

 

3. Prove that Z a n

3

+3

z

z  1

2

+2

z
z 1

z
za

=

(AU A/M 2017)-5


We know that Z{x(n)}=X(Z)=

 x ( n) z

n

n  

Z(an)=



 an z n =
n 0



a

 
n0  z 

n

2

 1

a a
    .......
z z
1

 a
 1  
 z
z

,z  a
za

 1 
4. Find the Z 

 n(n  1) 

(AU-N/D-2016)-3

1
A
B
 
.............(1)
n(n  1) n n  1
1  A(n  1)  B(n)

put n=0 we get
1=A
put n=-1 we get
1=-B
B=-1
(1) implies

1
1
1
 
n(n  1) n n  1

z
1
we know that Z    log
z 1
n
z
 1 
Z
  z log
z 1
 n  1

 1 
1
 1 
  Z    Z 
Z 

n
 n  1
 n(n  1) 
= log

z
z
z
= (1-z) log
 z log
z 1
z 1
z 1



5. Find Z cos   i sin  

n



Let a=eiθ
an=(eiθ )n=einθ=cosnθ+isinnθ
Z[an]=

z
za

Z[(eiθ )n]=
Z[einθ]=

z
z  e i

z
z  (cos  i sin  )

Z[cosnθ+isinnθ]=

z
( z  cos )  i sin  )

(AU-M/J-2016)


  ( z  cos )  i sin  ) 
z
Z[cosnθ]+iZ[sinnθ]= 


 ( z  cos )  i sin  )   ( z  cos )  i sin  ) 
=

z ( z  cos  )  iz sin  )
z ( z  cos  )  iz sin  )
= 2
2
2
z  cos   sin  Z  2Z cos  cos 2   sin 2 

=

z ( z  cos  )  iz sin  )
z ( z  cos  )
z sin 
= 2
i 2
2
Z  2Z cos   1
z  2 z cos   1 z  2 z cos   1

1
6. Find Z  
 n!

(AU-M/J-2016)


Z x(n)   x(n) z n
n 0


1 1
1  1
Z     z n    
 n! n 0 n!
n 0 n!  z 

n

2

11 1 1
 1        .......
1!  z  2!  z 
e

1
z

7. Prove that Z(n) =

z
z  12

(AU-A/M-2018)-2


We know that Z{x(n)} =

 x(n)z

n

n 0



Z[n] =

 nz  n =
n0



n

z
n 0

n

= 0

1 2
3
 2  3  .....
z z
z

2
 1  z  1  2  1  z  2
1
z
1 1
= 1  2   3   ... = 
=
 = 

z 
( z  1) 2
z z
 z  z   z  z  1

8. Find Z(n2)

(AU-M/J-2014)

We know that Z[nf(n)] = -z

Z(n2) = Z[nn] = -z

dF ( z )
dz

 ( z  1) 2 (1)  z[2( z  1)] 
d  z 
d
=
-z
[ Z (n)] = -z 



dz  (z  1) 2 
( z  1) 4
dz



 z  1  2z 
 1 z 
z2  z
z 1
= -z 
=
-z
=
z
=

3 
3
( z  1)3  z  13
 z  1 
 z  1 
9.Find Z-transform of nC2

(AU-A/M- 2017)

 n2  n  1
1  z2  z
z 
 n(n  1) 
2
Z nC2   Z 

Z

Z
(
n
)

Z
(
n
)






3
2  z  1 z  12 
 2 
 2  2





1
10. Find Z ( )
n

(AU-N/D-2017)-2


We know that Z{x(n)} =

 x(n)z

n

n 0


1
1
z[ ]   z n
n
n 1 n



1
1 1 1 1 1
= 

 .....
n
z 2 z2 3 z3
n 1 nz

=

1
z 1
z
=  log[1  ] =  log[
] [ log a p  p log a]
] = log[
z 1
z
z

11. Find Z[4.3n+2(-1)n]
z
z
2
z 3
z 1

Z[4.3n+2(-1)n]=4Z(3n)+2Z(-1)n=



12. Find Z e t sin 2t



(AU-N/D-2015)

We know that Z[eatsin2t]=Z[f(t)]z->ze-aT
=[Z[sin2t]] z->ze-T

(a=1)

z sin 2T


=  2

 z  2 z cos 2T  1 z  ze T



zeT sin 2T
=  2  2T

T
 z e  2 ze cos 2T  1



z sin aT
Z[sintat] = 

 z 2  2 z cos aT  1
13. Find Z(t)


We know that Z{f(t)} =

 f (nT ) z

n

n 0

Z(t) =
14. Find Z[cos2t]





n 0

n 0

 nTz  n = T  nz  n = T z[n]=

Tz
z  12

z ( z  cos 2T ) 
1  cos 2t  1  z
Z[cos2t]= Z 
= 
 2

2

 2  z  1 z  2 z cos 2T  1

15. Find the Z-transform of nck 


Z[nCk]=

 nC z

k

k

n 0

= 1+nC1z-1+nC2z-2+. . . . . . +nCn z-n

This is expansion of binomial theorem = (1+z-1)n

z


16. Evaluate Z 1  2

 z  7 z  10 

X ( z) 

(AU-M/J-2010)-2

1
( z  5)( z  2)
1
1
z n1 =
z n .............(1)
( z  5)( z  2)
( z  5)( z  2)

X ( z ) z n 1 

Here z= -2,-5 are simple poles.
Res X ( z ) z n1  lim ( z  2)
z  2

z  2

=

zn
( z  2)( z  5)

(2) n
3

Res X ( z ) z n 1  lim ( z  5)
z  5

z  5

=

zn
( z  2 )( z  5)

(5) n
3

X(n)=sum of residues =

(2) n (5) n 1
+
= [(2) n  (5) n ]
3
3
3



z2

17. Evaluate Z 1 
 ( z  a)( z  b) 

X (Z ) 

z2
( z  a)( z  b)

X ( Z ) z n 1 

z2
z n 1
z n1 =
( z  a)( z  b)
( z  a)( z  b)

(AU-N/D-2015)

z=a and z=b are simple poles

Re s X ( z ) z

n 1

z a

Re s X ( z ) z

n 1

z b

z n1
z n 1
a n 1
 Lt ( z  a)
 Lt
=
z a
( z  a)( z  b) z a ( z  b)
ab
z n 1
z n 1
b n 1
 Lt ( z  b)
 Lt
=
z b
( z  a)( z  b) z b ( z  a) b  a

X(n) = Sum of the residues
=

a n 1 b n 1
1
+
=
[a n 1  b n 1 ]
a b ba a b
_

_

18. Prove that Z(f(t+T))=[ f ( z )  f (0) ],where f ( z ) =Z[f(t)]
Z[f(n+1)]=





n 0

n 0

 f (n  1) z  n = z  f (n  1) z (n 1)



= z  f (m) z  m

where m=n+1

n 0

= = zF(z)-zf(0)
19. Find the value of z[f(n)] when f(n) = nan
z[nan] = -z

(AU-N/D-2014)

az
d
d
z
[z(an)] = -z [
]=
dz
dz z  a
z  a 2

20. Prove that Z nf (n) = -z

dF ( z )
dz

(AU A/M 2018)-2

Given: F(Z)=Z[f(n)]


F(Z)=

a z

n n

n 0



z n
d
[ F ( Z )]   (n) f (n) z  n 1 =   nf (n)
z
dz
n 0
n 0

z


d
[ F ( Z )]   nf (n) z  n = -Z[nf(n)]
dz
n 0

Z[nf(n)] = -z

dF ( z )
dz

21. State and prove initial value theorem in Z-transforms.
Initial value theorem in Z-transforms is given by

(AU-A/M-2017)-2

If Z[f(t)]=F(z),then f(0)= lim F ( z )
z 



Proof: F[z]=Z[f(t)]=  f (nT ) z n
n 0

= f (0.T ) 

f (1.T ) f (2.T )
f (T ) f (2T )

 ..... = f (0) 

 .....
2
z
z
z
z2

lim F ( z ) = lim[ f (0) 
z 

z 

f (T ) f (2T )

 ....] = f(0)
z
z2

22. State final value theorem on Z-transform
If Z[f(t)]-F(z) , then
lim f (t )  lim ( z  1) F ( z )
t 

(AU-A/M-2017)

z 1

23. State convolution theorem on Z-transform.

(AU-N/D- 2016) - 3

The convolution theorem on Z-transform is given by
If Z xn  X ( z) and Zy(n)  Y ( z) then Zx(n) * y(n)  X (Z ).Y (Z )
24. Form the difference equation by eliminating arbitrary constants from
U n   2 n1

(AU-N/D-2017)-2
Given
U n  a.2 n1 ..........(1)
U n1  a.2 n2
U n1  a.2 n1.2 ........(2)

U n1  2U n

[Using (1)]

25. Solve yn+1-2yn=0, given that y(0)=2
Z[yn+1]-2Z[yn]=0
zY(z)-zy(0)-2Y(z)=0
Y(z)(z-2)-2z=0
2z
Y(z)=
z2
y(n)=2(2)n=2n+1

(AU-N/D-2012)

V.S.B ENGINEERING COLLEGE, KARUR
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
CE 8301 – STRENGTH OF MATERIALS I
TWO MARKS QUESTION WITH ANSWERS

UNIT I
STRESS AND STRAIN
1. Define: Stress
When an external force acts on a body, it undergoes deformation. At the
same time the body resists deformation. The magnitude of the resisting force is
numerically equal to the applied force. This internal resisting force per unit area is
called stress.
Stress = Force/Area
σ = P/A (unit is N/mm2)
2. Define: Strain
When a body is subjected to an external force, there is some change of
dimension in the body. Numerically the strain is equal to the ratio of change in length
to the original length of the body.
Strain = Change in length/Original length
e = ∂L/L
3. Define: Elastic limit
Some external force is acting on the body, the body tends to deformation. If the force is
released from the body its regain to the original position. This is called elastic limit
4. State: Hooke‟s law.
It states that when a material is loaded within its elastic limit, the stress is
directly proportional to the strain.
Stress α Strain
σα e
σ = Ee
Where, E - Young‟s modulus in N/mm2
σ - Stress
e - Strain
5. Define: Young‟s modulus
The ratio of stress and strain is constant within the elastic limit. This constant is
known as Young‟s modulus.
E = Stress /Strain
6. Define: Longitudinal strain
When a body is subjected to axial load P, there is an axial deformation in the
length of the body. The ratio of axial deformation to the original length of the body is
called lateral strain.
Longitudinal strain= Change in length/Original length
= ∂L/L

7. Define: Lateral strain
The strain at right angles to the direction of the applied load is called lateral strain.
Lateral strain= Change in breadth (depth)/Original breadth (depth)
= ∂b/b or ∂d/d
8. Define: shear stress and shear strain.
The two equal and opposite force act tangentially on any cross sectional plane of
the body tending to slide one part of the body over the other part. The stress induced is
called shear stress and the corresponding strain is known as shear strain.
9. Define: volumetric strain
The ratio of change in volume to the original volume of the body is called
volumetric strain.
Volumetric strain= change in volume / original volume
ev = ∂V/V
10. Define: Poisson‟s ratio
When a body is stressed, within its elastic limit, the ratio of lateral strain to the
longitudinal strain is constant for a given material.
Poisson‟ ratio (μ or 1/m) = Lateral strain /Longitudinal strain
11. Define: Bulk-modulus
The ratio of direct stress to volumetric strain is called as bulk modulus..
Bulk modulus, K = Direct stress / Volumetric strain
12. Define: Shear modulus or Modulus of rigidity
The ratio of shear stress to shear strain is called as bulk modulus..
Shear modulus, G = shear stress / shear strain
13. State the relationship between Young‟s Modulus and Modulus of Rigidity.
E = 2G (1+μ)
Where,
E - Young‟s Modulus
G – Modulus of rigidity
μ - Poisson‟s ratio
14. Give the relationship between Bulk Modulus and Young‟s Modulus.
E = 3K (1-2μ)
Where,E - Young‟s Modulus K - Bulk Modulus μ- Poisson‟s ratio
15. What is principle of super position?
The resultant deformation of the body is equal to the algebric sum of the
deformation of the individual section. Such principle is called as principle of super position
16. What is compound bar?
A composite bar composed of two or more different materials joined together such
that the system is elongated or compressed in a single unit.
17. What you mean by thermal stresses?
If the body is allowed to expand or contract freely, with the rise or fall of
temperature no stress is developed, but if free expansion is prevented the stress

developed is called temperature stress or strain.
18. Define thin cylinder?
If the thickness of the wall of the cylinder vessel is less than 1/15 to 1/20 of its
internal diameter, the cylinder vessel is known as thin cylinder.
19. What are types of stress in a thin cylindrical vessel subjected to internal
pressure?
These stresses are tensile and are known as
Ø
Circumferential stress (or hoop stress )
Ø
Longitudinal stress
20. What is mean by circumferential stress (or hoop stress) and longitudinal
stress?
The stress acting along the circumference of the cylinder is called
circumferential stress (or hoop stress) whereas the stress acting along the length of
the cylinder is known as longitudinal stress.
21. What are the formula for finding circumferential stress and longitudinal
stress?
Circumferential stress, f1 = pd / 2t
longitudinal stress, f2
= pd / 4t
22. What are maximum shear stresses at any point in a cylinder?
Maximum shear stresses at any point in a cylinder, subjected to internal
fluid pressure is given by (f1 –f2) / 2 = pd / 8t
23. What are the formula for finding circumferential strain and longitudinal
strain?
The circumferential strain (e1) and longitudinal strain (e2) are given by

e1

e2
24. Derive an expression for the longitudinal stress in a thin cylinder subjected to a
uniform internal fluid pressure.
Force due to fluid pressure
= p x П/4 xd2
Force due to longitudinal stress = f2 x Пd x t

p x П/4 xd2 = f2 x Пd x t
f2 = 4t
25. What are the formula for finding change in diameter, change in length and
change volume of a cylindrical shell subjected to internal fluid pressure p?

26. Define Strain energy.
When an elastic material is deformed due to application of external force, internal resistance
is developed in the material of the body. Due to deformation, some work is done by the internal
resistance developed in the body, which is stored in the form of energy. This is known as strain
energy. It is expressed in N-m.
27. Define Resilience.
The total strain energy stored in the body is generally known as resilience.
28. Define Proof Resilience.
The maximum strain energy that can be stored in a material within the elastic limit is known
as proof resilience.
29. Define Modulus of resilience.
It is the proof resilience of the material per unit volume.
Modulus of resilience = (proof resilience / volume of the body)
UNIT –II
SHEAR AND BENDING IN BEAMS
1. Define: Beam
BEAM is a structural member which is supported along the length and subjected
to external loads acting transversely (i.e) perpendicular to the center line of the beam.
2. What is mean by transverse loading on beam?
If a load is acting on the beam which perpendicular to the central line of it then it
is called transverse loading.
3. What is Cantilever beam?
A beam whose one end free and the other end is fixed is called cantilever beam.
4. What is simply supported beam?
A beam supported or resting free on the support at its both ends is called simply
supported beam.

5. What is mean by over hanging beam?
If one or both of the end portions are extended beyond the support then it is called
over hanging beam.
6. What is mean by concentrated loads?
A load which is acting at a point is called point load.
7. What is uniformly distributed load (udl) ?
If a load which is spread over a beam in such a manner that rate of loading „w‟ is
uniform throughout the length then it is called as udl.
8. Define point of contra flexure? In which beam it occurs?
It is the Point Where the B.M is zero after Changing its sign from positive to
negative or vice versa. It occurs in overhanging beam.
9. What is mean by positive or sagging BM?
The BM is said to be positive if moment of the forces on the left side of beam is
clockwise and on the right side of the beam is anti-clockwise.
(or)
The BM is said to be positive if the BM at that section is such that it tends to bend the
beam to a curvature having concavity at the top.
10. What is mean by negative or hogging BM?
The BM is said to be negative if moment of the forces on the left side of beam is anti-clockwise and on the
right side of the beam is clockwise. (or)
The BM is said to be positive if the BM at that section is such that it tends to bend the
beam to a curvature having convexity at the top.

11. Define shear force and bending moment?
SF at any cross section is defined as algebraic sum of the vertical forces acting either
side of beam.
BM at any cross section is defined as algebraic sum of the moments of all the
forces which are placed either side from that point.
12. When will bending moment is maximum?
BM will be maximum when shear force change its sign.
13. What is maximum bending moment in a simply supported beam of span „L‟
subjected to UDL of „w‟ over entire span?
Max BM = wL2/8
14. In a simply supported beam how will you locate point of maximum bending
moment?
The bending moment is max. when SF is zero. Writing SF equation at that point
and equating to zero we can find out the distances „x‟ from one end .then find maximum
bending moment at that point by taking moment on right or left hand side of beam.

15. What is shear force and bending moment diagram?
It shows the variation of the shear force and bending moment along the length of the
beam.
16. What are the types of beams?
1. Cantilever beam
2. Simply supported beam
3. Fixed beam
4. Continuous beam
5. over hanging beam
17. What are the types of loads?
1. Concentrated load or point load
2. Uniform distributed load (udl)
3. Uniform varying load(uvl)
18. Write the assumptions in the theory of simple bending?
1. The material of the beam is homogeneous and isotropic.
2. The beam material is stressed within the elastic limit and thus obey hooke‟s law.
3. The transverse section which was plane before bending remains plains after bending also.
4. Each layer of the beam is free to expand or contract independently about the layer, above or below.
5. The value of E is the same in both compression and tension.
19. Define: Neutral Axis
The N.A of any transverse section is defined as the line of intersection of the
neutral layer with the transverse section.
20. Write the theory of simple bending equation?

(M / I) = (E / R) = (f / y)
Where,
M - Maximum bending moment
I - Moment of inertia
f - Maximum stress induced
y- Distance from the neutral axis
E - Young‟s modulus
R – Radius of neutral layer.
21. Define: Moment of resistance
Due to pure bending, the layers above the N.A are subjected to compressive
stresses, whereas the layers below the N.A are subjected to tensile stresses. Due to these stresses, the
forces will be acting on the layers. These forces will have moment about the N.A. The total moment of
these forces about the N.A for a section is known as moment of resistance of the section.

22. Define: Section modulus
Section modulus is defined as the ratio of moment of inertia of a section about the
N.A to the distance of the outermost layer from the N.A.

Section modulus,
Where, I – M.O.I about N.A
ymax - Distance of the outermost layer from the N.A
UNIT – III
DEFLECTION
1. What are the methods for finding out the slope and deflection at a section?
The important methods used for finding out the slope and deflection at a section
in a loaded beam are
1. Double integration method
2. Moment area method
3. Macaulay‟s method
4. Conjugate beam method
The first two methods are suitable for a single load, where as the last one is
suitable for several loads.
2. Why moment area method is more useful, when compared with double
integration?
Moment area method is more useful, as compared with double integration
method because many problems which do not have a simple mathematical solution can
be simplified by the moment area method.
3. Explain the Theorem for conjugate beam method?
Theorem I : “The slope at any section of a loaded beam, relative to the original
axis of the beam is equal to the shear in the conjugate beam at the corresponding
section”
Theorem II: “The deflection at any given section of a loaded beam, relative to the
original position is equal to the Bending moment at the corresponding section of the
conjugate beam”
4. Define method of Singularity functions?
In Macaulay‟s method a single equation is formed for all loading on a beam, the
equation is constructed in such a way that the constant of Integration apply to all portions
of the beam. This method is also called method of singularity functions.
1
5. What are the points to be worth for conjugate beam method?
1. This method can be directly used for simply supported Beam
2. In this method for cantilevers and fixed beams, artificial constraints need
to be supplied to the conjugate beam so that it is supported in a manner

consistent with the constraints of the real beam.
6. What is Maximum deflection of SSB of span „l‟ with UDL of magnitude W/ unit run throughout the
span?
Δ = (5Wl4) / (384EI)
UNIT IV
TORSION
1. Write down the expression for power transmitted by a shaft
P=2πNT/60
Where, N-speed in rpm
T-torque
2. Write down the expression for torque transmitted by hollow shaft
T= (π/16)*Fs*((D4-d4)/d4
Where, T-torque
q- Shear stress
D-outer diameter
d- Inner diameter
3. Write down the equation for maximum shear stress of a solid circular section
in diameter „D‟ when subjected to torque „T‟ in a solid shaft.
T=π/16 * Fs*D3
where, T-torque
q - Shear stress
D – diameter
4. Define torsional rigidity
The torque required to introduce unit angle of twist in unit length is called torsional
rigidity or stiffness of shaft.
5. What is composite shaft?
Sometimes a shaft is made up of composite section i.e. one type of shaft is sleeved
over other types of shaft. At the time of sleeving, the two shafts are joined together, that
the composite shaft behaves like a single shaft.
6. What is a spring?
A spring is an elastic member, which deflects, or distorts under the action of load
and regains its original shape after the load is removed.
7. State any two functions of springs.
1. To measure forces in spring balance, meters and engine indicators.
2. To store energy.
8. What are the various types of springs?

i. Helical springs
iii. Leaf springs

ii. Spiral springs
iv. Disc spring or Belleville springs

9. Classify the helical springs.
1. Close – coiled or tension helical spring.
2. Open –coiled or compression helical spring.
10. What is spring index (C)?
The ratio of mean or pitch diameter to the diameter of wire for the spring is
called the spring index.
11. What is solid length?
The length of a spring under the maximum compression is called its solid length.
It is the product of total number of coils and the diameter of wire.
Ls = nt *d
Where, nt = total number of coils.
12. Define spring rate (stiffness).
The spring stiffness or spring constant is defined as the load required per
unit deflection of the spring.
K= W/y
Where, W -load
y- Deflection
13. Define pitch.
Pitch of the spring is defined as the axial distance between the adjacent coils
in uncompressed state. Mathematically
Pitch = free length / (n-1)
14. Define helical springs.
The helical springs are made up of a wire coiled in the form of a helix and are primarily
intended for compressive or tensile load.
15. What are the differences between closed coil & open coil helical springs?
Closed coil spring
The spring wires are coiled very closely, each turn is nearly at right angles to the axis of helix .
Helix angle is less (70 to 10o)
Open coil spring
The wires are coiled such that there is a gap between the two consecutive turns. Helix angle is
large (>10o)
16. Write the assumptions in the theory of pure torsion.
1. The material is homogenous and isotropic.
2. The stresses are within elastic limit

3. C/S which are plane before applying twisting moment remain plane even after the
application of twisting moment.
4. Radial lines remain radial even after applying torsional moment.
5. The twist along the shaft is uniform
17. Define Torsion
When a pair of forces of equal magnitude but opposite directions acting on body, it tends
to twist the body. It is known as twisting moment or torsional moment or simply as
torque.
Torque is equal to the product of the force applied and the distance between the
point of application of the force and the axis of the shaft.
18. What are the assumptions made in Torsion equation
a) The material of the shaft is homogeneous, perfectly elastic and obeys Hooke‟s
law.
b) Twist is uniform along the length of the shaft
c) The stress does not exceed the limit of proportionality
d) The shaft circular in section remains circular after loading
e) Strain and deformations are small.
19. Define polar modulus
It is the ratio between polar moment of

inertia and radius of the shaft.

£=J
R
Where, J = polar moment of inertia
R = Radius
22. Why hollow circular shafts are preferred when compared to solid circular
shafts?
• The torque transmitted by the hollow shaft is greater than the solid shaft.
• For same material, length and given torque, the weight of the hollow shaft will be less
compared to solid shaft.
23. Write torsional equation
T/J=Cθ/L=q/R
T-Torque
J- Polar moment of inertia
C-Modulus of rigidity
L- Length
q- Shear stress
R- Radius
24. What are the stresses induced in the helical compression spring due to axial
load?
1. Direct shear stress

2. Torsional shear stress
3. Effect of curvature
25. What is buckling of springs?
The helical compression spring behaves like a column and buckles at a comparative
small load when the length of the spring is more than 4 times the mean coil diameter.
26. What is surge in springs?
The material is subjected to higher stresses, which may cause early fatigue failure.
This effect is called as spring surge.
UNIT V
COMPLEX STRESSES AND PLANE TRUSSES
1. Define principle stresses and principle plane.
Principle stress: The magnitude of normal stress, acting on a principal plane is
known as principal stresses.
Principle plane: The planes which have no shear stress are known as principal
planes.
2. What is the radius of Mohr‟s circle?
Radius of Mohr‟s circle is equal to the maximum shear stress.
3. What is the use of Mohr‟s circle?
To find out the normal, resultant and principle stresses and their planes.
4. List the methods to find the stresses in oblique plane?
1. Analytical method
2. Graphical method
5. How method of joints applied to Trusses carrying Horizontal loads.
If a truss carries horizontal loads (with or without vertical loads) hinged at one end
and supported on roller at the other end, the support reaction at the roller support end
will be normal, whereas the support reaction at the hinged end will consist of i)horizontal
reaction and (ii) vertical reaction
6. How method of joints applied to Trusses carrying inclined loads.
If a truss carries inclined loads hinged at one end and supported on roller at the
other end, the support reaction at the roller support end will be normal. Whereas the
support reaction at the hinged end will consist of (i) horizontal reaction and (ii)
vertical reaction. The inclined loads are resolved into horizontal and vertical components.

7. What is mean by compressive and tensile force?
The forces in the member will be compressive if the member pushes the joint
to which it is connected whereas the force in the member will be tensile if the member
pulls the joint to which it is connected.

8. How will you determine the forces in a member by method of joints?
In method of joint after determining the reactions at the supports, the equilibrium
of every support is considered. This means the sum all vertical forces as well as the
horizontal forces acting on a joint is equated to zero. The joint should be selected in such
a way that at any time there are only two members, in which the forces are unknown.
9. What are the benefits of method of sections compared with other methods?
1. This method is very quick
2. When the forces in few members of the truss are to be determined, then the
method of section is mostly used.
10. In case of equal like principle stresses, what is the diameter of the Mohr‟s
circle?
Answer: Ze
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CE 8302 – FLUID MECHANICS
TWO MARKS QUESTION AND ANSWES
UNIT-1 - FLUID PROPERTIES AND FILUID STATICS
1. Define fluid?
A fluid is a substance having a property to flow easily.
Example: liquid, vapor, gas.
2. Define fluid mechanics?
Fluid mechanics is a branch of science which deals with property and behavior of
fluids at rest and in motion.
3. Define specific volume?
It is the ratio of volume to the mass of a fluid. It is denoted by υ. Its unit is m3/kg.
υ= volume of fluid
Mass of fluid
υ=V/m m3/kg
4. Define viscosity?
It is defined as the resisting property of liquid to its flow corresponding to its
adjacent layers.
5. Which one of the following has high viscosity (i) water or (ii) lubricating oil?
Lubricating oil has high viscosity because it reduces friction.
6. Define poise?
Poise is the other name of unit of viscosity in CGS system which equals dynesec/cm2.
7. Define friction.
Friction is a force that acts in opposite direction to the movement.

8. What is Non Newtonian fluid?
A real fluid in which shear stress is not proportional to rate of shear strain.
τ≠ μ.du
dy
τ = Shear stress μ = viscosity of the fluid

du = change in velocity dy = change in perpendicular distance.
9. Define compressible fluid?
A liquid is considered to a compressible fluid only when there is a change in
Volume of liquid that occurs under large pressure variation.
10. Define compressibility?
Compressibility is the property of fluid which undergoes change in volume under
various pressure conditions.
It is also defined of reciprocal of bulk modulus of elasticity (k).
i.e., compressibility = 1/k.
k= compressive stress / volumetric strain
11. Define capillarity?
It is the phenomenon of rise or fall of liquid surface relative to outside liquid
surface.

12. Define specific gravity with respect to weight density?
It is the ratio of specific weight of fluid to specific weight of a standard fluid.
i.e., s = Specific weight of liquid (for liquids)
Specific weight of water
i.e., s = Specific weight of gas (for gasses)
Specific weight of air
13. Define dynamic viscosity?
The shear stress required to move one layer with unit velocity over another layer at
unit distance. It is known as dynamic viscosity. It is denoted as μ.
14. What is cause for viscosity?
The causes for the viscosity are
(i) Inter molecular force of cohesion and
(ii) Moment of molecules being exchanged.
15. Define Surface Tension.
Surface Tension is defined as the tensile force acting on the surface of a liquid in
contact with a gas or on the surface between two immiscible liquids such that the
contact surface behaves like a membrane under tension.
Unit: N/m.

16. Give the types of gas laws?
The types of gas laws are,
(i) Boyles law
(ii) Charles law
17. Define ideal fluid?
A fluid which is incompressible and has no viscosity is called as an ideal fluid. It
is an imaginary fluid.
18. Define Newtonian fluid.
A real fluid in which shear stress is directly proportional to the rate of shear strain.
τ = μ. du/dy
19. Define ideal plastic fluid.
A fluid whose shear is more than yield value and its shear stress is directly
proportional to shear strain is called as ideal plastic fluid.
20. What is an incompressible fluid?
A liquid is considered to be incompressible only when there is a change in volume
of a liquid that occurs under smaller pressure variation.

UNIT-2 - FLUID KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS
1. Define “Pascal‟s Law”.
It states that the pressure or intensity at a point in a static fluid is equal in
all directions.
2. What is meant by Absolute pressure and gauge pressure?
Absolute pressure :
It is defined as the pressure which is measured with the reference to
absolute vaccum pressure.
Gauge pressure:
It is defined as the pressure which is measured with the help of a pressure
measuring instrument, in which the atmospheric pressure is taken as datum. The
atmospheric pressure on the scale is marked as zero.

3. Define Manometers.
Manometers are defined as the devices used for measuring the pressure at a
point in a fluid by balancing measuring the column of fluid by the same or another
column of fluid.

4. Define Buoyancy.
When a body is immersed in a fluid, an upward force is exerted by the fluid on
the body. This upward force is equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the body
and is called the force of buoyancy or simply buoyancy.

5. Define META-CENTRE.
It is defined as the point about which a body starts oscillating when the body is
fitted by a small angle. The meta-centre may also be defined as the point at which the
line of action of the force of buoyancy will meet the normal axis of the body when the
body is given a small angular displacement.

6. Write short notes on “Differential Manometers”.
Differential manometers are the devices used for measuring the difference of
pressure between two points in a pipe or in two different pipes , a differential
manometer consists of a U tube containing a heavy liquid , whose two ends are
connected to the points , whose difference of pressure is to be measured . Most
commonly types of differential manometers are:
1. U-tube differential manometer

2. Inverted U-tube manometer.

7. Define Centre of pressure.
It is defined as the point of application of the total pressure on the surface.
The submerged surface may be:
1. Vertical plane surface
2. Horizontal plane surface
3. Inclined plane surface
4. Curved surface.
8. Write down the types of fluid flow.
The fluid flow is classified as :
1. Steady flow and unsteady flows
2. Uniform and non-uniform flows
3. Laminar and turbulent flows
4. Compressible and incompressible flows
5. Rotational and irrotational flows
6. One , two and three dimensional flows
9. Write short notes on “laminar flow”.
Laminar flow is defined as that type of flow in which the fluid particles move
along well defined paths or stream line and all the stream lines are straight and
parallel. Thus the particles move in laminas or layers gliding over the adjacent layer.
This type of flow is also called stream line flow or viscous flow.

10. Define “turbulent flow”.

Turbulent flow is that type of flow in which the fluid particles move in a zigzag way. Due to the movement of fluid particles in a zig-zag way.

11. What is mean by Rate flow or Discharge?
It is defined as the quantity of a fluid flowing per second through a section of a
pipe or channel. For an incompressible fluid (or liquid) the rate of flow or discharge is
expressed as volume of fluid flowing across the section per section. For compressible
fluids, the rate of flow is usually expressed as the weight of fluid flowing across the
section.
Where , A = Cross – sectional area of pipe
V= Average velocity of fluid across the section.
12. What do you understand by continuity equation?
The equation based on the principle of conservation of mass is called
continuity equation. Thus for a fluid flowing through the pipe at all the cross –
section, the quantity of fluid per second is constant.
13. Differentiate steady and unsteady flow?
Steady flow
Unsteady flow
1. Steady flow is defined as that
1. Unsteady flow is that type of
type of flow in which the fluid
flow in which the velocity.
characteristics like velocity,
pressure at a point like velocity,
pressure etc at a point do not
pressure etc at a point do
change with time.
changes with time.
2. (dv/dt)(0,0,0)=0
2.
(dv/dt)(0,0,0)≠0

13. Differentiate uniform and non-uniform flow?

Uniform flow
1. It is defined as that type of flow in
which the velocity at any given time does
not change with respect to space.
2. (dv/dt)t=constant=0

Non-uniform flow.
1. It is defined as that type of flow in
which, the velocity at any given
time changes with respect to time.
2. (dv/dt)t=constant≠0

14. Define angular deformation.
It is defined as the average change in the angle contained by two adjacent
sides. Let s & s is the change in angle between two adjacent sides of a fluid element.
The angular deformation=1/2*(Sθ1 +Sθ2).
15. What is mean by Flow net?
A grid obtained by drawing a series of equipments lines and stream lines is
called a flow net. The flow net is an important tool in analyzing the two –dimensional
irrotational flow problems.

16. What is linear translation?
It is defined as the movement of a fluid element in such a way that it
moves bodily from one position to represents in new position by a‟b‟& c‟d‟
are parallel.
17. What are the types of Motion?
1. Linear Translation or pure Translation.
2. Linear deformation.
3. Angular deformation.
4. Rotation.
18. Define “Vortex flow”.
Vortex flow is defined as the flow of a fluid along a curved path or the flow
of a rotating mass of a fluid is “Vortex Flow”. The vortex flow is of two
types namely:
1. Forced vortex floe and
2. Free vortex flow.

19. What is linear deformation?
It is defined as the deformation of a fluid element in linear direction when
the element moves the axes of the element in the deformation position and undeformation
position are parallel but their lengths changes.

UNIT-3
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL STUDIES
1. Define dimensional analysis.
Dimensional analysis is defined as a mathematical technique used in
research work for design and conducting model tests.
2. What are the fundamental dimensions?
The fundamental units quantities such as length (L), mass (M) and time (T)
are
fixed dimensions known as fundamental dimensions.
3. Define Units.
Unit is defined as a yardstick to measure physical quantities like distance,
area, volume, mass etc.
4. Derive the dimensions for velocity.
Velocity is the distance (L) travelled per unit time (T)
Velocity = distance / time = [L/T] = LT-1.
5. Define Model.
Model is nothing but small-scale repetition of the actual structure or
machine.
6. List out the advantage of model analysis.
The advantages of model analysis are:
1. The performance of hydraulic structure or machine can be easily
predicted in advance from its model.
2. The merits of alternative design can be predicted with the help of model
testing and the most economical and safe design may be finally adopted.
7. Define similitude.
The three types of similarities are,
1. Geometric similarity
2. Kinematic similarity
3. Dynamic similarity
8. Define Scale ratio.
Scale ratio is the ratio of linear dimension in the model and prototype
which are equal in a geometric similarity. It is denoted by Lr.

Lr = Lp/Lm = bp/bm = Dp/Dm.
9. Define dynamic similarity.
It means the similarity of forces at corresponding points in the model and
prototype is equal.

10. Give the types of forces in a moving fluid.
The types of forces in a moving fluid are,
1. Inertia force (fi)
2. Viscous force (fv)
3. Gravity force (Fg)
4. Pressure force (Fp)
5. Surface tension (Fs)
6. Elastic force (Fe)
11. Define dimensionless numbers.
Dimensionless numbers are the numbers obtained by dividing inertia force
or
gravity force or pressure force or elastic force or surface tension. They are
called as non-dimensional parameters.
12. Define pressure force.
Pressure force is the product of pressure intensity and cross-sectional area
of the flowing fluid in case of pipe flow.
13. Define elastic force.
Elastic force is defined as the product of elastic stress and the area of
flowing fluid.
14. Give the types of dimensionless numbers.
The types of dimensionless numbers are :
1. Reynold‟s number
2. Froude‟s number
3. Euler‟s number
4. Weber‟ number
5. Mach‟s number
15. Define Reynolds‟s number.
Reynold‟s number is defined as the ratio of inertia force of flowing fluid
and viscous force of the fluid. It is denoted by (Re).
Re = V x d/v = ρVd/μ
16. Define Froude‟s number.
Froude‟s number is defined as square root of ratio of inertia force of
flowing fluid to gravity. It is denoted as Fe = √Fi/fg= V/√Lg

17. Give the classification of models.
i.
Undistorted models
ii.
Distorted models
18. What is an undistorted model?
If the scale ratio for the linear dimensions of the model and prototype is
same, then the model is said to be undistorted model.
19. What is distorted model?
A distorted model is said to be a distorted model only when it is not
geometrically similar to prototype.
20. Define Weber‟s model laws.
When surface tensile forces alone are predominant a model may be taken to be
dynamically similar to the prototype when ratio of inertial to the surface tensile
forces is the same in the model and prototype.
UNIT-4 - FLOW THROUGH PIPES
1. What are the assumptions made in the derivation of Bernoulli„s equation?
(i)
The fluid is ideal, ie., Viscosity is zero .
(ii)
The flow is steady.
(iii) The flow is incompressible.
(iv) The flow is irrotational.
2. State the Bernoulli‟s theorem for steady flow of an incompressible fluid.

It states that in a steady, ideal flow of an incompressible fluid, the total energy
at any point of the fluid is constant. The total energy consists of pressure energy,
kinetic energy and potential energy or datum energy. These energies per unit weight
of the fluid are:
Pressure energy
= p/ρg
Kinetic energy
= v2/ 2g
Datum energy
=z
The mathematically, Bernoulli‟s theorem is written as
(p/w)+(v2/2g)+z
= Constant.
3. Define Venturimeter.

Venturimeter is a device used for measuring the rate of flow of a fluid flowing
through a pipe. It consists of three (i) A short converging part
(ii) Throat
(iii) Diverging part.

4. Define pitot tube.

Pitot tube is a device used for measuring the velocity of flow at any point in a
pipe or channel. It is based on the principle that if the velocity of flow at a point
becomes zero.

5. What is meant by free liquid jet?

Free of liquid jet is defined as the jet of water coming out from the nozzle in
atmosphere. The path travelled by the free jet is parabolic.
6. What is meant by dynamic of fluid flow?

The study of fluid motion with the forces causing flow is called dynamics of
fluid flow. The dynamic behavior of the fluid flow is analyzed by the Newton‟s
second law of motion, which relates the acceleration with the forces.
7. Write down the formulae for finding the discharge in venturimeter.

Q= Cd

x √2gh

Where a1= area of the inlet venturimeter
a2
= area at the throat
Ca
= co efficient of venturimeter
h
= difference of pressure head in terms of fluid head flowing
through venturimeter.
8. Write the equations of motion.

The net force Fxacting on a fluid element in the direction of x is equal to
mass m of the fluid element multiplied by the acceleration axin the x-direction.
Fx= max.
9. What are the forces present in the fluid flow?

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Gravity force ,Fg
The pressure force ,Fp
Force due to viscosity ,Fv
Force due to turbulence ,Ft
Force due to compressibility, Fc.

10. What are the devices used for measuring rate of flow?

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Venturimeter
Pitot tube
Orifice meter.

11. Define orifice meter.

It is the device used for measuring the rate of flow of a fluid through a pipe.
It also works on the same principle as that of venturimeter.

12. State the momentum principle.

It states that the net force acting on a fluid mass is equal to the change in
momentum of flow per unit time in that direction.
F=
13. Define moody diagram.

The Moody chart or Moody diagram is a graph in non-dimensional form
that relates the Darcy friction factor, Reynolds number and relative roughness for
fully developed flow in a circular pipe. It can be used for working out pressure
drop or flow rate down such a pipe.
14. Give the expression for Darcy weisbach equation.

Where
hf = loss of head due to friction
f = friction factor
l = length of pipe,
d = diameter of pipe
V = velocity of flow, g = acceleration due to gravity.
15. Define
(i)
Stream line
(ii)
Path line

(iii)
(iv)

Streak line
Time line

(i)
Stream line:
Stream line is the path traced out by a mass less particle moving with the
flow. Velocity is tangent to stream line at every point.

(ii)
Path line:
Pathline is the line traced by a given particle. This is generated by injecting
a dye into the fluid and following its path by photography or other means.

(iii) Streak line:
Streakline concentrates on fluid particles that have gone through a fixed
station or point. At some instant of time the position of all these particles
are marked and a line is drawn through them. Such a line is called a
streakline.

(iv) Time line:
Timeline is generated by drawing a line through adjacent particles in flow
at any instant of time.

16. Distinguish between stream line and path line.

Stream line

Path line

A stream line is an imaginary line drawn in
a flow field such that a tangent drawn at
any point on this line represents the
direction of the velocity vector. Path line is
the line traced by a single fluid particle as
it moves over a period of time.

Stream line shows the direction of
velocity of a number of fluid particles at
the same instant of time. Path line shows
the direction of velocity of the same fluid
particle at successive instants of time.

17. Can the path line and a streamline cross each other at right angles?
A fluid particle always moves tangent to the streamline. In steady flow, the
path lines and streamlines are identical. In unsteady flow, a fluid particle follows one
stream line at one instant and another at the next instant and so on, so that the path
line have no resemblance to any given instantaneous streamline.
18. Define convective and local acceleration.
Convective acceleration:
It is defined as the rate of change of velocity due to the change of position
of fluid particles in a fluid flow.
Local acceleration:
It is defined as the rate of increase of velocity with respect to time at a
given point in a flow field.
19. Define stream function.
It is defined as the scalar function of space and time, such that its partial
derivative with respect to any direction gives the velocity component at
right angles to that direction.

20. Define boundary layer thickness.
It is defined as the distance from the boundary of the solid body measured
in the y-direction to the point, where the velocity of the fluid is approximately
equal to 0.99 times the free stream velocity of the fluid.
UNIT-5 - BOUNDARY LAYER
1. What do you meant by viscous flow?
A flow is said to be viscous if the Renold‟s number is less than 2000 (or)
the flows in layers ie. Re <2000.
2. Define kinetic energy correction factor?
Kinetic energy factor is defined as the ratio of the kinetic energy of the flow
per secbased on actual velocity across a section to the kinetic energy of the
flow per sec based onaverage velocity across the same section. It is denoted
by (σ).
K. E factor (σ) = K.E per sec based on actual velocity / K.E per sec based
on Average velocity.
3. Define momentum correction factor .
It is defined as the ratio of momentum of the flow per sec based on actual
velocity to themomentum of the flow per sec based on average velocity
across the section.
It is denoted by(β) =
4. Give the expression for the loss of head due to friction in viscous flow.
Loss of head due to friction in viscous flow f = 16/Re
Where f= coefficient of friction between the pipe and fluid
Re= Renolds number.
5. Differentiate between laminar flow and turbulent flow.
Laminar flow
Turbulent flow
A flow is said to be laminar if A flow is said to be turbulent if
Reynolds number is less than 2000 is Renolds number is greater than 4000 is
known as laminar flow.
known as Turbulent flow .
Laminar flow is possible only at low
Is the flow is possible at both
velocities and high viscous fluids .
velocities and low viscous fluid .
In such type of flow fluid particle
In that type of flow fluid particle
moves in laminas or layers gliding
move in a zig – zag manner .
smoothly over the adjacent layer .

6. What is the expression for head loss due to friction in Darcy formula?
hf = 4fLV2 / 2gD
Where,
f = Coefficient of friction in pipe
L = Length of the pipe
D = Diameter of pipe
V = velocity of the fluid
7. What are the factors influencing friction loss in pipe flow?
Frictional resistance for the turbulent flow is
i. Proportional to vn where v varies from 1.5 to 2.0.
ii. Proportional to the density of fluid.
iii. Proportional to the area of surface in contact.
iv. Independent of pressure.
v. Depend on the nature of the surface in contact.
8. Give the equation for average velocity.
The equation for average velocity is given as
U = μ (-ðp/ðx ) R2
Where
R = Radius of the pipe
9. Give the formula for velocity distribution.
The formula for velocity distribution is given as
U = ¼ μ (-ðp/ðx ) (R2-r2)
Where
R = Radius of the pipe
r = Radius of the fluid element
10. What do you understand by the terms a) major energy losses , b) minor
energy losses
Major energy losses : This loss due to friction and it is calculated by Darcy weis bach
formula and chezy‟s formula .
Minor energy losses :This is due to
i. Sudden expansion in pipe .

ii. Sudden contraction in pipe .
iii. Bend in pipe .
iv. Due to obstruction in pipe .
11. How will you determine the loss of head due to friction in pipes?
Darcy weis-bach equation
hf = 4fLV2 / 2gD
Where,
hf = Loss of head due to friction .
f = Coefficient of friction in pipe .
D = Diameter of pipe .
L = Length of the pipe
V = Mean velocity of flow .
Chezy‟s formula
V = C mi
Where
i = hf / l
12. Give an expression for loss of head due to sudden enlargement of the pipe.
he = (V1-V2)2 /2g
Where
he = Loss of head due to sudden enlargement of pipe .
V1 = Velocity of flow at section 1-1
V2 = Velocity of flow at section 2-2

13. Give an expression for loss of head due to sudden contraction.
hc =0.5 V2/2g
Where
hc = Loss of head due to sudden contraction .
V = Velocity at outlet of pipe.

14. Give an expression for loss of head at the entrance of the pipe.
hi =0.5V2/2g
where
hi = Loss of head at entrance of pipe .
V = Velocity of liquid at inlet and outlet of the pipe .

15. Derive the expression for drop of pressure for a given length of a pipe.
P1-P2 = 32 μUL / gD2
Where
P1-P2 is drop of pressure.
16. Give expression for co efficient of friction in terms of shear stress.
f = 2io / ρv2
Where
io= Shear stress
v = volume of pipes
f = coefficient of friction
17. Give an expression for loss of head due to an obstruction in pipe.
Loss of head due to an obstruction
= V2 / 2g ( A/ Cc (A-a ) -1 )2
Where
A = area of pipe
a = Max area of obstruction
V = Velocity of liquid in pipe
A-a = Area of flow of liquid at section 1-1.
18. What is syphon? Where it is used?
Syphon is along bend pipe which is used to transfer liquid from a reservoir
at a higher elevation to another reservoir at a lower level.
Uses of syphon : 1. To carry water from one reservoir to another reservoir separated by a hill
ridge .
2. To empty a channel not provided with any outlet sluice.
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CE8391- CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS-TWO MARKS
UNIT I
STONES – BRICKS – CONCRETE BLOCKS
1. Write short notes on stone as a building material.
Stone is an important building material and use in the construction of stone masonry for
foundation, stone work for dam, wing walls for bridges, culverts and other important structural
works.
2. What are the uses of stone?
 For masonry work
 For lintels and vertical columns
 For covering floors and buildings
 For paving of roads and footpaths
 As an aggregate in cement as well as lime concretes.
3. What are the various tests for stones?
1. Smith‟s test 6. Microscopic examination
2. Freezing and thawing test 7. Impact test
3. Frost action test 8. Attrition test
4. Acid test 9. Crushing test
5. Water absorption test 10. Hardness test
4. What are the causes for deterioration of stones?
1. Temperature variation 6. Vegetable growth
2. Wetting and drying of stone 7. Rain water
3. Frost action 8. Wind
4. Polluted atmosphere 9. Water
5. Living organisms 10. Chemicals
5. What is an artificial stone?
Cast stone or artificial stone is nothing, but hardened plain cement concrete, moulded in
suitable shape and size. Artificial stone consists of 1.5 parts of coarse aggregate ofsize 3mm
to 6mm and 1.5 parts of coarse aggregate of size less than 3mm.
6. Explain the factors influencing the selection of preservatives.
 Type of the stone
 Durability of the preservative.
 Colour of the preservative.
 Environmental conditions.
 Cost factors etc.
7. What are Kilns? State its types.
Kilns are the permanent structures or arrangements, used for large scale unit in the
manufacturing process of bricks, for burning process of bricks, for burning purposes. Kilns
are classified as,1)Intermittent Kilns 2)Continuous Kiln
8. What is meant by stone quarrying?
The site from where stones are excavated is known as quarry or quarry site. The process of
taking out stones from quarry is known as quarrying of stone.
9. What are the methods of quarrying stones?
1. Digging or excavating

2. Heating
3. Wedging
4. Blasting
10. What is the purpose of preservation of stones?
Preservation of stones is the preventing process of stones from deterioration by external
agencies. Preservatives are used for this purpose and following are the important
preservatives 1) Coal tar 2) Linseed oil 3) Paint 4) Paraffin 5) Alum soap solution.
11. Write short notes on bricks and its ingredients.
Bricks are lightweight rectangular blocks used as important building materials having
uniform size, and obtained by burning and drying of clay in moulding. A good brick earth
mainly consists of silica (sand), alumina (clay), lime, oxide of ironand magnesia.
12. State the steps carried out in the manufacturing process of bricks.
Bricks are manufactured by moulding clay in rectangular moulds of uniform size and then
drying and burning these blocks.1) Preparation of clay 2) Moulding 3) Drying 4) Burning
13. What are the classifications of bricks?
1. First class bricks
2. Second class bricks
3. Third class bricks
4. over burnt or Jhama bricks
5. Under burnt or pilla bricks
14. List the tests for bricks.
1) Absorption test 2) Shape and size test 3) Crushing strength test 4) Soundness test
5) Hardness test .6) Test for presence of soluble salts.
15. Define the term Efflorescence.
If soluble present in the bricks, it will cause efflorescence on the surface of the bricks. In this
test, the brick is immersed in water for 24 hours. It is taken out and allowed to dry in shade.
The presence of grey and white deposits on bricks surface indicates the presence soluble
salts.
16. Explain the factors affecting the quality of bricks.
1) Composition of brick earth 2) Preparation of Clay and blending 3) Type of the moulding
4) Process of drying and stacking 5) Type of the kiln used 6) Burning and cooling methods.
17. What are refractory bricks and its types?
Refractory bricks (fire clay bricks) are manufactured from fire-clay and the process is same
as that of ordinary bricks.Fireclay bricks are white or yellowish in colour. The weight of a
fire-brick is about 30N to 35N.Following are the types of refractory bricks.1) Acidic bricks
2) Basic bricks 3) Neutral bricks.
18. What are Concrete blocks and state its uses?
Concrete blocks are the solid cement concrete bricks made up of cement, aggregates and
water. Concrete blocks are used in the construction of wall for larger scale for mass housings,
industrial structure, foundations of heavy structures and power plants etc.
19. What is meant by lightweight concrete and its advantages?
Lightweight concrete blocks are made by replacing the sand and gravel with expanded clay,
shale or slate. Expanded clay, shale and slate are produced by crushing the raw materials and
heating them to about 2000˚c.It has following advantages light in weight, high thermal
insulation, high fire protection, high sound insulation and low water absorption.
20. List the applications of lightweight blocks.
1. Blocks, panels and ceiling panels
2. Pre-cast Exterior walls

3. Void Filling
4. Roof Insulation
5. Floors
6. Road Construction
7. Low cast housing etc.
UNIT II
LIME – CEMENT – AGGREGATES – MORTAR
1. DefineLime.
Lime is a locally available binding material and it is used as an alternative for cementing
material.
2. Define Calcination of lime.
Calcination is defined as the process of heating the lime to redness in contact with air.
Calcination removes the moisture content and carbon-di-oxide from hydrated lime.
CaCO3
Cao (quick lime) + CO2
3. What is meant by slaking?
Slaking is defined as the process of chemical combination of quick lime with sufficient
quantity of water for reducing the heat and, to get the powder form of lime.
CaO+ H2O Ca(OH)2 + Heat
4. Define slaked lime and Quick lime.
The product obtained by slaking of quick lime is known as slaked lime or hydrated lime.
The lime obtained from the calcinations of pure limestone is known as quick lime
5. What are the constituents of Lime Stone?
Clay, soluble silica, carbonate of magnesia, alkalies and metallic oxides and sulphate.
6. What are the classifications of lime?
1. Fat lime
2. Hydraulic lime
3. Poor lime
7. What is Lime mortar?
Lime mortar is the mix of lime and sand with water. In this, only pure water is used for
making mortar and it should be free from any organic and other impurities. It is prepared by
the following two methods a) Pounding b) Grinding
8. What is meant bycement and it types?
Cement is the binding material, obtained by burning and crushing of clay stones containing
Calcium Carbonate and Magnesium Carbonate. (CaCO3 and MgCO3).Cement can be
classified as 1.Natural cement 2.Artificial cement.
9. List the important ingredients ofcement?
1. Lime 2.Silica 3.Alumina 4.Calcium Sulphate 5.Iron Oxide 6.Magnesia 7.Sulphur
10. What is the function of manufacturing of cement?
Three important processes are carried out in the manufacturing of ordinary cement.1).Mixing
of raw materials 2).Burning 3).Grinding
11. What is known as clinker?
Artificial cement is manufactured by burning approximately proportioned mixture
ofcalcareous and argillaceous materials at a very high temperature and then grinding the
resulingburnt mixture to a fine powder. The burnt mixture of calcareous and argillaceous
matter is known as clinker.
12. Define hydration ofcement?

The chemical reaction takes place between cement and water is called hydration of cement.
When water is added to the cement, various ingredients of cement react chemically with
various complicated chemical compounds.
13. List the types and grades of cement?
Types of cement: 1. High alumina cement 2.Low heat cement 3.White cement 4.Coloured
cement 5.Expanding cement 6.Quick setting cement.
Grades of cement: The gradesare classified depending upon the compressive strength of the
cement.1) Grade 33 2) Grade 43 3) Grade 53.
14. What are the properties of cement?
1. High strength to masonry 2.Easy hardening 3.High plasticity 4.Good building material
5.High workability 6.High moisture resistant
15. Define Cement mortar.
The mortar is a paste like substance prepared by adding required amount of water to a dry
mixture of sand or fine aggregate with some binding material like clay, lime or cement.
16. Listthe properties of cement mortar.
1. Cement mortar has good workability 2.It binds the bricks; stones etc.3.It has low water
permeability 4.It can withstand the stresses developed.
17. What are the different types tests for cement?
1. Compressive strength test 2.Tensile strength test 3.Fineness test 4.Soundness test
5.Consistency test6.Setting time.
18. Write short notes on setting time of cement.
Setting time is used to detect the initial and final setting time of the cement under various
climatic conditions. This test also is used to detect the deterioration of cement due to storage.
The test is carried out to find out initial setting time and final setting time of cement.
19. Define Fly ash:
Fly ash is one of the by-products generated in combustion, contains fine particles that rise
with the flue gases. Fly ash is classified into two types 1) Class F fly ash 2) Class C fly ash.
20. What are Aggregates?
Aggregates are defined as inert, granular and inorganic materials that normally consist of
stone or stone-like solids.
21.What is meant by grading of aggregates?
1. Dense Graded Aggregate 2.Gap-Graded Aggregate3.Uniformly Graded Aggregate 4.Well
Graded Aggregate 5.Open Graded Aggregate.
22. Explain the testing of aggregates.
1. Crushing strength test 2.Impact strength test 3.Abrasion resistance test4.Flakiness Index
and Elongation Index test.
23. State Flakiness Index test and Elongation test.
Flakiness index is defined as the percentage by weight of particles whose least thickness is
less than 3/5th of their mean dimension. Thickness gauge is used to find out the flakiness
index.
Elongation index is the percentage by weight of particles whose greatest length is greater than
4/5th 1.8 times their mean dimension.
24. What is known as bulking of sand?
Bulking of sand is defined as the volume increase of sand due to presence of moisture
content. Fine sand bulks more as compared to coarse sand. Fine aggregate do not show any
bulking when it is absolutely dry or completely saturated.

UNIT III
CONCRETE
1. Define Concrete.
Concrete is defined as the solid-composite material and made up of suitable proportions of
binding material, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate and water. Some special chemicals may be
used to change the properties of concrete.
2. What are the various ingredients of concrete?
The various ingredients of concrete are 1.Binding Material 2.Fine aggregate 3.Coarse
aggregate 4.Water.
3. What are the various stages of preparation of concrete?
1. Batching of ingredients 2.Mixing of materials 3. Transporting 4.Placing 5.Compacting
6. Finishing 7.Curing.
4. Define Ready Mixed Concrete.
Concrete prepared at plant or in trick mixers and transported and delivered to the construction
site is called Ready Mix Concrete or Pre-Mixed Concrete. It has low cost and high durability.
5. Define bleeding.
Bleeding is defined as the type of segregation, in which sum of the water leaves out from the
concrete and float on the surface of the concrete. It is sometimes referred as water gain.
6. What are the steps adopted to control bleeding.
 By adding more cement
 By using more finely ground cement
 By using little air entraining agent
 By increasing finer part of fine aggregate
 By properly designing the mix and using minimum quantity of water.
7. Define Segregation.
The disintegration of ingredients of concrete mix, so that the mix is no longer in a homogeneous and
stable condition is called segregations.
8. What are the methods adopted to avoid segregation of concrete.
1. Addition of little air entraining agents in the mix.
2. Restricting the amount of water to the smallest possible amount.
3. Concrete should not be allowed to fall from larger heights.
9. Define workability.
Workability is that property of concrete which determines the amount of internal
worknecessary to produce full compaction. It is a measure with which concrete can be
handledfrom the mixer stage to its final fully compacted stage.
10. What are the factors affecting workability.
1. Water-Cement ratio.
2. Mix proportions
3. Size of the aggregates.
4. Shape of the aggregates
5. Nature of the work and climatic conditions.
11. List the types of tests for concrete.
1. Slump test 2.Compaction test 3.Flow test 4.Kelly ball test 5.Vee-Bee consistometer test
12. Define compaction Factor.
The Compaction factor is defined as the ratio of the weight of partially compacted concrete
to the weight of fully compacted concrete.
13. List the properties of hardened concrete.

Following are the important properties of hardened concrete. 1).Strength 2).Durability
3).Permeability
14. Define Modulus of rupture.
The Flexural Tensile Strength is expressed as modulus of rupture (MR)in psi (Mpa)and is
determined by standard test methods ASTM C78 or ASTM C 293.It is a measure of an
unreinforced concrete beam or slab to resist failure in bending.
15. Define mixing of concrete.
The process of mixing cement, water, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate in
suitableproportion is known as mixing of concrete.
16. What are the methods of consolidation or compaction of concrete?
1. Hand compaction
2. Machine compaction – i) Internal vibrators
ii) Form vibrators
iii) Surface vibrators
17. Define curing of concrete.
Curing is the operation by which moist conditions are maintained on finished concretesurface,
to promote continued hydration of cement.
18. What are admixtures?
Admixtures are ingredients other than cement, fine aggregate and coarse aggregate toimprove
the quality of concrete. The addition of an admixture may improve the concrete with
respect to its strength, hardness, workability, water resisting power etc.
19. Write short notes on Mix Proportioning.
Mix proportioning is the process of measuring the various ingredients of concrete of the
required strength, quality and durability, and which is prepared by using the available
materials.
20. Define Grades of Cement.
Grade of concrete is defined as the designation of concrete based on its characteristic
compressive strength (fck) value.
21. Define BIS Method.
The BIS, recommends procedure for designing the mix for concrete. The mix design
procedures are given in IS: 10262:1982. The procedure given in the BIS standards are based
on various researches carried out at national laboratories.
22. Define High Strength Concrete.
High Strength concrete having the compressive strength of more than 35 Mpa.It is used
instructures that must resist high compressive loads, HSC is used in high-rise buildings and
long bridges.
23. Define High Performance Concrete.
High performance concrete is defined as the concrete, which possesses high strength, high
workability, high modulus of elasticity, high density, high dimensional stability, high
resistance to chemical attacks and low permeability.
24. Define Self Compacting Concrete.
Self-compacting concrete has evolved as an innovative method. In this, no vibration is
required for the concrete, which can flow around obstructions, reinforcement and fill the
formwork completely under its own self weight.
25. What are the types of concrete used?
Plum concrete, light weight concrete, air-entrained concrete, no-fines concrete,
vacuumconcrete, water-proof concrete, reinforced cement concrete, pre-stressed concrete,
cellular or

aerated concrete, foamed concrete, pre-cast concrete.
26. Write short notes on durability of concrete.
Durability of concrete is defined as the ability of concrete to withstand the weathering action
of chemical attack, abrasion or any other process of deterioration.
UNIT IV
TIMBER AND OTHER MATERIALS
1. What is timber?
Timber is defined as the wood suitable for building purposes and it is applied to the trees
measuring not less than 0.6 m in circumference or girth of the trunk.
2. What is Structural timber and converted timber?
Structural timber is the timber, used in forming and load bearing structures. Whenroughly
converted timber is further sawn and converted into commercial sizes suchas planks, logs,
battens, posts, beams, etc, it is called converted timber.
3. Define seasoning of timber?
Seasoning is defined as the process of drying the timber to reduce the moisture content and
thus to prevent the timber from possible fermentation and making it suitable for use.
4. What are the methods of seasoning of timber?
 Natural seasoning
 Artificial seasoning – Water seasoning, boiling seasoning, kiln seasoning, chemical
Seasoning, electrical seasoning.
5. Define Industrial timber.
Industrial Timber is defined as the timber prepared in a factory with specification and having
shape, appearance, strength etc.
6. Name of the some industrial timber.
1. Veneers 2.Plywoods 3.Fibre Boards 4.Thermacole 5.Panels of laminates.
7. Define veneers.
Veneers are thin sheets or slices of wood of superior quality and its thickness varies from 0.4mm to
0.6mm.The maximum thickness of the veneer is limited to 1mm.Depending on the cutting process,
the veneers are classified as 1.Rotary veneers 2.Sliced veneers.
8. Define plywood.
An odd number of layers of wood or veneers are arranged and glued by using glues under pressure
is called plywood.
9. Define thermacole.
Thermal insulation is the process of restricting the transfer of heat from warmer to cooler areas. It is
a light and cellular plastic material used for sound and heat insulation.
10. What are the panels of laminates?
Laminated boards have a core of strips, each not exceeding 7mm in thickness. The edges are glued
together to form a solid sheet, which is then glued between two or more outer veneers.
11.What is Steel?
The steel is a ferrous material containing a maximum of 1.5% of carbon in its composition.Steel is
harder and tougher than iron, because its carbon chemically combines with complete iron, exist in
its free state.
12. Explain the process of manufacturing of steel.
1. Bessemer process 2.Open Hearth process 3.Crucible process 4.Duplex process 5.Cementation
process 6.Electric smelting process 7.Lintz and Donawitz process.

13. What is heat treatment of steel?
Heat treatment of steel is the process of changing the properties of steel based on the requirement
by heating and cooling under controlled conditions.
14. List the types of defects of steel.
1. Checks 2.Segregation 3.Blow Holes 4.Cold Shortness
15. What are the processes involved in the heat treatment?
1. Annealing 2.Cementing 3.Hardening 4.Normalising 5.Tempering 6.Case Hardening.
16. Define annealing.
Annealing is the process of heating and slow cooling of metal, glass or any other material, which
has developed strain due to rapid cooling.
17. Name of the market forms of steel.
1. Angle section 2.Channel section 3.T-section 4.I-section 5.Plates 6.Tor steel.7.Expanded metal.
18. Define Aluminum.
Aluminum is a silvery white, soft, ductile metal and it is the third most important metal in the earth
crust. It has low density and high ability to resist corrosion.
19. What is meant by aluminum alloy?
An alloy is a homogeneous mixture of two or more metals.Aluminium alloys are manufactured
from copper,silicon,magnesium,manganese,iron and other metals, to improve its mechanical
properties.
20. Define paint.
Paint is a surface coating liquid used to protect, color or to provide texture to objects. Paint can be made
in many colors and in many different types, such as water colors, artificial etc.
21. What are the components of paint and types of paints?
Components: 1. Vehicle or binder 2.Pigments 3.Solvents or Thinners 4.Plasticizers 5.Adultrants.
Types: 1. Oil paints 2.Bituminous paints 3.Water paints 4.Cement Paints 5.Special paints
22. What is meant by varnish?
Varnish is a solution of some resinous substance in alcohol, oil or turpentine. The process of
covering the surface with varnish is known as varnishing. Varnishing is done on wooden
surface.
23. List the constituents and types of the varnish?
Constituents: 1. Resinous material2. Driers3. Solvents
Types: 1.Oil varnish 2.Spar varnish 3.Flat varnish 4.Spirit varnish 5.Asphalt varnish.
24.What is meant by distempering?
Distemper is the mixture of pigment, suspended in a liquid used as a protective or decorative
coating of surface it dries to form a hard coating. It is made with base as white chalk and
thinner as water.
25. Define Bitumen.
Bitumen is oil based, high viscous, semi-solid material produced by removing the lighter
materials from heavy crude oil during the refining process.
UNIT V
MODERN MATERIALS
1. What is Glass?
Glass is a hard, brittle, amorphous, transparent inorganic material, which is mad from the pure
iron fine quartz sand or crushed quartzite rock.
2. State the Composition of Glass.
Glass is not a single material and which is formed by various constituents. The general
aX2O,bYO.6SiO2

formula of glass is as follows.
Where,
1) a and b – Number of molecules.
2) X-alkali metal atom (Na, K, etc),
3) Y-bivalent metal atom (ca, Pb, etc).
3. State the types of glass.
Glasses are classified based on the properties and uses and are as follows.
1. Soda-Lime Glass
2. Potash-Lime Glass
3. Potash-Lime Glass
4. Boro-Silicate Glass
5. Common Glass.
4. Explain the procedure adopted in the manufacture of glass.
1. Raw materials collection
2. Batch Preparation
3. Melting
4. Fabrication
5. Annealing
5. Name the coloring agents (decolourisers) used in the manufacturing of glass.
1. Antimony oxide
2. Arsenic oxide
3. Manganese Dioxide
4. Cobalt Oxide
5. Nickel Oxide
6. Define Batch or Frit.
The raw materials, cullet and decolourises are weighed, and mixed in correct proportions and
finely powdered in grinding units. The uniform mixture of the raw materials of glass is called
Batch or Frit.
7. What is fabrication in glass manufacturing?
Fabrication is carried out to shape (to form) the glass from the molten glass, operated
manually or mechanically. Manual Fabrication (Hand Fabrication) is employed for small
scale production and Mechanical Fabrication(Machine Fabrication) is employed for large
scale production,various methods of fabrication of glass1. Blowing 2. Casting 3.Drawing 4.
Pressing 5. Rolling 6. Spinning 7.Annealing.
8. Name the treatment process given to glass.
The glass may be given any of the following treatment:
1.Blending
2. Cutting
3. Opaque making
4. Silvering.
9. What are the characteristics of good sealant?
1. It should be always in shear in lap joints.
2. It should not be affected by temperature.
3. It should be cheap in cost.
4. It should be always in tension.
10. What are ceramics?

Ceramics are defined as the products or articles or materials, which are produced from the
products of heating the earthly materials. Following are the general classification of ceramics
as follows. 1. Clay products 2.Refractories 3. Glass
11. What are clay tiles?
Clay tiles are thin slabs of low melting clays, used for various purposes in engineering
constructions. These give a very pleasing appearance and good service properties. Roofing
tiles, flooring tiles, wall tiles and partition tiles are some of the examples.
12. State the properties of a good clay brick.
1. Uniform texture
2. Accurate size and shape
3. Free from defects like flaws, cracks
4. Less water absorption
5. High Resistant to atmosphere
6. High Durability
13. What are the types of fire-clay bricks?
a) Acid Refractory Bricks
b) Basic Refractory Bricks
c) Neutral Refractory Bricks
14. Define refractories.
Refractories are the materials that can with stand high temperatures and used in high
temperature furnaces. In the use of refractory materials, there are two important principles
involved, 1.Thermal insulation 2.Heat conduction
15. Define FRP
Fibre glass reinforced plastic (FRP) is defined as the composite material formed by two
different materials having different properties. FRP is sometimes referred as GRP( Glass
Fibre Reinforced Plastics) and in the FRP, the glass fibre provides the strength and rigidity
and the resin provides a matrix to transfer the load to the fibres.
16. What are the methods of fabrication of FRP?
1) Filaments winding
2) Hand lay-up
3) Pultrusion
4) Resin transfer moulding
5) Spray-up
17. Define Composite materials.
Composite materials are defined as the combination of two or more material having the
different properties, differ from those of the individual materials of the composite. The
properties of composite materials are always better than any one of the individual materials of
the composite.
21. What is Fibre Reinforced Composite?
Fibre Reinforced Composites are high strength, low-density, fibre and matrix materials and
in which the disperse phase is in the form of the fibre.
22. What are Laminar Composites?

Laminar Composites are defined as the composite materials. In which the layers of two
dimensional sheets or panels cemented together, such that the orientation of the high strength
direction varies with each successive layer.
23. Define Fibre textiles.
It is defined as the hair like substances that are very small in diameter in relation to their
length. It is the important raw material to produce various types of finished textile products.
24. What is Geomembrane?
A Geomembrane is very low permeability-synthetic membrane liner which is used with any
geotechnical engineering material, in order to control fluid migration in a man-made project,
structure or system.
25. What are the applications of Geotextiles for earth reinforcement?
Geotextiles are employed in the following civil Engineering works. 1. Road works 2.Railway
works 3.Rivr canals and coastal works 4.Drainage 5.Sports field construction.
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UNIT – I
PHYSICAL GEOLOGY
1. Define engineering geology.
Engineering geology may be defined as that branch of applied sciences with deals with the
application of geology for a safe, table and economical design and construction of civil
engineering projects.
2. Define exfoliation.
Exfoliation results when rocks formed at depth are exposed at the ground surface; the
previous compressional forces would decrease and thus allow the rock to expand by fracturing
parallel to the surface.
3. What is meant by littoraldrift?
These are bodies of sea water moving along and parallel to the sea shore. They are produced
by waves striking against the shore rocks.
4. Describe briefly the exterior and interior of the earth.
Interior of the earth: 1) Crust 2) Mantle 3) Core
Exterior of earth: 1) Atmosphere 2) Hydrosphere 3) Lithosphere
5. Define Continental Drift.
Accumulation of glacial debris directly from glacial melt waters are collectively called
continental drift.
6. Write short notes on Mercalli Scale.
The intensity of earthquake can be measured with the help of Mercali scale their
measurements are expressed for degree of vibration.
7.Define weathering. Name the different types of weathering.
The term weathering means, the process of physical is breaking up (i.e., Disintegration) and
chemical rolling up (i.e., Decomposition) of rock occurringsimultaneously.
8. What is meant by physical weathering?
It is a natural process of disintegration of rocks into smaller fragments and particles without
inducing any chemical change in the end product. It is one of very common processes of slow
rock disintegration in all parts of the world.
9. What is meant by chemical weathering?
It is a process of alteration of rocks of the crust of the Earth by chemical decomposition brought
by atmospheric gases and moisture. Chemical weathering is therefore, essentially a process of
chemical reactions between the gases of atmosphere and surface of the rock.
10. What is meant by spheroidal weathering?

It is a complex type of weathering observed in jointed rocks and is characterized with
breaking of the original rock into spheroidal blocks. Both chemical and physical processes
are believed to operate in spheroidal weathering.
11. Explain deflection in erosion in wind.
In this process, lose particles are removed by flowing winds. The blowing wind
lift up the loose, Dry and incoherent rock particles, except hard and compact masses, which
remains in their original position.

12. What are the factors depends on the intensity of running water.
Velocity of the water, Nature of the soil over with the water runs, Load conditions of the
rainy water.
13. Define divergent movement.
The boundaries of two adjoining large plates move away from each other there by
creating a gap through this gap the hot lava comes out.
14. Define convergent movement.
The boundaries of two large plates move towards each other plate and push the
latterupwards in from of the mountain.
15. What are the factors depends on the intensity of wind erosion.
Nature of region over which the wind flow, Velocity of the wind.
16. Define Confined and unconfined aquifer.
 When an aquifer is encased on its upper and under surface by impervious rock
formation, and is also broadly inclined so as to expose the aquifer.
 Unconfined aquifer also called no artesian aquifers, are the top-most water bearing
strata having no confined impermeable over-burden lying over them.
17. Differentiate between water table and perched water table.
 The contact between the saturated and unsaturated zones is called the water table
 A perched water table is an accumulation of groundwater that is above the water table
in the unsaturated zone
18. Define Plate Tectonics.
Plate Tectonics is based primarily due to seismic and geomagnetic activities. In
this concept, the upper part of the earth up to a depth of 100 km is actually divided
into seven to ten major blocks called plates.
20. Define aquifer.
It is defined as a rock mat, a layer or formation which is saturated with ground water and
yielding the stored water at economical costs when tapped. The quality is dependingonthe
amount of water bearing capacity rate of yield gravels etc.

21. List four depositional landforms created by river.
1) Alluvial fans and cones 2) Flood plain deposit 3) Convex flood plain 4) Flat flood
plain 5) Deltas.
22. List four depositional landforms created by wind.
Sediments once picked up by the wind from any source on the surface are carried towards
to varying distance depending on the carrying of the wind.
1) Dunes 2) Barchans3) Sigmoidal dune 4) Transverse dune 5) Loess
23. What is meant by seismic zones mention the seismic zone of India?
A seismic zone is a region in which the rate of seismic activity remains fairly consistent.
This may mean that seismic activity is incredibly rare, or that it is extremely common. Some
people often use the term “seismic zone” to talk about an area with an increased risk of
seismic activity.





Zone - II: This is said to be the least active seismic zone.
Zone - III: It is included in the moderate seismic zone.
Zone - IV: This is considered to be the high seismic zone.
Zone - V: It is the highest seismic zone.

UNIT- 2
MINERALOGY
1. Define mineralogy.
Mineralogy is a branch of geology which deals with formation, occurrence, aggregation,
properties, and uses of minerals. It is divided into specific sub branches such as
crystallography, optical mineralogy and descriptive mineralogy and so on.
2. Name the physical properties of minerals.
Co lour, lustre, Streak, Harness, Cleavage, Parting, Fracture, Tenacity, Structure,
Specific gravity, form, Miscellaneous.
3. What is mean by luster?
It is defined as the shine of a mineral. It is technically defined as the intensity of
reflection of light from the mineral surface and depends at least on three factors.
4. What is mean by Streak?
It is an important and diagnostic property of many colored minerals. It is defined as
the co lour of the finely powdered mineral as obtained by scratching or rubbing the
mineral over a rough unglazed porcelain plate. The plate is often named as streak in a
geology laboratory.
5. What is mean by Fracture?
The appearance of broken surface of a mineral in a direction other than that of
cleavage is generally expressed by the term fracture.
.
6. What is mean by Cleavage?
It is defined as the tendency of a crystallized mineral to break along certain definite

direction yielding more or less smooth, plane surfaces.
7. What is moh‟s scale of hardness?
The Moh‟s scale of mineral hardness is a qualitative ordinal scale which characterizes the scratch
resistance of various minerals through the ability of a harder material to scratch a softer material.
8. Give the physical properties and uses of quartz group.
S.No
physical properties
quartz group
Black,pink,yellow
1.
colour
7
2.
Hardness
2.65
3.
Specific gravity
Manufacturing glass, optical instruments
4.
Uses
9. Write the important minerals from feldspar group and their uses.
S.No Name of feldspar minerals
Uses
glassmaking
1.
Albite
ceramics
2.
Anorthite
extender in paint,
3.
Orthoclase
extender in plastics, and rubber
4.
Microline
10. Give the physical properties and uses of hypersthene and augite.
S.No
physical properties
Hypersthene
Augite
Green, black
Black dark, green
1.
colour
5 to 6
5 to 6
2.
Hardness
3.4 to 3.5
3.4 to 3.5
3.
Specific gravity
Making gem stones
Making gem stones
4.
Uses
11. Give the physical properties and uses of hornblende.
S.No
physical properties
Amphibole group (hornblende)
Black, dark green
1.
colour
5
2.
Hardness
2.9 to3.4
3.
Specific gravity
Manufacturing cement
4.
Uses
12. Give the physical properties and uses of muscovite and biotite.
S.No
physical properties
Muscovite
Biotite
white
Brownish black
1.
colour
2.7 to 2.9
2.9 to 3.1
2.
Hardness
3
3
3.
Specific gravity
Insulating material
Manufacturing cement
4.
Uses
13. Give the physical properties and uses of calcite.
S.No
physical properties
calcite
White or colourless
1.
colour
2.5 to3
2.
Hardness
2.7
3.
Specific gravity
Manufacturing cement, making prisms
4.
Uses

14. Give the physical properties and uses of gypsum.
S.No
physical properties
gypsum
clear, colourless, white, grey
1.
colour
2
2.
Hardness
2.3
3.
Specific gravity
Use to manufacture dry wall, plaster
4.
Uses
15. Bring out the differences between streak and colour of mineral.
Streak is the color of a crushed mineral's powder. The color of a mineral's powder may
differ from the actual color of the mineral. This property can be useful for mineral
identification. A streak is useful in distinguishing two minerals with the same color but
different streak. A good example is distinguishing Gold (yellow streak),
and Chalcopyrite (black streak).

16. Name at least 4 clay minerals and their important engineering properties.
S.No
Name of clay minerals
Engineering properties
Decolorized of oils
1.
Bentonite clay
White colour
2.
China clay
Large in silica content
3.
Ball clay
Good plasticity
4.
Fire clay

17. Define clay mineral.
Clay minerals are mainly formed due to alterations or decomposition(break down) of the
pre-existing silicate minerals.eg) kaolinite, halloysite.
18. Define specific gravity.
A mineral's specific gravity is the ratio of its mass to the mass of an equal volume of
water. For example, magnetite has a specific gravity value of 5.2, meaning 1cm3 of magnetite
will be 5.2 times as heavy as 1cm3 of water.

UNIT 3
PETROLOGY
1. Define Igneous Rocks.
All rocks that have formed from an original hot, molten material through the process
of cooling and crystallization may be defined as Igneous Rocks.
2. Explain about Hypabyssal Rocks.
These Igneous Rocks are formed at Intermediate depths, generally up to 2 Km, below the
surface of earth and exhibit mixed characteristics of volcanic and plutonic rocks. Porphyries of
various compositions are example of Hypabyssal Rocks.
3. Define Texture of Igneous Rocks.

The term texture has been defined as the mutual relationship of differentmineralogical constituents
in a rock. It is determine by size, shape and arrangement of these constituents within the body of rock.
4. What are the factors Explaining Texture?
a) Degree of Crystallization
Holocrystalline, Holohyaline.
b) Granularity
Coarse grained, Medium grained, Fine grained.
c) Fabric
Panidiomorphi, Allotrimorphic, Hypidiomorphic.
5. Define Equigranular and Inequigranular Texture.
All those textures in which majority of constituent crystals of rock are broadlyequal in size are
described as equigranulartextures.All those textures in which majority of constituent minerals show
markeddifference in their relative grain size are grouped as inequigranular textures.
6. Define Structure of Igneous Rocks.
Those feature of Igneous Rocks that are developed on a large scale in the body of an extraction
or instruction giving rise conspicuous shapes or forms are includedunder the term structures. They
may be so well developed as to be recognized easilyon visual inspection or they become apparent
only when this section of such rocks isexamined under microscope. In latter case they are termed
microstructure.
7. What are the numbers of factor depending on Igneous Rocks?
a) The structural deposition of the host rock (also called country rock).
b) The viscosity of the magma or lava.
c) The composition of the magma or lava.
d) The environment in which injection of magma or eruption of lava place.

8. Define Volcanic Necks.
In some cases, vents of quiet volcanoes have become sealed with the intrusion, such
instruction are termed volcanic Necks or Volcanic Plugs. These masses may becircular, semicircular or irregular and show considerable variation in their diameter.
9. Define Sedimentary Rocks.
Sedimentary are also called secondary Rocks. This group includes a wide variety of rocks
formed by accumulation, compaction and consolidation of sediments; particlesare remaining of
organisms in suitable environment under ordinary condition of temperature and pressure.
10. What are the Structures Sedimentary Rocks?
a) Mechanical Structures
Stratification, Lamination, Cross Bedding, Graded Bedding, Mud Cracks, Rain
Prints, Ripple Marks.
b) Chemical Structure
Concretionary Structure, Oolitic and Pisolitic Structures, Nodular Structure,
Geode Structure.
c) Organic Structures.

11. What is the Classification of Sedimentary Rocks?
a) Clastic Rocks
Gravels
Boulders, Cobbles, Pebbles.
Sands
Rudites, Arenites, Lutites.
b) Non Clastic Rocks
Chemically formed rocks
c) Miscellaneous Deposits.
12. Explain metamorphic changes.
All the changes in the body of rocks that are due to variations in the factors ofpressure,
temperature and chemical environment are know the metamorphic changes andthe process itself
is termed metamorphism.
13. What are the kinds of Metamorphism?
Three major kinds of Metamorphism differentiated on the basis of dominant factors are thermal
metamorphism, dynamic metamorphism and Dynamo thermalmetamorphism.
14. Define Metamorphism.
It is defined as a metamorphic process involving formation of new minerals bythe mechanism of
chemical replacement of the pre-existing minerals, chiefly under theinfluence of chemically active
fluids.
15. What is the factor which depends on the effects of Metamorphism?
a) The types of rocks involved in the process
b) The kind of metamorphism that is predominant in the process.
16. Define Metamorphic Rocks.
Metamorphic rocks are defined as those rocks in which have formed through theoperation
of various types of Metamorphism processes on the pre-existing rocksinvolving either
textural or structural changes or changes in mineralogical composition orreconstitution in the
both the directions.
17. Define petrology and classification of petrology.
The study of Rock is known as petrology. The rocks of the crust can be divided into three
types i)Igneous rock ii) Sedimentary rock iii) Metamorphic rock
18. Define Slate.
Slate is an extremely fine grained metamorphic rocks characterized by a slaty
cleavage by virtue of which it can be split in to thin sheets parallel smooth surfaces, Theslaty
cleavage is due to parallel arrangement of platy and flaky operating during theprocess of
metamorphism
19. Define Schist.
Schist is megascopically crystalline metamorphic rocks characterized by typical
schistose structure. The constituent platy and Flaky minerals are mostly arranged in

irregular parallel layers or bands.
20. Define Granites.
Granite may be defined as plutonic light colored igneous rocks. These are among
the most common igneous rocks. The word Granite is derived from Latin word
granummeaning a grain and obviously refers to the equigranular texture of the rocks.
21. What is meant by RMR? What is its significance?
The Rock Mass Rating (RMR) System is a geo-mechanical classification system
for rocks It combines the most significant geologic parameters of influence and represents
them with one overall comprehensive index of rock mass quality, which is used for the design
and construction of excavations in rock, such as tunnels, mines, slopes and foundations.
22. Differentiate between Gneiss and schist?
S.No
Properties
Gneiss
Metamorphic rock
1.
Rock
White to black
2.
Colour
coarse grained
3.
Texture
Concrete, road aggregates
4.
Uses

Schist
Metamorphic rock
Variety of colours
coarse grained, schistose
Source of minerals

23. Define crushing strength of rock?
The crushing strength of rock, determined by breaking a cube, and often called the cube
strength, reaches values of about 3 tons per square inch, that of granite 10 tons per square
inch, and that of cast iron from 25 to 60 tons per square inch.
24. Write short notes on slate as a building stone.
Slate is an extremely fine grained metamorphic rocks characterized by a slaty
cleavage by virtue of which it can be split in to thin sheets parallel smooth surfaces, the slaty
cleavage is due to parallel arrangement of platy and flaky operating during theprocess of
metamorphism.
25. Explain graded bedding?
Graded bed is one characterized by a systematic change in grain or clast size from the base of
the bed to the top. Most commonly this takes the form of normal grading, with
coarser sediments at the base, which grade upward into progressively finer ones.

26. Mention the composition, properties and uses of dolerite?
S.No Properties
dolerite
Igneous rock
1.
Rock
Dark such as grey or black
2.
Colour
Fine grained texture
3.
Texture
Sources of fossils
4.
Uses
27. Differentiate between shale and quartzite.
S.No Properties
shale

quartzite

Sedimentary rock
Red,grey,green,purple,black
Fine grained texture
Sources of fossils

Metamorphic rock
White,grey,yellowish
Fine grained texture
Concrete, road aggregates

28. Differentiate between sandstone and quartzite.
S.No Properties
sandstone
Sedimentary rock
1.
Rock
Reddish,greenish,brownish
2.
Colour
Fine grained texture
3.
Texture
Building stones, tiles
4.
Uses

quartzite
Metamorphic rock
White,grey,yellowish
Fine grained texture
Concrete, road aggregates

1.
2.
3.
4.

Rock
Colour
Texture
Uses

29. What is meant by slaty cleavage?
Slaty cleavage is defined as having 0.01 mm or less of space occurring between
layers.Slaty cleavage often occurs after diagenesis and is the first cleavage feature to form
after deformation begins. The tectonic strain must be enough to allow a new strong foliation
to form, i.e. slaty cleavage.
UNIT 4
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICAL METHOD
1. Define Dip.
The inclination of the bedding planes, with the horizontal, is called dip and is
alwaysexpressed in degrees.
2. Explain true dip.
It is the maximum inclination of bedding planes with the horizontal, or in other wardsit is
the inclination of the direction of which water would flow, if poured on the uppersurface of
the bed.
3. Explain apparent dip.
The inclination of the bedding planes, with the horizontal, in any other direction, other than the
direction of the true dip, is known as the apparent dip. The value of apparentdip is always less than
the true dip.

4. Define strike.
It is the direction, measured on a Horizontal surface, of a line formed by theintersection of
dipping bed with the horizontal plan. It is always expressed in terms ofmain direction ie, is North,
South, East or West.
5. What is mean by folds?
The earth‟s crust is tilted out of the horizontal and is bent into folds. Such a fold
mayranges from a microscopic crinkle to great arches and troughs even up to 100 kms
across.A set of such arches and troughs is called a fold.
6. What is mean by Anticline and Syncline?

When the beds are unfolded in an arch-like structure, it is called an anticline. Whenthe beds are
down folded in trough like structure, it is called a Syncline. It may be notedthat in an anticline the
oldest rock is in the centre, where as in a syncline the youngestrocks is in the centre.
7. Explain Causes of folding.
The interior of the earth is getting cooler and cooler day by day, which is sure tocause some
shrinkage in the earth‟s crust. This stink age is responsible for thecompressive and shearing stress to
be developed within the earth‟s crust. Some time thesestresses are small in magnitudes but go on
exerting pressure for a sufficient length of timeand result in buckling or folding of the layers of the
earth‟s crust.
8. What are types of folds?
a) Symmetrical fold
b) Asymmetrical fold
c) Overturned fold
d) Isoclinal fold
e) Recumbent fold
f) Plunging fold
g) Open fold
h) Closed fold
i) Anticlinorium
j) Synclinorium
k) Dome
l) Basin
m) Nonoclinalfold.
9. Define Faults.
Faults are fractures, along which the movement of one block with respect to other,
has taken place. This movement may vary from a few centimetres to many kilometres
depending upon the magnitude of the stresses, and the resistance offered by the rocks.
10. Explain the Causes of Faulting?
Faults are essentially the shear or sliding failures, resulting from tensional,
compressional, or rotational stresses acting on the crustal rock masses.This movement may
vary from a few centimetres to many kilometres depending upon the magnitude of the
stresses, and the resistance offered by the rocks.
11. What are the classifications of faults?
Faults are classified on the basis of their apparent displacement, ie, the direction of
movement, of one block, with respect to the other along the fault plane.

12. What are the criteria for the recognition of a fault?
1) Discontinuity of strata
2) Repetition and omission of strata
3) Physiographic features
4) General.

13. What is mean by Joints?
When sufficient tensile stress in developed between two successive points, a crack
isdeveloped at right angle to the direction of the stress, such cracks are called joints.
14. What is mean by Master joints?
The joints always occur in sets and groups. A set of joints means, joint occurring in
the same dip or strike. A group of joints means a few sets of joints having almost the
same trend. If a few sets or groups of joints appear for a considerable length in a rock,
such joints are called major joints or master joints.
15. Define out crop.
A little consideration will show that the out crop of a rock is affected by the angle of dip
also. If a rock has a vertical dip then the outcrop will be less, than that when the same rock is
dipping at some angles.
16. What are the different forms of out crops?
a) Out lier
b) In lier
c) Unconformity
d) Overlap
e) Cross bedding.
17. Define over lap.
An over lap is particular type of an unconformity, in which the overlying strata
extends so as to over lap the underlying strata.
18. Define cross bedding.
Sedimentary beds or layers are generally parallel to one another. But, sometimes, it
has been observed that the beds lie slightly oblique to the major bedding planes.
19. What are the classifications of joints?
a) Geometrical classification
Stricke joints, Dip joints, Oblique joints
b) Genetic classification
Tension joints, shear joints
20. What are the methods of Geophysical Exploration?
Depending upon the type of energy field used, the following methods may be
used.Seismic method, Electrical method, Gravitational method, Magnetic method,
radiometricmethod, geothermal method.
21. What is normal fault?
A normal fault is the one in which the hanging wall has apparently moved down with
respect to the footwall. The fault planes of majority of normal faults dip more than 45
degree.
22. Explain the mural and sheet joint structures.



Sheet joints are horizontal joints developed in massive igneous rocks, especially
granites.
 Mural joints are combination of columnar joints, mud cracks, and sheet joints, mutually
perpendicular to one another, developed generally in igneous rocks, such as granites.
23. Define the term Rock Quality Designation.
It is the borehole core recovery percentage incorporating only pieces of solid core that
are longer than 100 mm in length measured along the centreline of the core.
UNIT-5
GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
1. Define remote sensing.
Remote sensing is the science and art of obtaining information about on object, area, or
phenomena through the analysis of data acquired by a device that is not in contact with the object,
area, or phenomena under investigation.
2. What is meant by aerial photography &Imageries?
The photographs of the earth taken from aircrafts are called the aerial photographs,while the
pictures taken from the satellites are called the imageries.
3. Define aerial photographs.
Aerial photographs of the region are taken by cameras placed in the aircrafts.
Aerialphotos give three dimension of the photographed area. These photos contain a
detailedrecord of the ground at the time exposure.
4. Define satellite imageries.
The satellite imageries can either be read manually like aerial photographs, or with
the help of computers.
5. What is meant by lineament?
A lineament is a linear feature in a landscape which is an expression of an
underlying geological structure such as a fault. Typically a lineament will comprise a faultaligned valley, a series of fault or fold-aligned hills, a straight coastline or indeed a
combination of these features.
6. What are applications of remote sensing?
General geological mapping, mineral prospecting, petroleum exploration, ground
water exploration, engineering .uses of site rocks, disaster studies, coastal geologicalstudies.
7. What are geological considerations involved in the construction of buildings.
Basic requirements of a building foundation, building foundation on soils, building
foundation carried to the deep hard rocks, building founded on surface bed rocks, types
ofsettlement in buildings.
8. What are the characteristics of air photos?
Shape and size, flight and photo data, scale.

9. What are the kinds of air photos?
Vertical air photos, oblique air photos, anusaics, photostrips, stereoprain.
10. Define slump.
A slump is a form of mass wasting that occurs when a coherent mass of loosely
consolidated materials or rock layers moves a short distance down a slope.

11. What is mean by measuring dots?
A stereo meter consists of two small Tran‟s parent glass or platic plates attached to a long
metallic bar. A clear dot is etched on earth of the paltes called “measuring dots”.
12. Define land slide.
A land slide is a slow or sudden downhill movement of slope forming rock and
soilmaterials under the force of gravity.
13. Places in which land slide occur.
They occur in hill valley slopes, sea coasts, river banks and bends, on the slopes
ofvolcanic cones and in earth quake prone areas. They also occur under water as on lake
orsea floor.
14. What are the classifications of landslides?
Presence or absence of a definite slip plane, materials involved and their water
content, kind and rate of movement.
15. What are the parts of atypical slides
Crown, scrap, head, slip plane, flanks, transverse ridges, fool, toe, length, width,
height, depth.
16. What are the types of land slides?
(1) Slides:
Translational, Rotational
(2) Falls
(3) Flows
Slow, Soil creep, Rock creep
(4) Complex slides.
17. What are the characteristics of land slide?
1, Steep scraps in their upper parts and irregular ridges and furrows at lower parts.
2, Land slides vary in extent from several square meters to several kilometers. It is
thickness may several meters.
3, Land slide velocities ranges from very small movement to more than 100 km/h.
18. What are the causes of land sides?
a) Natural causes.
1, Internal factors.
2, External factors.
b) Man induced causes.

19. What are the Geological considerations involved in Road cutting?
a. Topography
b. Lithological characters
c. Structural features of the rocks
d. Ground water conditions
20. What are the structural features of tunnel sites?
a. Dip and strike
b. Folds
c. Faults
d. Joints.
21. What is meant by stand-up time tunnelling?
Stand-up time is the amount of time a tunnel will support itself without any added structures.
Knowing this time allows the engineers to determine how much can be excavated before
support is needed. The longer the stand-up time is the faster the excavating will go.
22.Define over break in tunnelling operations.
The excess cutting than what is required for the designed section of the proposed tunnel is
known as the over-break. The geological factors which govern the over break are i) the
nature of the rock ii) the orientation and spacing of joints of weak zone.
23.Give the functions of breakwater.
Breakwaters are structures constructed on coasts as part of coastal defence or to protect
an anchorage from the effects of both weather and long shore drift. It is used to reduce the
intensity of wave action in inshore waters and thereby reduce coastal erosion.
24. What is the function of groynes in coastal protection?
Groynes are a barrier type wooden,steel,stone or concrete structures high or low, long or
short, permeable or impermeable which extend from into the littoral zone.
Groynes intercept and trap littoral drift moving into the area and widen the beach at the
location and thus minimize sand losses.
25.Describe the seawall and jetties in coastal protection structures
 Seawalls are massive rigid masonry, concrete or steel sheet pile structures built to protect
land from sea erosion.
 Jetties are similar to groynes constructed at inlets to control sand movement and improve
navigation facilities.
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CE8351- SURVEYING – TWO AMRKS
UNIT-I
FUNDAMENTALS OF CONVENTIONAL SURVEYING AND LEVELLING
1) What is meant by well conditioned triangle?(April/May2018)(April/May2011)
(Nov/Dec2014)
 A well conditioned triangle is one in which no included angle is less than 300 or greater
than 1200. An equilateral triangle is the best conditioned triangle or an ideal triangle.
2) Distinguish between survey station and tie station. (April/May 2018)
 A Survey Station is a point of Importance at the beginning and end of a chain line. There
are two main types of stations namely Main station and Subsidiary or Tie station.
 Any Point selected on the main survey line where it is necessary to run the auxiliary lines
to locate the interior details such as fences, hedges, buildings,etc., when they are at some
distance from the main survey lines are known as Subsidiary or Tie stations.
3) What are the applications of plane table surveying. (April/May 2018)




It is suitable for location of details as well as contouring for large scale maps directly in
the field.
As surveying and plotting are done simultaneously in the field, chances of getting
omission of any detail get less.
As the instruments used are simple, not much skill for operation of instruments is
required. This method of survey requires no field book.

4) Distinguish between a check line and tie line. (Nov/Dec 2017)
 Base line: It is the most important line & is the longest line. Main frame works of survey
line are built on it.
 Check lines: These are the lines connecting Main station to a subsidiary station on
opposite site are connecting to subsidiary station. On the sides of main lines the purpose
measuring such lines is to check the accuracy within main station are located this lines
are also known as group line.
 Tie line : a tie line is a line which joins subsidiary or tie stations to the main line. the
main object of running a tie line is to take the details of nearby objects but it also serves
the purpose of a check line.

5) List out the few types of obstacles in chaining. (Nov/Dec 2017)

The three main obstacles in chaining of a line are of the following types: 1. Chaining
Free, Vision Obstructed 2. Chaining Obstructed, Vision Free 3. Chaining and Vision
Both Obstructed.
6) Define Magnetic declination. (Nov/Dec 2017) (April/May 2015)
Magnetic Declination is defined as the horizontal angle between the true north and
magnetic north at a place, at the time of observation. The magnetic needle can either be
deflecting, towards east (or) west of the true meridian.
7) Name the different types of bench marks. (Nov/Dec 2017) (April/May 2016)
 GTS benchmark
 Permanent benchmark
 Arbitrary benchmark
 Temporary benchmark
8) Write short notes on Ranging. (April/May 2017)
Method of locating or establishing intermediate points on a straight line between two
fixed point or two survey stations is called as ranging.There are two methods of ranging



Direct Method (Two ends of survey line or stations are inter-visible)
Indirect Method (Two ends of survey line or stations are not inter-visible)

9) Define true bearing and magnetic bearing. (April/May 2017)
 Magnetic bearing: using magnetic compass readings to navigate from beginning to end
points on the Earth‟s surface. Magnetic compass readings show the user where the
Magnetic Poles are in relation to their own location at a certain time and show that using
minutes and seconds of arc.
 True bearing refers to the geometric lines which also define loci on the surface of the
earth and are thought of as “true” because they never move like the Magnetic Poles and
because the North and South Geographical poles are precisely opposite “points” on the
spherical Earth.
10) What are the principal of surveying? (Nov/Dec 2016)(April/May 2017)
The fundamental principles upon which the surveying is being carried out are



working from whole to part.
after deciding the position of any point, its reference must be kept from at least two
permanent objects or stations whose position have already been well defined.

11) What are the source of local attraction? (Nov/Dec 2016)

The sources of local attraction may be natural or artificial. Natural sources include Iron
ores or magnetic rocks while as artificial sources consist of steel structures, iron pipes,
current carrying conductors. The iron made surveying instruments such as metric chains,
ranging rods and arrows should also be kept at a safe distance apart from compass.
12) What are the different methods of surveying based on instruments? (Nov/Dec 2016)
Based on various types of instruments used, surveying can be classified into six types.
 Chain surveying
 Compass surveying
 Plane table surveying
 Theodolite surveying
 Tacheometric surveying
 Photographic surveying
13) What is the object of Surveying?
Following are the various purposes of the surveying methods.
1. To check out the alignment of various engineering structures.
2. To calculate the areas and volumes, involved in the various engineering projects.
3. To prepare the plans and maps, sections (or) profiles, contours, etc.
14) Name the different ways of Classification of surveying.
Classification of surveys based on,
(i) Purpose of surveying
(ii) Nature of the field
(iii) Methods employed
(iv) Instruments used
15) What are the instruments used for the chain surveying?
Following instruments are used in chain surveying
1. Chain 2. Tape 3. Ranging Rods
4. Offset Rods 5. Plumb Bob 6. Pegs
7. Cross-Staff 8. Optical Square 9. Arrows 10. Whites etc.
16) Define compass surveying?
The branch of surveying in which direction of survey line are determine by a compass
and their length by a chain or tape is called compass surveying. This type of survey can be used
to measure large areas with reasonable speed and accuracy.

17) What is a prismatic compass?

Prismatic compass is an instrument used to measure the bearing of a line. It consists of a
magnetic needle pivoted at the centre and is free to rotate. The area below the magnetic needle is
graduated between 0 to 360 degrees.
The instrument cover consists of a sighting vane and vertical hair to align the compass along the
instrument station and the staff station
18) Define true meridian.
True meridian (or) Geographical meridian is defined as the line joining the
geographical north and south poles. True meridian at various places are not parallel to each
other.
19) What is magnetic meridian?
Magnetic Meridian is defined as the longitudinal axis, indicated by the freely
suspended, properly balanced magnetic needle. It does not coincide with the true meridian except
in certain places during the year.
20) Define levelling. what are the use of levelling?
It is a branch of surveying, the object of which is
 To find the elevation of given or assumed datum
 To establish points at a given elevation or at different elevation with respect to a given or
assumed datum
21) What is meant by height of collimation?
The R.L. (or) elevation of the line of collimation, when the instrument is perfectly levelled, is
called the Height of the Instrument.
22) Compare height of collimation and rise and fall method
S.NO
1.
2.
3.
4.

HEIGHT
OF
COLLIMATION
METHOD
It is more rapid and less tedious and
simpler as it involving few calculation
There is no check on the RL of the
intermediate points
Errors in intermediate RL‟s cannot be
detected
It is suitable in the case of LS & CS
contour etc

RISE AND FALL METHOD
It is more laborious and tedious
involving several calculation
There is check on the RL of the
intermediate points
Errors in intermediate RL‟s can be
detected
It is suitable in the case of fly levelling
intermediate sights are less

UNIT-II
THEODOLITE AND TACHEOMETRIC SURVEYING
1) What are the uses of a contour map? (April/May 2018)(April/May 2011) (April/May 2017)

Contour maps are very useful since they provide valuable information about the terrain. Some of the
uses are as follows:


The nature of the ground and its slope can be estimated. Earth work can be estimated for civil
engineering projects like road works, railway, canals, dams etc.It is possible to identify
suitable site for any project from the contour map of the region.Inter-visibility of points can be
ascertained using contour maps. This is most useful for locating communication towers.

2) What are the various methods of doing the theodolite traversing? (April/May 2018)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Magnetic bearing method
Loose needle method
Direct angle method
Included angle method
Deflection angle method

3) What are the various methods of doing the tachometric surveying.? (April/May 2018)
(April/May 2016)


There are two methods of tachometry survey.They are Stadia system, and tangential system.

4) State any two characteristics of contour. (Nov/Dec 2017)








All points on a contour line are of the same elevation.
No two contour lines can meet or cross each other except in the rare case of an overhanging
vertical cliff or wall.Closely spaced contour lines indicate steep slope
Widely spaced contour lines indicate gentle slope
Equally spaced contour lines indicate uniform slope
Closed contour lines with higher elevation towards the centre indicate hills
Closed contour lines with reducing levels towards the centre indicate pond or other
depression.
Contour lines of ridge show higher elevation within the loop of the contours. Contour lines
cross ridge at right angles.

5) Define Standards of theodolite. (Nov/Dec 2017)
 Theodolite has many parts which needs to be adjusted every time while surveying. It is important
to know about theodolite parts and their functions before using it to minimize errors during
theodolite surveying.
 Theodolite is an instrument used in surveying to measure horizontal and vertical angles. It is also
used for leveling, indirect measure of distances and prolonging a line etc. The line of sight of
theodolite can be rotated through 180o in vertical plane about its horizontal axis.
6) What are the uses of a tacheomertry?(April/May 2017)









The primary objective of this tacheometric surveying is to prepare contoured maps or plans
requiring both the horizontal as well as vertical control.
On surveys of higher accuracy, it provides a check on distances measured with the tape.
Preparation of topographic maps which require both elevations and horizontal distances.
Survey work in difficult terrain where direct methods are inconvenient.
Reconnaissance surveys for highways, railways, etc.
Checking of already measured distances.
Hydrographic surveys.

7) Define Contour intervals. (Nov/Dec 2017)


Contour interval means the difference in altitude represented by the space between
two contour lines on a map.

8) What are the different types of telescope used in stadia surveying? (Nov/Dec 2016)
Based on various types of instruments used, surveying can be classified into six types.
1) Chain surveying
2) Compass surveying
3) Plane table surveying
4) Theodolite surveying
5) Tacheometric surveying
6) Photographic surveying
9) What are the various methods of locating countour? (Nov/Dec 2016)
There are two methods of contour surveying:
 Direct method
 Indirect method
10) What are the three types of telescopes used in stadia surveying? (Nov/Dec 2016)
(Nov/Dec
2009)
 External focusing telescope
 External focusing anallatic telescope
 Internal focusing telescope
11) What is meant face left and face right? (April/May 2016)
 When the vertical circle of the theodolite is on the left of the observer at the time of observation is
called Face left
 When the vertical circle of the theodolite is on the right of the observer at the time of observation
is called Face right

12) What are the two methods of measuring the horizontal angle using a Theodolite?
When each method is advantageously used?
Repetition Method
Reiteration Method

The method of repetition is preferred for the measurement of a single angle.
The method of reiteration is preferred in triangulation, where a number of angles may be
required at one point by the instrument.

13) What are the errors eliminated in measurements of horizontal angle by method of
repetition?
Instrumental and Observational errors are eliminated in measurements of horizontal angle by
method of repetition.
14) List out the major parts of a Theodolite.
1. Top Assembly (Alidade Assembly)
2. Middle Assembly (Horizontal Circle Assembly)
3. Bottom Assembly (Levelling Head Assembly)
15) What you mean by temporary adjustments of a Theodolite?
 The adjustments required to be made at every instrument station before taking
observations are called temporary adjustments.
 The temporary adjustments of a theodolite consist of the following operations.
1. Setting and centring the theodolite
2. Levelling of the theodolite
3. Elimination of parallax
16) What are the different systems of tacheometric surveying?
i) Stadia system
In the stadia system the diaphragm of the tacheometer is provided with two stadia hairs (upper
& lower).
They are two kinds of stadia system.
Fixedhair method & movable hair method.
ii) Tangential system
In the tangential system the diaphragm of the tacheometer is not provided with stadia hairs.
Only the single horizontal hair is used to take the reading
17) What is mean by tacheometric surveying?
Tacheometric surveying is the branch of surveying in which angular observations are
made with an instrument called tacheometer to determine horizontal and vertical distance. Here,
use of chain has been completely eliminated.
18) What is an anallatic lens?
An anallatic lens is an additional convex lens is mounted in external focusing telescope in
between the object glass and diaphragm. This arrangement is made to reduce the additive
constant zero. This arrangement simplifies the mathematical calculations and only multiplying
constant is zero.
19) What are the three types of telescopes used in stadia surveying?
i.
ii.

iii.

External focussing telescope
External focussing anallactic telescope
internal focussing telescope

20) Define height and distance?

Trigonometrical levelling is an indirect method of levelling. The relative elevation of various
points are determined from the observed vertical angles and horizontal distance by the use of
trigonometrical relations. The vertical angle are measured with the theodolite and horizontal are
measured with the tape or chain
21) What are the different methods used to find the elevations of the points in the case of
inaccessible points? Differentiate that?
Single plane method & Double plane method
s.no
Single plane method
Double plane method
1
Two instrument stations are chosen in Two instrument stations are chosen
line with the object.
which are not in line with the object.
2

Two vertical angles are measured in the Two vertical angles are measured in the
same vertical plane
two vertical plane

3

Horizontal angles are not required

Horizontal angles are also measured
UNIT-III

CONTROL SURVEYING AND AD JUSTMENT
1) Define true error and residual error?(April/May 2018)(April/May

2017)(Nov/Dec 2014)
 A true error is the difference between the true value of a quantity and its observed
value.
 A residual error is the difference between the most probable value of a quantity
and its observed value.
2) What is reciprocal observation? (April/May 2018)


One of two measurements made as a pair to reduce the size of some systematic error in the
individual measurement. In particular, one or a pair of measurement taken forward and backward
at the end of the line. Example-Reciprocal leveling .
3) Give the specification of first order triangulation. (April/May 2018)

The specification of first order triangulation is of the highest order and is employed either to
determine the earth figure or to finish the most precise control points to which secondary triangulation
may be connected.

4) Define triangulation. (Nov/Dec 2017) (April/May 2015)
 Triangulation is the process of determining the location of a point by forming triangles to
it from known points.

5) What is weight of observation? (Nov/Dec 2017) (Nov/Dec 2014)
Weight of an observation is a measure of its relative worth which may be indicated by
a number. Thus if a certain observation is said to have weightage five, it is meant to
say that it is five times as much as an observation of weight one.
6) What is satellite station? (Nov/Dec 2017) (Nov/Dec 2012)

 In order to form to well-conditioned triangles of triangulation and also to have
better visibility objects such as church spirals, towers of temples, flag poles, etc are
selected. But the instrument cannot be set up over thesetrue stations for the measurement
of angles. In such cases, a subsidiary station called as satellite station or eccentric station
or false station, is selected as near as possible to the true station.
7) What is meant by phase of signals? (April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2016)
 When a cylindrical signal is partly illuminated and partly in shade, the observer
sees only the illuminated portion and bisects it. The error of bisection thus
introduced is called phase. It is apparent displacement of the centre of the signal.
8) What are the classifications of errors? (April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2012)
 Mistakes
 Systematic errors
 Accidental errors
9) State the principle of least squares. (Nov/Dec 2016) (April/May 2015)
 “In observations of equal precision the most probable values of the observed
quantities are those that render the sum of the squares of the residual errors a minimum”
10) What is parallax? How it can be eliminated. (Nov/Dec 2016)
Parallax is a displacement or difference in the apparent position of an object viewed along two
different lines of sight, and is measured by the angle or semi-angle of inclination between those
two lines.
11) What is true and most probable value?(April/May 2015)

 The true value of a quantity is the value which is absolutely free from all the
errors. It is indeterminate since the true error is never known.
 Most probable value of a quantity is the value which is more likely to be the true
value than any other value.
12) What is the application Gale‟s table?(April/May 2015)
 Traverse computations are usually done in tabular form. A more common tabular
form is “Gales Traverse Table”.
 The reduced bearings of all the lines are computed based on the whole circle
bearing of the lines.
 The latitudes and departures of all the lines are computed.
13) Define Tacheometry
Tacheometry is a branch of angular surveying in which the horizontal and vertical
distances (or) points are obtained by optional means as opposed to the ordinary slower
process of measurements by chain (or) tape.

14) Define Tacheometer.

It is an ordinary transit theodolite fitted with an extra lens called analytic lens. The purpose of
fitting the analytic lens is to reduce the additive constant to zero.
15) Define Analytic lens.
Analytic lens is an additional lens placed between the diaphragm and the
objective at a fixed distance from the objective. This lens will be fitted in ordinary transit
theodolite. After fitting this additional lens the telescope is called as external focusing
analytic telescope. The purpose of fitting the analytic lens is to reduce the additive
constant to zero.
16) Define Substance bar:
A Substance bar is manufactured by Mr. Kern. The length of the substance bar is
2m (6ft) for measurement of comparatively short distance in a traverse. A Substance bar
may be used as a substance base. The length of the bar is made equal to the distance
between the two targets.
17) What is the objective of geodetic surveying?
Geodetic surveying is also called as trigonometrical surveying which deals with
long distances and larger areas. The objects of geodetic survey is to establish absolute and
relative positions of a number of widely separated points on the earth`s surface.

18) Distinguish between triangulation and trilateration.
Triangulation is a survey by which position of several stations are fixed very
accurately on the surface of the earth at large intervals which serve as basis or reference
points.
Trilateration is based on the principle that a triangle can be solved by knowing
its three sides; Instruments like geodimeter and tellurometer are employed. In geodetic
survey this method is extensively used and the accuracy of the results is comparable to that
of triangulation.
19) What are the different classifications of triangulation system?
Classification of a triangulation system is based on the accuracy with which the
length and angle of a line of a triangulation are determined. The following are the
classification based on the order of grades:
(i) First order or primary triangulation.
(ii) Second order or secondary triangulation.
(iii) Third order or tertiary triangulation.
20) What is meant by phase of a signal?
When a cylindrical signal is partly illuminated and partly in shade, the observer
sees only the illuminated portion and bisects it. The error of bisection thus introduced is
called phase. It is the apparent displacement of the centre of the signal.

21) What is a base net?
Some site conditions may not be favourable to get the required length of a base
line. In such a situation a short base line is selected and the same is then extended. Such
group of triangles which are meant for extending the base is known as base net.

22) What are the different kinds of bench marks?
GTS bench marks: These bench-marks are established all over the country at
large interval by the survey of India Department.
Permanent bench marks: These are fixed points or marks set up by different
Govt. Department. The reduced levels of these points are determined with references to GTS
bench marks.
Arbitrary bench marks: When reduced levels of some fixed points are
assumed they are called as arbitrary bench marks. These are adopted in small survey
operations.
Temporary bench marks: When bench marks are set up temporarily at the end of
a day`s work, they are referred to as temporary bench-marks.
23) Define base line.
Base line forms the basis for the entire computations of triangulation system. The length
of base line to be adopted depends on the magnitude of triangulation work, i.e., the grade of
the triangulation.
24) Define Satellite Station.
In order to form well conditioned triangles of triangulation and also to have better
visibility objects such as church spirals, towers of temples, flag poles, etc are selected. But
the instrument cannot be set up over these true stations for the measurements of angles and a
subsidiary station called as satellite station or eccentric station or false station.
25) Define reduction to centre.
Angles taken from satellite are corrected and reduced to what they would have been if the
true station was occupied. This operation of applying corrections to the observed angles due
to the eccentricity of the station is termed as Reduction to centre.
26) What are the Methods used to measure baseline.
The field work for the base line measurements is carried out by two parties,
(i) Setting out party
This party consists of two surveyors and a number of porters. The duty of the porters is to
place the measuring tripods., at correct intervals, in alignment in advance.
(ii) Measuring Party
This party consists of two observers, recorder, leveller and staff man for actual
measurements.
27) State the principle of method of least squares.
In observations of equal precision the most probable values of the observed
quantities are those that render the sum of the squares of the residual errors a minimum.

28) What are the kinds of errors possible in survey work?
Error made on an observation may be due to some reason. Error may be classified
in a more general form as (i) mistakes, (ii) systematic error and (iii) accidental error. Value
of an error is also assigned as true, most probable and residual.
29) What is the weight of an observation?
Weight of an observation is a measure of its relative worth which may be
indicated by a number. Thus if a certain observation is said to have weight age 5, it is
meant to say that it is five times as much as an observation of weight 1.
30) Explain level net.
A level net is an interconnecting net work of level circuits formed by level lines
interconnecting three or more bench marks. In adjusting a level net, the method of
least squares may be adopted.
.
UNIT-IV
ADVANCED TOPICS IN SURVEYING
1.What are the equipments used for sounding. (April/May 2018) (Nov/Dec 2012)
 Sounding rods or poles
 Sounding cables or lead lines
 Eco-sounder or Fathometer
2.Define points of tangency. (Nov/Dec 2017)
In geometry, the tangent line (or simply tangent) to a plane curve at a given point is the
straight line that "just touches" the curve at that point. Leibniz defined it as the line through a pair
of infinitely close points on the curve.
3.What do you understand by echo-sounding? (Nov/Dec 2017) (May/June 2014)
 This is also called as fathometer which is used for measuring depth of large rivers and of
seas with depth more than 10m.By this instrument the depth of water is obtained by sending a
sound impulse from the surface of water towards the bottom of the river or sea bed.
4.What are the main functions of transition curve? (April/May 2017)
Primary functions of a transition curves (or easement curves) are: To accomplish gradual
transition from the straight to circular curve, so that curvature changes from zero to a finite value.
... To changing curvature in compound and reverse curve cases, so that gradual change of
curvature introduced from curve to curve.
5.Define hydrographic surveying. (April/May 2017)
 Hydrographic survey is the science of measurement and description of features which
affect maritime navigation, marine construction, dredging, offshore oil
exploration/offshore oil drilling and related activities. Strong emphasis is placed on
soundings, shorelines, tides, currents, seabed and submerged obstructions that relate to
the previously mentioned activities.
6.What is the three point problem in hydrographic surveying? (Nov/Dec 2016)
 In surveying, a method used to orient underground workings via three plumb lines
suspended in a vertical shaft. The problem of determining dip and strike of a plane from
elevations determined at three known points not in a straight line.

7.What is the meant by scale of photograph? (Nov/Dec 2016)
 Scale is an important describing factor of vertical aerial photography. It is important to
know the scale of the image under examination, as this can affect how you perceive or
interpret what appears in the image. Scale also allows features in the image to be
measured.
8.Define MSL. (April/May 2015)
 Mean sea level is the sea level obtained considering the average heights of all the tides
being measured at hourly intervals over some stated period covering the entire complete tides. For
all major works the datum selected is the mean sea level (MSL).
9.What is meant by three point problem in hydrographic surveying? (Nov/Dec 2014)
 If a sounding is located by two angles from the boat by observations to three known
points on the shore, the plotting can be done adopting three-point problem. The three point
problem may be solved by mechanical, graphical or analytical methods.
10.Define Azimuth. (May/June 2013)
 Azimuth of a heavenly body is the angle between the observer‟s meridian and the vertical
circle passing through the body.
11.Distinguish between the Zenith and the Nadir.(April/May 2011)
 Zenith is the point on the upper portion of celestial sphere immediately above the
overhead of an observer.
 Nadir is the intersection of a97ertical line through the observer‟s station to the lower
portion of the celestial sphere.
12.Distinguish between terrestrial photogrammetry and aerial photogrammetry. (April/May 2011)
 Photographs are taken either from ground station or from the air. Photographs taken from
a fixed position on or near the ground and the branch deals on such aspects is called
terrestrial photogrammetry.
 Aerial photogrammetry is that type of photogrammetry wherein the photographs are
taken by cameras mounted on an aircraft flying over the area.

13. Distinguish between a compound curve and a reverse curve.
o A compound curve consists of a combination of two circular of different radius
with a common junction. The different of change of curvature is on the same side.
o A reverse curve is basically a compound curve with a common tangent at the
junction. It consists of two circular arcs turning in opposite directions with the
common at the junction.
14. What is super elevation?
In order to counter balance the centrifugal force the outer edge of the road is
raised which is known as the super-elevation or cant or banking. This traverse slope is
provided throughout the length of the horizontal curve. The super elevation is expressed
as the ratio of the height of the outer edge with respect to the horizontal width.
15. What is a transition curve?
Transition curve is also called as an basement curve which is an arc introduced
between a straight and a circular curve or between two arcs of a compound curve. The
radius of a transition curve varies from infinity to a fixed value.
16. Write down the requirements of an ideal transition curve.
 The transition should be tangential to the straight.

 The curvature of the transition curve should be zero at the origin of the straight.
 The exact amount of super elevation should be attained at the junction with the
circular curve.
 The curvature of the transition curve should increase at the same rate as that of the
super elevation
17. What is a summit curve and how it occurs.
A vertical curve with convexity upwards is called a summit curve.
 An ascending of gradient meets another ascending gradient.
 An ascending gradient intersects a descending gradient.
 A descending gradient meets another descending gradient.
 An ascending gradient meets a horizontal.
18. What is a route survey? What is its purpose?
Route surveying is applied to the surveys required to establish the horizontal and
vertical alignments for transport facilities. The transport facilities may be highways,
railway, aqua ducts, canals, water pipeline oil and gas lines, cableways, waterways, power,
telephone and waste water disposal.
19. What is Reconnaissance survey?
Preliminary inspection of an area to be surveys is called reconnaissance or a
reconnoitre. During the survey a proper planning should be done such that the work will
be better and effectively executed.
20. What are lunar and solar tides?
 The periodical variations in natural water level are called as tides. The resultant force
between the earth and moon causes lunar tides. Lunar tides may be super lunar tide or
inferior lunar tides depending on the moon`s transit.
 The phenomenon of production of solar tides is due to force of attraction between
earth and sun which is similar to the lunar tides. Thus there will be superior solar tide
or inferior solar tide.
21. What is meant by sounding?
The measurements of depths below the water surface are called soundings. This is
synonymous to the depth measurement in land with reference to a datum. The aim in
making soundings is to determine the configuration of the subaqueous source.
22. What are three point problems in hydro graphic surveying?
If a sounding is located by two angles from the boat by observations to
three known points on the shore, the plotting can be done adopting three-point problem.
The three point problem may be solved by mechanical, graphical or analytical methods.
23. What is a great circle?
If the earth is considered as a sphere any plane passing through its centre traces
out upon the surface a circle called great circle. For example equator is a great circle.
24. What is meant by celestial sphere?
For an observer upon the earth the fixed starts seem to be studded over the surface
of a vast sphere, known as the celestial sphere at the centre of which the earth is
approximately situated.
Because of the real rotation of the earth about its polar axis every twenty
four hours, the celestial sphere appears to rotate about the same axis during that time.
The centre sphere the earth may be taken as the centre of the celestial sphere.

.
25. Explain the term sidereal time.
The sidereal time at any instant is the hour angle of the first point of Aries
reckoned westward from 0 h to 24 h. The right ascension (R.A.) of the meridian of a place
is known as the local sidereal time (L.S.T)
L.S.T = (R.A. of a star) + (westerly hour angle of a star)
26. What is meant by Mean Solar Time?
In order to circumvent the non-uniformity of apparent solar time, a fictitious body
called the mean sun is introduced.

UNIT-V
MODERN SURVEYING
1. Compare between microwave and electro-optical EDM systems. (April/May 2018)
Microwave EDM system
Electro-optical EDM system
 Microwave used as carrier  Infra red beam used as carrier
wave
wave
 Used to measure distances  Measur lengths varying from
varying from 50m to 50km
1km to 60km
 Comparatively less accurate  More accurate system
2. What is space segment? (April/May 2018)
i)The space segments(SS) is composed of the orbiting GPS satellite, or space vehicles(SV).
ii)This was modified to six planes with four satellite each.
iii)The GPS design originally called for 24SVeight each in three circular orbital planes.
3. What is multipath error? (April/May 2018)
i) A signal that bounces of a smooth object and hits the receiver antenna.
ii)It increases the length of time for a signal to reach the receiver.
4. List the components of an electro-optical EDM system. (April/May 2018) (Nov/Dec 2014)
 Visible light produced by a tungsten lamp
 Xeon flash tube or laser light or infra-red light
 A light modulator
 Optical parts for transmitting and receiving the modulated light
 Photomultiplier
 Phase meter
 A readout unit
5. Define total station and basic principles of Total Station. (April/May 2018) (Nov/Dec 2017)
(April/May 2017)
The total station or electronic tacheometer is a combination of an electronic theodolite, an
electronic distance measuring device and a microprocessor unit. With this device one can
determine angles and distances from the instrument to the points to be surveyed. With the

application of trigonometry the angles and distances may be used to compute the actual positions
of surveyed points in absolute terms.
6. What is mean by Selective Availability? (Nov/Dec 2017)
Selective Availability (SA) was an intentional degradation of public GPS signals
implemented for national security reasons.
7. What is called anti spoofing?(Nov/Dec 2017) (Nov/Dec 2015) (April/May 2015)
 The process of S/A dither is adopted where by some of the satellite clocks are placed out
of phase by amounts known only to the military. The process of S/A epsilon is applied so that the
satellite returns an incorrect position for itself. These effects can reduce the accuracy of positon
fixing with the C/A code. In addition, since 1994, it has been made available to military users
only. This is acheieved by a process known as anti-spoofing in which the code is encrypted to a
secret Y-code.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Define GPS. (April/May 2017)
 Global positioning system is a space based all weather radio navigation system that
provides quickly, accurately and in-expensively the time, position and velocity of the object any
where on the globe at any time.
What do you understand from the satellite configuration?(April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2015)
 Depending on the model and configuration of your GSG unit, and the scenario chosen,
several satellite systems can be simulated in a scenario, each of which you may want to
configure in accordance with the requirements for your receiver-under-test.
List out the various segments in GPS? (April/May 2015)
 Satellite constellation or space segment
 Operational control segment
 User equipment segment
What sorces of error in GPS? (Nov/Dec 2016)
 Satellite-related errors
 Propogation-medium related errors
 Receiver-related errors
Write short notes on hand-held receivers. (April/May 2013)
 Handheld receiver is a data recorder which may be capable of tracing up to six satellites.
The Leica MX 8600 series is a typical of this type of equipment.For differential work this must be
used with the MX 8650 base station, which has the capability of tracking 12 satellites or any other
compatible unit. Typical uses are for asset mapping by utilities and local authorities, where the
base station would be permanently mounted at the office or depot

13. What is a Total Station?
A Total Station or an Electronic Tachometer is a combination of an Electronic
Theodolite, an Electronic Distance Measuring Device (EDM) and a microprocessor
with memory unit. With this device are can determine angles (both horizontal and
vertical) and distance from the instrument to the points to be surveyed.
14. What is a carrier wave?
EDMs consist of a transmitter set up at one end of the lengths to be measured,
sending out a continuous wave to the receiver at the other end. This wave, termed the
carrier wave, is then modulated and the length determined.
15. List the components of an Electro-optical EDM system.

Main components of Electro-optical EDM instruments are:
Visible light produced by a tungsten lamp, xenon flash tube or laser light or
infra-red light.
 Optical parts for transmitting and receiving the modulated light.
 Photomultiplier.
 Phase meter and
 A read out unit.
 A light source.
16. Compare the microwave and the electro-optical systems adopted in total station.
Electro-optical instruments are more accurate than the microwave instruments,
because the shorter the carrier wave length, the better is the accuracy of the total
station. In bad atmospheric conditions and for long distance measurements,
microwave instruments may be utilized for better penetration through fog and haze.
17. What are the salient parameters of a total station?
A total station comprises of an electronic theodolite with an EDM and a
microprocessor. The theodolite measures the horizontal angle (Hz) and the vertical
angle (V) of the line of sight from the centre of the total station to the centre of a
target on point to measure. The intersection of the rotation of the axis of the
horizontal and vertical circles in the centre of the station.


18. What is meant by EDM?
The total station or electronic tacheometer is a combination of an
electronic theodolite, an electronic distance measuring device (EDM) and a
microprocessor with memory unit. With this device one can determine angles and
distances from the instrument to the points to be surveyed.
19. What are the software applications can be done by total station?
The software applications available on may total stations include the following:
o Slope correction and reduced orientation.
o Horizontal circle orientation.
o Co-ordinate measurement.
o Traverse measurements.
o Resection.
o Remote elevation measurement.
20. List out the sources of error in total station.
 Horizontal collimation or line of sight error.
 Tilting axis error.
 Compensator index error.
 Vertical collimation or vertical axis error.
21. List out the different types of Total stations.
 Manual total station.
 Semi-automatic total station.
 Automatic total station.
 Servo-driven total station.
22. What is GPS?

Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based all weather radio navigation system
that provides quickly, accurately and in-expensively the time, position and velocity of the
object anywhere on the globe at any time.
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MA8353 TRANSFORMS AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS THIRTEEN MARKS
UNIT-I - PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
1. a. Form the PDE by eliminating the arbitrary function υ from the relation
Φ(x2+y2+z2, xyz) = 0.
(AU-M/J-2016)-2-(8)
b. Find the partial differential equations of all planes which are at a constant distance „k‟
units from the origin.
(AU-A/M-2016)(8)
2. a. Form the PDE by eliminating the arbitrary function „f‟ and „g‟ from z = x 2f(y) +y2g(x)
(AU-N/D-2013)(8)
b. Form the PDE by eliminating the arbitrary functions „f‟ and „ф‟ from the relation
z = x f(y/x) +y ф(x).

(AU-A/M-2016)(8)

3. a. Form the partial differential equation by eliminating arbitrary functions from
z = y2+2f(1/x+log y)
b. Find the complete solution of 9 (p2z + q2) = 4.

(AU-M/J-2014)(8)
(AU-N/D-2014)-2(8)

4. a. Find the singular solution of the p.d.e. z = px+qy+ 1  p 2  q 2
(AU-N/D-2015)-4(8)
2
2
b. Solve: z = px + qy +p +p-q .
(AU-M/J-2014)-2(8)
2
2
5. a. Find the general solution of z=px+qy+p +pq+q
(AU A/M 2018)-3(8)
b. Find the singular solution of z = px+qy+p2-q2
(AU A/M 2017)-4
2 2
2 2
2
(8) 6. a. Solve p x +q y = z .
(AU-N/D-2014)-2-(8)
b. Solve z = px+qy+p2q2 and obtain its singular solution.
(AU-A/M-2015)- (8)
2
2
2
2
2
7. a. Find the complete solution of z (p +q ) = x +y .
(AU-A/M-2015)- (8)
b. Obtain the complete solution of p2+x2y2q2 = x2z2
(AU –M/J-2015)-(8)
8. a. Find the general solution of (z2-2yz-y2)p+(xy+zx)q=xy-zx
(AU A/M 2017)(8)
2 2
b. Find the general solution of (z -y -2yz) p+(xy+zx)q = (xy-zx)
(AU-A/M-2015)- (8)
9. a. Solve (x2-yz)p + (y2-zx)q = (z2-xy)
(AU-A/M-2016)-3(8)
b. Solve (x-2z)p + (2z - y)q = y-x
(AU-A/M-2017)(8)
10. a. Solve x(y-z)p+y(z-x)q = z(x-y)
(AU-M/J-2014)-2(8)
b. Solve x(z2-y2)p + y(x2-z2)q =z(y2-x2)
(AU-M/J-2016)-3(8)
11. a. Solve (D3-2D2D‟)z = 2e2x+3x2y.
(AU-A/M-2016)(8)
2
2
b. Solve (D -5DD‟+6D‟ )z = ysinx
(AU N/D 2017)(8)
12. a. Solve (D2+DD‟-6D‟2)z = ycosx (OR) (r+s-6t)=y cosx.
(AU-A/M-2018)-3(8)
b. Find the general solution of (D2+2DD‟+D‟2)z=xy+ex-y
(AU N/D 2017)(8)
3
‟2
‟3
13. a. Solve (D -7DD -6D )z = sin(2x+y)
(AU-M/J- 2013)(8)
b. Find the general solution of (D2+2DD‟+D‟2)z=x2y+ex-y
(AU-A/M-2017)(8)
14. a. Solve: (D2-3DD‟+2D‟2)z = (2+4x)ex+2y
(AU-N/D-2015)-2(8)
b. Find the general solution of (D2-3DD‟+2D‟2+2D-2D‟)z=sin(2x+y)
(AU A/M 2017)(8)
2
‟
‟2
‟
15. a. Solve (D +2DD +D -2D-2D )z = sin(x+2y)
(AU-N/D-2015)(8)

b. Solve : (D2+4DD‟-5D‟2)z=sin(x-2y)+e2x-y
UNIT - II
FOURIER SERIES

(AU-N/D-2017)(8)

1. a. Determine the Fourier series for the function f(x) = xcosx in (0,2π)

(AU-A/M 2017)(8)

b. Find a Fourier series with period 3 to represent f(x) = 2x-x2 in (0,3). (AU-N/D-2014)(8)
2. a. Find the Fourier series expansion of f(x) = 1 for 0<x< π
= 2 for π<x<2π

(AU-N/D-2013)(8)

b. Find the Fourier series expansion the following periodic function of period 4
f(x) = 2+x , -2≤x≤0
= 2-x , 0<x≤2. Hence deduce that

2
1 1 1
---=



8
12 32 52

(AU-A/M-2015)(8)

3. a. Find the Fourier series of f(x) = x in - π <x<π.

(AU-N/D-2016)(8)

b. Find the Fourier series for the function f(x) = cos x in - π <x<π.

(AU-A/M-2016)(8)

4. a. Determine the Fourier series for the function f(x) = x2 of period 2π in - π <x<π. Hence


deduce the value of

1

n
n 1

(AU A/M 2018)-2-(8)

2

b. Expand f(x) = x2 as a Fourier series in the interval (-π,π) and hence deduce that
1

1
1
1
4



..........
....

90
2 4 34 4 4

(AU-N/D-2015)(8)

5. a. Find the Fourier series expansion of the periodic function f(x) of the period 2 defined by
f(x) = l-x , 0<x≤l
= 0 , l<x≤2l . in (o.2l)

(AU- N/D 2017)(8)

b. Find the Fourier series for the function f(x) = sin x over the interval (-π,π). (AU-A/M2015)(8)
2x
in  l  x  0
l
6. a. Obtain the Fourier series for the function given by f(x) =
2x
1  in 0  x  l
l
1

Hence deduce that

1 1
1
2



..........
......

8
12 32 5 2

(AU-N/D-2014)-2(8)

b. Expand f(x) = x+x2 as a Fourier series in (-π,π) and hence deduce the value of
1
1
1
(AU- N/D 2017)(8)
 2  2  ...
2
1
2
3
7. a. Find the half range sine series of f(x) = x cosπx in (0,1).

(AU-N/D-2016)(8)

b. Find the half range sine series of f(x) = 4x-x2 in the interval (0,4).Hence deduce the value
of
the series

1
1
1
1
 3  3  3  ...........
3
1
3
5
7

8. a. Find the half range sine series of f(x) = x

(AU-N/D-2014)(8)
, 0<x< π/2
= π –x , π /2 < x < π.



Hence deduce the sum of the series

1

 2n  1
n 1

2

(AU-A/M-2017)(8)

b. Find the half range cosine series for f(x)=x(  -x) in (0,  )
(AU-A/M-2018)(8)
9. a. Find the half range cosine series of f(x) = x in 0<x<  . Hence deduce the value of
1 1
1
 2  2  ..............to .
2
1
3
5

b. Find the half range cosine series expansion of (x-1)2 in 0<x< l.
10. a. Find the Half range cosine series of f(x) = sinx in (0,π)

(AU- N/D 2017)-2-(8)
(AU-N/D-2014)(8)
(AU-N/D-2015)(8)

b. Expand f(x) = x, 0< x <1
= 2-x, 1 < x <2 as a series of cosine in the interval (0, 2).
(AU A/M 2017)(8)
11. a. Find the complex form of the Fourier series f(x)=e-ax in the interval;–π<x< π.(AU A/M
2017)-2(8)
b. Find the complex form of Fourier series of the function f(x) = ex in -π<x<π (AU-M/J2016)-(8) 12. a. Find the complex form of Fourier series of the function f(x) =sinx in -π<x<π
(AU-A/M-2014)-2-(8)
b. Find the complex form of Fourier series of the function f(x) =e-x in (-l,l) (AU-M/J2016)-2-(8)

13. a. Find the complex form of the Fourier series f(x)=eax in the interval – π<x< π where „a‟ is

 1n



a

a real constant. Hence deduce that

n  

n

2

2





(AU-N/D-2015)(8)

a sinh a

b. Calculate the first three harmonic of Fourier series from the following data
x

0


3

2
3



4
3

5
3

2

y

1.0

1.4

1.9

1.7

1.5

1.2

1.0

(AU A/M 2018)-7(8)
14. a. Obtain the constant term and the coefficient of the first sine and cosine terms in the Fourier
expansion of y as given in the following table:

(AU A/M 2017)-5(8)

x

0

1

2

3

4

5

y

9

18

24

28

26

20

b.Compute first two harmonic of the Fourier series for f(x) from the table below:(AU-A/M2010)(8)
x:

600

0

y: 1.98

1200

1.30

1800

1.05

1.30

2400

3000

-0.88

-0.25

15. a. Determine the first two harmonics of Fourier series for the following data
(AU-A/M-2015)(8)
x

0


3

2
3



4
3

5
3

2

y

1.98

1.30

1.05

1.30

-0.88

-0.25

1.98

b. Find the Fourier cosine series up to third harmonic to represent the function given by the
following table

(AU-N/D-2015)-2(8)

x 0

1

2

3

4

5

y 4

8

15

7

6

2

UNIT – III
APPLICATIONS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

1. A string is stretched and fastened to 2 points x=0 and x=l . Motion is started by displacing the
string into the form y=kx(l-x) or y=l(lx-x2) from which it is released at time t=0. Find the
displacement at any point on the string at a distance of x from one end at time t. (AU-A/M2018)-7(16)
2. A string of length 2l is fastened at both ends. The midpoint of the string is taken to a height b
and then released from rest in that position. Find the displacement.

(AU-A/M- 2017)-3(16)

3. A string is stretched and fastened to points at a distance l apart. Motion is started by displacing
the string in the form y=a sin(πx/l),0<x<l, from which it is released at time t=0. Find the
displacement at any time t.

(AU-M/J- 2014)(16)

4. A tightly stretched string of length „l‟ with fixed end points is initially at rest in its equilibrium
 3x   x 
position.If it is set vibrating by giving each point a velocity y t x,0  v 0 sin
 cos  ,where
 l   l 
0<x<l.Find the displacement of the string at a point, at a distance x from one end at any
instant„t‟. (AU –N/D-2012)(16)
5. A tightly stretched string with fixed end points x=0 and x=l is initially at rest in its equilibrium
position. if it is set vibrating giving each point a velocity λx(l-x), show that

yx, t  

8l 3
a 4



1

 2n  1
n 1

4

sin

2n  1x sin 2n  1at
l

l

(AU –N/D-2014)(16)

6. Find the displacement of a string stretched between two fixed points at a distance of 2l apart
when the string is initially at rest in equilibrium position and points of the string are given initial
x
velocities v =
in (0, l )
l
=
2016)16)

2l  x
in (l, 2l), x being the distance measured from one end. (AU –M/Jl

7. If a string of length l is initially at rest in its equilibrium position and each of its points is
given a velocity v such that
V=2 kx/l for 0<x<l/2
=2k(l - x)/l for l/2 <x <l

(AU –N/D-2015)(16)

8. A bar, 10cm long with insulated sides, has its ends A and B kept at 200C and 400C respectively
until steady state conditions prevail. The temperature at A is then suddenly raised to 500C and at
the same instant that at B is lowered to 100C. Find the subsequent temperature at any point of the
bar at any time.
(AU-A/M-2018)(16)
9. A rod of length l has its end A and B kept at 00C and 1000C respectively until steady state
conditions prevail. If the temperature at B is reduced suddenly to 750C and at the same time the
temperature at A raised to 250C find the temperature u(x,t) at a distance x from A and at time t.
(AU-N/D 2017) –2(16)
10. An insulated rod of length l its ends A and B are maintained at 00C and 1000C respectively
until steady state conditions prevail. If B is suddenly reduced to 00C and maintained so, find the
temperature at a distance x from A at time t.
(AU N/D 2017) – 2-(16)
11. A square plate is bounded by the lines x=0,y=0,x=20,y=20. Its faces are insulated. The
temperature along the upper horizontal edge is given u(x,20)=x(20-x) while the other three
edges are kept at 00C. Find the steady state temperature in the plate. (AU-N/D- 2014)-2(16)
12. A square plate is bounded by the lines x=0,y=0,x=l and y=l, it faces are insulated. The
temperature along the upper horizontal edge is given by u(x,l)=x(l-x) when 0<x<l while
the other three edges are kept at 00C. Find the steady state temperature in the plate.
(AU-N/D- 2013)(16)
13. A long rectangular plate with insulated surface is l cm wide.If the temperature along one
short edge is u(x,0) = k(lx-x2) for 0 < x < l,while the other two long edges x = 0 and x= l as well
as the other short edge are kept at 00 C, find the steady state temperature function u(x,y). (AUN/D- 2016)(16)
14. A rectangular plate with insulated surface is 20cm wide and so long compared to its width
that it may be considered infinite in the length without introducing an appreciable error. If
10 y,0  y  510
the temperature along one short edge x=0 is given by u= 
and the two
10(20  y ),10  y  20
long edges as well as the other short edge are kept at 00C, find the steady state temperature

distribution u(x,y) in the plate.

(AU-A/M -2017) (16)

15. An infinitely long rectangular plate with insulated surface is 10 cm wide. The two long edges
and on short edge are kept at zero temperature, while the other short edge y=0 is kept at

20 x,0  X  5
temperature given by u= 
Find the steady state temperature
20(10  x),5  X  10
distribution in the plate.
(AU –M/J-2014)-2-(16)
UNIT – IV
FOURIER TRANSFORMS

1, x  1
1. a. Express the function f ( x)  
as a Fourier Integral. Hence evaluate
0, x  1



0

sin  cos x





d



&

0

sin 



d

(AU-N/D-2015)-2- (8)


b. Solve for f(x) from the integral equation

 f ( x) cosxdx  e



(AU-A/M-2014)-(8)

0

2. a. Solve for f(x) from the integral equation

(AU-N/D-2015)(8)



 f x  sin sxdx  1 , 0  s  1
0

 2 ,1  s  2
0, s  2

b. Find the Fourier transform of 1, f(x) = 1

for |x| < 1
0





otherwise. Hence prove that

sin x
sin x

dx   2 dx 
x
2
x
0
0



2

(AU-M/J-2016 (8)

3. a. Find the Fourier transform of e-a|x|. Hence Deduce that
(i) F [ xe

a x

]i

2

2as
2
 (s  a 2 )



(ii)

0

 x2
2

cos xt
 a x
dt  e
2
2
2a
t

a

s2
2

e
b. Show that the Fourier transform of e
is
4. a. Find the Fourier transform of f(x) given by f(x) = 1-x2

(AU-N/D-2014)-4(8)

(AU-A/M-2018)-3(8)
for |x| ≤1

0

for |x| ≥1



 sin x  x cos x   x 
Hence evaluate  
 cos 2 dx
x3
  
0

(AU A/M 2018)-6 (8)

b. Find the Fourier transform of f(x) given by f(x) = a2-x2

for |x| <a

0

for |x| >a>0



 sin x  x cos x   x 
P.T  
3
 cos 2 dx =
x

  
0

(AU-N/D-2015)-5(8)

5. a. Find the Fourier transform of f(x) if

(AU N/D 2017)-3(8)

1-|x| for |x|<1
f(x) =


2

0


for |x|>1 . Hence deduce that
4



 sin t 
 sin t 
0  t  dt  2 and 0  t  dt  3


b. Find the Fourier transform of e

-a|x|

if a>0 .Deduce that

 (x

2

0

6. a. Find Fourier transform of e

a 2 x 2

and hence find e

,a>0

x2
2

1

dx  3 , if a  0
2 2
a )
4a
is self reciprocal under the

Fourier transform.

(AU-A/M-2016-3)(8)


b. Solve the integral equation

 f ( x) cos xdx  e



where  0

(AU-A/M-2016)(8)

0

f ( x)  e

7. a. Find the Fourier transform of



x2
2

in (, )

(AU-A/M-2018)-2-(8)

b. Find the Fourier Sine transform of
f(x) = sinx,
=

0<x<π
0

π<x<∞

8. a. Find the Fourier sine transform of e-ax, a>0 and hence deduce the inversion formula.
b. Find the Fourier sine transform of xe  x

2

/2

(AU-A/M-2016)-3(8)

9. a. Find the Fourier Sine transform of the function f(x)=

e  ax
x

hence deduce the infinite

Fourier sine transform of 1/x

(AU-N/D-2016)-2(8)


-|x|

b. Find the Fourier sine transform of e . Hence show that

 x sin x 

dx  e a , m  0
3
2

0

  (1  x)

(AU-A/M-2015)(8)

1  x,0  x  1
10. a. Find the Fourier cosine transform of f(x)= 
0, otherwise


Hence show that



sin x
sin 2 x

0 x dx 0 x 2 dx  2

(AU-N/D-2015)(8)

1

b. Find the Fourier sine and cosine transform of x n 1 ,0<n<1.Hence Show that
reciprocal under both the transformation



11. a. Solve the integral equation



x

is self

(AU-A/M-2015)-2(8)



f ( x) cos xdx  e 

and also show that

0

cos x

 1 x

2

dx 



0

2

e 

(AU-M/J-2015)(8)
b. Prove that e

x2
2

is self reciprocal under Fourier Cosine transform.

12. a. Find Fourier Cosine transform of e a

2 2

x

(AU –A/M-2014)(8)

and hence find Fourier sine transform of x e a

2 2

x

(AU-A/M- 2018)-5(8)


b. Use transform method to evaluate

 x
0

2

dx
 1 x2  4





(AU-A/M- 2017)-2(8)

13. Find the Fourier cosine transform of f(x) = e-ax for x > 0 . a>0 Hence deduce that


and

s sin sx
ds
2
 s2

a
0

(AU-M/J-2016)(16)

14. Find the Fourier Sine transform and Cosine transforms of a function f(x)=e-x.

Using Parseval‟s identity , evaluate


(i)

 x
0

dx
2



and (ii)



1

2

(AU-A/M- 2017)-2(8)

x 2 dx

 x

2

0



1

2



-|x|

15. a. Find the Fourier sine transform of e . Hence S.T

 x sin x 

dx  e a , m  0 (AU3
2

0

  (1  x)

N/D-2014)(8)
b. Using Parseval‟s identity evaluate the following integrals


(i) 
0

a



dx
2

 x2

(ii)



2

 a
0

x 2 dx
2

 x2



2

, where a>0.

(AU-N/D- 2017)-2(8)

16. a. Verify the convolution theorem for Fourier transform if f(x)=g(x)= e  x
2015)(8)


b. Evaluate

 x
0

2

dx
using transforms.
 a (x2  b2 )
2



2

(AU-M/J-

(AU-M/J- 2015)(8)

UNIT – V
Z- TRANSFORM

 





1. a. Find Z n 3 and Z e -t t 2 .

(AU-N/D-2016)-(8)

 2n  3 
b. Find Z-transform of 
 by using method of partial fraction.
 (n  1)(n  2) 
2017)-2-(8)









2. a. Find Z a n r n cos n and Z a n r n sin n .
b. Find the Z transform of cos

n
1
and
2
n(n  1)

3. a. State and Prove initial value and Final value theorems.

 1 
b. Find Z 
 and Z n
 (n  1) 

(AU-N/D-

(AU-N/D-2015)-2-(8)
(AU-A/M-2016)(8)
(AU-A/M-2010) (8)
(AU-A/M-2018) (8)

4. a. If U(Z)=

Z3  Z
, find the value of u0,u1 and u2.
( Z  1) 3

b. Find the Z transform of

(8)

1
n
and 2 n cos
.
n 1
2

(8)

5. a. Find Z sinh( t  T )

(8)



9z 3
b. Find Z 1 
 by using residue method.
2
(
3
z

1
)
(
z

2
)


6. a. Find Z

1

4z 3
by using method of partial fraction.
(2 z  1) 2 ( z  1)

 z 2  3z 
b. Find Z-1 
 by residue method.
 ( z  2)( z  5) 
 2 z 2  10 z  13 
7. a. Find Z-1 

2
 ( z  3) ( z  2) 

when 2<|z|<3

(AU-A/M-2015)(8)

(AU-A/M-2017)(8)

(AU-A/M-2018)(8)
(AU-A/M-2015)(8)

b. Using the inversion integral method ,find the inverse Z-transform of

z2
U(Z)=
( z  2)( z 2  4)
8. a Find Z 1

(AU-A/M-2015)(8)

z3
by using method of partial fraction.
( z  1) 2 ( z  2)

b. Find the inverse z-transform of

z
by residue method.
z  2z  2
2

(AU-A/M-2017)(8)

(AU-A/M-2015)(8)

9. a. Derive the difference equation from yn=(A+Bn)(-3)n

 z2 
b. Using Convolution theorem evaluate Z 1 
2 
 ( z  a) 

10. a. Find Z 1



2


Z

 by using Convolution theorem.
  Z  1  Z  1  
 
2 
4  



z2
b. Using Convolution theorem evaluate Z 1 

 ( z  3)( z  4) 

(AU-M/J-2016)(8)

(AU-N/D-2017)(8)

(AU-A/M-2015)(8)



z2
11. a. Find Z 1 
 by using Convolution theorem.
 ( z  a)( z  b) 

(AU-M/J-2014)-3(8)



8z 2
b. Using Convolution theorem evaluate Z 1 

 (2 z  1)(4 z  1) 

(AU-A/M-2018)-3-(8)

12. a. Solve yn+2-4yn+1 +4 yn =0 given y0=1 and y1 =0.

(AU- A/M-2018)-3(8)

b. Using Z- Transform solve the equation u n  2 +3 u n 1 +2u n = 0 given u(0) = 1 and u(1)
(AU- A/M-2015)-(8)
13. a. Using Z- Transform solve the equation u n  2 -5 u n 1 +6u n = 4 n given u(0) = 0 and u(1)
=1.

(AU-M/J-2014)-2(8)
b. Using Z- Transform solve the equation y n  2 +4 y n 1 -5y n = 24n -8 given y(0) = 3 and
y(1) = -5.

14. a. Solve yn+2+yn=2 given y0=0 and y1=0 by using Z-transforms.
b. Solve using z-transform ,yn+2 -7yn+1+12yn=2n given y0= 1and y1=0

15.a. Solve yn+2+6yn+1 +9yn =2n, given y0= y1 =0.
b. Solve using z-transform, yn+2-3yn+1-10yn = 0 given y0=1 and y1=0.

(AU-M/J2010)(8)

(AU-M/J- 2016)(8)
(AU-N/D-2017)-3-(8)

(AU-M/J- 2016)(8)
(AU-M/J-2014) (8)
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CE 8301 - STRENGTH OF MATERIALS I - THIRTEEN MARKS
UNIT 1- STRESS AND STRAIN
1. A tensile test was conducted on a mild steel bar. The following data was obtained from the
test:
(i) Diameter of the steel bar = 3 cm
(ii) Gauge length of the bar = 20cm
(iii) Load at elastic limit = 250 kN
(iv) Extension at a load of 150 kN = 0.21 mm
(v) Maximum load = 380 kN
(vi) Total extension = 60 mm
(vii) Diameter of rod at failure = 2.25 cm
Determine:
(1) The Young‟s modulus
(2) The stress at elastic limit
(3) The percentage of elongation
(4) The percentage decrease in area.
2. Three bars made of copper; zinc and aluminium are of equal length of 800mm and have cross
section 500, 700, and 1000 sq.mm respectively. They are rigidly connected at their ends. If this
compound member is subjected to a longitudinal pull of 250 kN, find the proportional of the load
carried on each rod and the induced stresses. Take the value of E for copper = 1.3×105 N/mm2,
for zinc = 1×105 N/mm2 and for aluminium = 0.8×105 N/mm2.
3. A bar 0.3m long is 50mm square in section for 120mm of its length, 25mm diameter for
80mm and of 40mm diameter for its remaining length. If the tensile force of 100kN is applied to
the bar calculate the maximum and minimum stresses produced in it, and the total elongation.
Take E = 2×105 N/mm2 and assume uniform distribution of stress over the cross section.
4. A bar of 25mm diameter is subjected to a pull of 40kN. The measured extension on gauge
length of 200mm is 0.085mm and the change in diameter is 0.003mm.Calculate the value of
Poisson‟s ratio and the three moduli.
5. A cylindrical vessel, whose ends are closed by means of rigid flange plates, is made up of steel
plate 3 mm thick. The length and internal diameter of the vessel are 50 cm and 25 cm
respectively. Determine the longitudinal and hoop stresses in the cylindrical shell due to an
internal fluid pressure of 3 N/mm2. Also calculate the increase in length, diameter and volume of
vessel. Take E = 2×105 N/mm2 and μ =0.3.

6. A hollow cylinder 2 m long has an outside diameter of 50 mm and inside diameter of 30 mm.
If the cylinder is carrying a load of 25 kN, find the stress in the cylinder. Also find the
deformation of the cylinder, if the value of modulus of elasticity for the cylinder material is 100
GPa.
7. A cylindrical shell of 500 mm diameter is required to withstand an internal pressure of 4 MPa.
Find the minimum thickness of the shell, if maximum tensile strength for the plate material is
400 MPa and efficiency of the joints is 65%. Take factor of safety as 5.
8. A cylindrical shell 3m long which is closed at its ends has an internal diameter of 1m and a
wall thickness of 15mm. calculate the circumferential and longitudinal stresses induced and also
change in dimensions of the shell if it is subjected to an internal pressure of 1.5 MN/m2
9. (i) Derive a relation for change in length of a bar hanging freely under its own weight. (6)
(ii) Draw stress - strain curve for a mild steel rod subjected to tension and explain about
the salient points on it. (10)
10. (i) Derive the relationship between bulk modulus and young's modulus. (6)
(ii) Derive relations for normal and shear stresses acting on an inclined plane at a point in a
stained material subjected to two mutually perpendicular direct stresses. (10)
11. Two vertical rods one of steel and other of copper are rigidly fixed at the top and 80cm apart.
Diameter and length of each rod are 3cm and 3.5m respectively. A cross bar fixed to the rods at
lower ends carries a load of 6kN such that the cross bar remains horizontal even after loading.
Find the stress in each rod and position of load on the bar. Take E for steel as 2×105 N/mm2 and
for copper as 1×105 N/mm2

UNIT 2- SHEAR AND BENDING IN BEAMS
1. A simply supported beam of length 10m carries the uniformly distributed load and two point
loads as shown in Fig. Draw the S.F and B.M diagram for the beam and also calculate the
maximum bending moment.

2. (i) Derive an expression for bending moment equation (8)

(ii) A rectangular beam 300 mm deep is simply supported over the span of 4 m. Determine the
uniformly distributed load per metre which the beam may carry, if the bending stress should not
exceed 120 N/mm2. Take I=8×106 mm4. (8)

3. A cantilever beam of 2 m long carries a uniformly distributed load of 1.5 kN/m over a length
of 1.6 m from the free end. Draws shear force and bending moment diagrams for the beam.
4. A simply supported beam 6 m long is carrying a uniformly distributed load of 5 kN/m over a
length of 3 m from the right end. Draw shear force and bending moment diagrams for the beam
and also calculate the maximum bending moment on the beam.
5. Draw shear force and bending moment diagram for the beam given in Fig.

6. State the assurnptions made in the theory of simple bending and derive the bending formula.

7. A 100mm X 200mm rolled steel I section has the flanges 12mm thick and web 10mm thick.
Find
(i) The safe udl the section can carry over a span of 6m if the permissible stress is limited
to 150 N/mm2
(ii) The maximum bending stress when the beam carries a central point load of 20kN.
8. The cross section of T beam is as follows: Flange thickness = 10mm; width of the flange =
100mm; thickness of the web = 10mm; depth of the web = 120mm; If a shear force of 2kN is
acting at a particular section of the beam draw the shear stress distribution across the section.
9. An overhanging beam ABC is simply supported at A & B over a span of 6m and BC
overhangs by 3m. If the supported span AB carries a central concentrated load of 8kNand
overhang span BC carries 2kN/m draw the shear force and bending moment diagram.

10. A simply supported beam of span 4m carries a udl of 6kN/m over the entire span. If the
maximum allowable stress due to bending is restricted to 150 N/mm2, determine the cross
sectional dimensions if the section is;
(i) Rectangular with depth twice the breadth
(ii) Solid circular section
(iii) Hollow circular section having a diameter ratio of 0.6

11. Draw shear force and bending moment diagram for the beam shown in Fig.

12. A flitched beam consists of two timber joist 100mm wide and 240mm deep with a steel plate
180mm deep and 10mm thick placed symmetrically between the timber joists and well clamped.
Determine
i) The maximum fibre stress when the maximum fibre stress in wood is 80 kg/cm2.
ii) The combined moment of resistance if the modular ratio is 18.

UNIT 3- DEFLECTION
1. A beam of length 6 m is simply supported at its ends and carries two point loads of 48 kN and
40 kN at a distance of 1 m and 3 m respectively from the left support. Find (i) Deflection under
each load
(ii) Maximum deflection
(iii) The point at which the maximum deflection occurs.
Take I=85×106 mm4 E = 2×105 N/mm2
2. A steel joist, simply supported over a span of 6 m carries a point load of 50 kN at 1.2 m from
the left hand support. Find the position and magnitude of the maximum deflection. Take EI = 14
X 1012 N/mm2
3. For the beam shown in fig show that the deflection at the free end is WL4/684EI. Use
Macaulay‟s method.

4. A cantilever of length 2.5m is loaded with an udl of 10 kN/m over a length 1.5m from the
fixed end. Determine the slope and deflection at the free end. Determine the slope and deflection
at the free end of the cantilever L = 9500cm4, E = 210 GN / m2 Using Moment area method.
5. Find the slope and deflection at the free end of the cantilever shows in fig. Take EI = 1x1010
kN/mm2

6. Using conjugate beam method, obtain the slope and deflections at A, B, C and D of the beam
shown in fig. Take E = 200GPa and I = 2x10-2 m4.

7. Obtain the deflection under the greater load for the beam shown in fig using the conjugate
beam method.

8. A simply supported beam of span 3 m is subjected to a central load of 10 kN. Find the
maximum slope and deflection of the beam. Take I = 12 ×106 mm4 and E = 200 GPa.
9. A beam AB of span 6m is simply supported at its ends is subjected to a point load of 20kN at
C at a distance of 2m from left end. Using moment area method, Compute the deflection at the
point C, slope at the points A, B and C. Take I = 6 x108 mm4 and E = 200GPa.

10. A steel cantilever of 2.5m effective length carries a load of 25kN at its free end. If the
deflection at the free end is not exceed 40mm. What must be the I value of the section of the
cantilever. Take E = 210 GN/m2 using moment area method.
UNIT 4- TORSION
1. i) Derive the torsion equation for a circular shaft of diameter„d‟ subjected to torque „T‟. ii)
Find the torque that can be transmitted by a thin tube 6 cm mean diameter and wall thickness 1
mm. the permissible shear stress is 6000 N/cm2.
2. A close coiled helical spring is made of a round wire having „n‟ turns and the mean coil radius
R is 5 times the wire diameter. Show that the stiffness of the spring = 2.05 R/n. If the above
spring is to support a load of 1.2kN with 120mm compression. Calculate mean radius of the coil
and number of turns assuming G = 8200 N/mm2 and permissible shear stress, λ allowable = 250
N/mm2.
3. A steel shaft ABCD having a total length of 2400mm is contributed by three different sections
as follows. The portion AB is hollow having outside and inside diameters 80mm and 50mm
respectively, BC is solid and 80mm diameter. CD is also solid and 70mm in diameter. If the
angle of twist is same for each section, determine the length of each portion and the total angle of
twist. Maximum permissible shear stress is 50 MPa and shear modulus 0.82x105 MPa.
4. It is required to design a close coiled helical spring which shall deflect 1mm under and axial
load of 100N at a shear stress of 90 MPa. The spring is to be made of round wire having shear
modulus of 0.8x105 MPa. The mean diameter of the coil is to times that at the coil wire. Find the
diameter and length of the wire.
5. A solid circular shaft transmits 75kW power at 200rpm. Calculate the shaft diameter, if the
twist in the shaft is not to exceed one degree in 2m length of shaft and shear stress is not exceed
50 N/mm2. Assume the modulus of rigidity of the material of the shaft as 100 kN/mm2.
6. A shaft has to transmit 110 kW at 160rpm. If the shear stress is not to exceed 65N/mm 2 and
the twist in a length of 3.5m must not exceed 1o, find a suitable diameter. Take C = 8x104
N/mm4.
7. A leaf spring 750mm long is required to carry a central load of 8kN. If the central deflection is
not to exceed 20mm and the bending stress is not to be greater than 200N/mm2. Determine the
thickness, width and number of plates. Assume the width of the plates is 12 times, their thickness
and modulus of elasticity of the springs material as 200kN/mm2.

8. A closely coiled helical spring made out of a 10mm diameter steel bar has 12 complete coils,
each of mean diameter of 100mm. Calculate the stress induced in the section of rod, the
deflection under the pull and the amount of energy stored in the spring during the extension. It is
subjected to an axial pull of 200N. Modulus of rigidity is 0.84x105 N/mm2.
9. A close coiled helical spring has a stiffness of 5N/mm. its length when fully compressed with
adjacent coils touching each other is 40 cm. the modulus of rigidity of the material of the spring
is 8x104 N/mm2. Determine the wire diameter and mean coil diameter if their ratio is
1/10. What is the corresponding maximum shear stress in the spring?
10. A circular shaft of 1000mm diameter and 2m length is subjected to a twisting moment which
creates a shear stress of 20N/mm2 at 30mm from the axis of the shaft. Calculate the angle of
twist and the strain energy stored in the shaft. Take G=8x104 N/mm2.

UNIT V
COMPLEX STRESSES AND PLANE TRUSSES
1.A rectangular block of material is subjected to a tensile stress of 110 N/mm2 on one plane and
a tensile stress of 47 N/mm2 on the plane at right angle to the former. Each of the above stress is
accompanied by a shear stress of 63 N/mm2 Find (i) The direction and magnitude of each of the
principal stress (ii) Magnitude of greatest shear stress.
2.At a point in a strained material, the principal stresses are100 N/mm2 (T) and 40 N/mm2 (C).
Determine the resultant stress in magnitude and direction in a plane inclined at 600 to the axis of
major principal stress. What is the maximum intensity of shear stress in the material at the point?
3.A cantilever truss is show in fig. Find the forces in the members of the truss by the method of
joint.

4.A truss of span 9m is loaded as shown in fig. Find the reaction and forces in the members
marked 1, 2, and 3 by using method of section.

5.At a point in a strained material, the principal stresses are 100 N/mm2 (T) and 40 N/mm2 (C)
Determine the direction and magnitude in a plane inclined at 600 to the axis of major principal
stress. What is the maximum intensity of shear stress in the material at the point.
6. Find the magnitude and nature of the forces in the given truss carrying loads as shown in Fig.
12(a).

7.A SS truss is show in fig. Find the forces in the members of the truss by the method of joint
Fig. 12(a).
8.A cantilever truss is show in fig. Find the forces in the members of the truss by the method of
section.

9. The principal stress in the wall of a container are 40 MN/m2 and 80 MN/m2. Determine the
normal, shear and resultant stresses in magnitude and direction in a plane, the normal of which
makes an angle of 30o with the direction of maximum principal stress.
10. Determine the normal, shear and resultant stress in magnitude and direction in plane, the
normal of which makes an angle of 30o with the direction of 30MN/m2 stress (Tensile). The
Value of other tensile stress is 15MN/m2
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CE 8302 - FLUID MECHANICS
UNIT -1 - FLUID PROPERTIES AND FILUID STATICS
1. One liter of crude oil weighs 9.6 N; calculate its specific weight, density, specific
volume and specific gravity.
2. In a stream of glycerin in motion, at a certain point the velocity gradient is 0.25 meter
per sec per meter. The mass density of fluid is 1268.4 kg per cubic meter and kinematics
viscosity is 6.30x10-5 square meter per second. Calculate the shear force at that point.
3. What do you understand by the terms isothermal process and adiabatic process?
4. Determine the minimum size of glass tubing that can be used to measure water level, if
the capillary rise in the tube is not to exceed 0.25 mm. take surface tension of water in
contact with air as 0.0732N/m.
5. Determine the bulk modulus of elasticity of a liquid, if as the pressure of the liquid is
increased from 7 MN/m² to 13MN/m² the volume of liquid decreased by 0.15%.
6. Determine the mass density, specific volume and specific volume and specific weight
of a liquid whose specific gravity is 0.85.
7. A cylindrical shaft of 90mm rotates about a vertical axis inside a cylindrical tube of
length 50 cm and 95 cm internal diameter. If the space between them is filled with oil of
viscosity 2 poise find the power lost in friction for a shaft speed of 200rpm.
8. Obtain an expression for capillary rise of a liquid.
9. Define surface tension and obtain the relationship between surface tension and
pressure inside a droplet of liquid in excess of outside pressure.
10. Find the surface tension in a soap bubble of 30mm diameter when the inside pressure
is 1.962 N/m² above atmosphere.
UNIT -2 - FLUID KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS
1. A solid wood cylinder is with a diameter of 0.666 m and a height of 1.3 m. the specific
gravity of the wood is 0.61. Would the cylinder be stable if places vertically in oil of
specific gravity 0.85?
2. Give the definitions of metacentre and metacentirc height.

3. Derive the equation of continuity for three dimensional incompressible fluid flows and
reduce it to one dimensional form.
4. A hollow cylinder closed at both ends has an outside diameter of 1.25m, length 3.5m
and specific weight 75KN/m³. it the cylinder is to float just in stable equilibrium in sea
water (specific weight 10 KN/m³) , find its minimum permissible thickness.
5. What is a flow - net”? Enumerate the methods of drawing flow nets. What are the uses
and limitations of flow nets?
6. State and prove the hydrostatic law.
7. Determine the gauge and absolute pressure at a point which is 2m below the free
surface of dewater. Take atmospheric pressure as 10.1093n/m².
8. A rectangular tank 4m long, 1.5m wide contains water up to a height of 2m. Calculate
the force due to water pressure on the base of the tank. Find also the depth of centre of
pressure from free surface.
9. A block of wood of specific gravity 0.7. Floats in water. Determine the meta-centric
height of the block it its‟ size is 2mx1mx0.8m.
10. A 25cm diameter pipe carries oil specific gravity 0.9 at a velocity of 3m/s. at another
section the diameter is 20cm. find the velocity at this section and also mass rate of flow
of oil
UNIT -3 - DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL STUDIES
1. Briefly explain Rayleigh‟s method.
2. Briefly explain Buckingham‟s π-theorem.
3. The resisting force of a supersonic aircraft during its flight can be assured to depend on
following variables such as length, velocity, viscosity, and density and bulk modulus. With
the help of Buckingham π theorem derive an expression showing the relationship between
resisting force and these variables.
4. Describe Buckingham‟s π theorem to formulate a dimensionally homogenous equation
between the various physical quantities effecting a certain phenomenon.
5. By dimensional analysis, show that the power P developed by a hydraulic turbine is
given by P = ρN3D5f(

) where ρ- mass density of liquid , N- rotational speed , D-

diameter of runner , H – working head , g- acceleration due to gravity.

6. The resistance „R‟ is experienced by a partially submerged body depends upon the
velocity „V‟ , length of the body „l‟, viscosity of fluid „μ‟,density of the fluid „ρ‟ and
gravitational acceleration „g‟; Obtain the dimensionless expression for R.
7. State the reasons for constructing distorted models. What are the merits and demerits of
distorted models as compared to undistorted models?
8. The resisting force (R)of the supersonic flight can be considered as dependent upon the
length of the aircraft „l‟, velocity „v‟, air velocity „μ‟, air density „ρ‟ and the bulk modulus
of air „k‟. express the functional relationship between these variables and the resisting
force.
9. Explain the Reynolds‟s law of similitude and Froude‟s law of similitude.
10. In an aero plane model of size (1/10) of its prototype, the pressure drop is 7.5 kN/m2.
The model is tested in water. Find the corresponding pressure drop in the prototype.
Assume density of air = 1.24 kg/m3, density of water = 1000 kg/m3, viscosity of air =
0.00018poise and viscosity of water = 0.01poise.
UNIT -4 - FLOW THROUGH PIPES
1. The water is flowing through a pipe having diameters 200 mm and 100 mm at sections
1 & 2 respectively. The rate of slow through the pipe is 35 l/s. the section 1 is 2 m above
datum and section 2 is 4 m above datum. If the pressure at section 1 is KN/m², find the
intensity of pressure at section 2.
2. Derive Euler‟s equation of motion along a stream line and hence derive the Bernoulli‟s
theorem.
3. Derive the Hagen - Poiseuille equation and state the assumptions made.
4. Give the equation for difference of pressure head for laminar flow between two fixed
parallel plates with details.
5. Explain in detail about drag and lift coefficients.
6. Briefly explain about Moody‟s diagram, pipe roughness.
7. A pipe of diameter 400mm carries water at a velocity of 25m/s .the pressure at the
points and a and b are given as 29.43n/m²and 22.563n/m² respectively while the datum
head at a& b are 28m & 30m. Find the loss of head between a & b.
8. A nozzle of diameter 20mm is fitted to a pipe of diameter 40mm. find the force exerted
by the nozzle on the water which is flowing through the pipe at the rate of 1.2m³/minute.

9. State Bernoulli‟s theorem for steady flow of an incompressible fluid.
10. Assumption‟s of Bernoulli‟s theorem.
UNIT - 5 - BOUNDARY LAYER
1. Derive the expression for momentum thickness of boundary layer.
2. Derive the expression for head loss due to friction for a pipe flow.
3. A 146.3 m long 45.7 cm diameter concrete pipe and a 179.8 m long 30.48 cm diameter
concrete pipe are connected in series. Calculate the length of an equivalent of 25.4 cm
diameter.
4. Explain briefly pipe network.
5. A crude oil of kinematic viscosity 0.4 stoke is flowing through a pipe of diameter
300mm at the rate of 300 liters per sec. find the head lost due to friction for a length of
50m of the pipe.
6. Find the loss of head when a pipe of diameter 200mm is suddenly enlarged to a
diameter of 400mm. the rate of flow of water through the pipe is 250 l/s.
7. At a sudden enlargement of a water main from 240mm to 480mm diameter, the
hydraulic gradient rises by 10mm. estimate the rate of flow.
8. A 150mm diameter pipe reduces in diameter abruptly to 100mm.if the pipe carries
water at 30l/s. calculates the pressure loss across the contraction. Take the co-efficient of
contraction as 0.6 .
9. Explain what you understand by boundary layer thickness and displacement thickness.
Determine the relationship between the two for a boundary layer which is
(i) laminar throughout and
(ii) Turbulent throughout
Assume
(i) In the laminar boundary layer, the flow obeys the law, shear stress
τ=μ

where μ is the viscosity , which leads to velocity profile (U- u) = k(δ –

y)2 where U is the free stream , u is the velocity at distance y above the plate
and k is constant.
(ii) The Velocity distribution in the turbulent boundary is given by

= ( )1/7
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CE8391- CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS-THIRTEEN MARKS
UNIT – I
STONE-BRICKS-CONCRETE BLOCKS
1. Explain in detail about the manufacturing process of bricks.
2. Briefly discuss the defects and preservation of stones.
3.List the various tests to be performed on stones.
4. Explain the process of manufacturing of Bricks.
5. Describe the various tests on bricks.
6. Explain the recent advancements refractory bricks.
7. What are concrete blocks? Explain about the manufacturing of concrete blocks.
8. Explain in detail about the manufacturing oflight weight concrete blocks.
UNIT- 2
LIME-CEMENT-AGGREGATES-MORTAR
1.Explain in detail about the manufacturing process of lime.
2. Enumerate the requirements and preparation of lime mortar.
3. Briefly describe the manufacturing process of cement.
4. Describe the wet and dry process of mixing of raw material for cement.
5. Give a detailed account of types and grades of cement.
6. Explain the preparation, properties and uses of cement mortar.
7. List the various field and laboratory tests for cement.
8. Explain detail about
i) Consistency test on cement.
ii) Soundness of cement.
iii) Crushing strength of aggregate.
iv) Impact strength of aggregate
9.Explain with codal provision for testing of conventional coarse aggregates.
UNIT 3
CONCRETE
1. Explain in detail about preparation of concrete.
2. With sketches explain in detail about different flow properties of concrete.
3. List the various tests to be performed on hardened concrete.
4. Briefly explain about mix proportion and mix design methods.
5.With sketches explain the various specifications for self-compacting concrete.
6. Briefly explain about the high strength and high performance concrete.
7. Write in detail about
i) Ready Mixed Concrete
ii) Durability of concrete

iii) Curing
8. What is durability of concrete? Explain the factors affecting durability and requirement for
durability.
UNIT 4
TIMBER AND OTHER MATERIALS
1. Define timber. Explain the classification and advantages of timber.
2. Define Seasoning of timber. Explain various methods of seasoning of timber.
3. Explain the defects and market forms of timber.
4. Explain in detail about
i) Plywood
ii) Veneer
iii) Thermacole
iv) Panels of laminates
5. Explain the important advantages and disadvantages of timbers and timber construction.
6. Describe the manufacturing process and civil Engineering applications of steel.
7. List the various mechanical and heat treatment of steel.
8. Explain in detail about aluminum composite panel and its advantages.
9. Explain the important properties and advantages of aluminum.
10. Write in detail about
i) Paints
ii) Varnishes
iii) Distempers
iv) Bitumen
UNIT-5
MODERN MATERIALS
1. Explain thevarious types and manufacturing process of glass.
2. What is fabrication? Explain the various methods for fabrication of glass.
3.Define Ceramics. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of ceramics.
4. Explain in detail about
i) Sealants for joins
ii) Ceramics
5. Explain in detail about clay products and refractories.
6. Write short notes on
i) Laminar Composites
ii) Fibre glass reinforced plastic
iii) Fibre textile
7. Define laminar composites and explain its applications.
8. Explain in detail about the composite materials.
9. Discuss about the types of textile fiber and properties of textile fiber
10. Describe the various applications of i) Geomembrane ii) Geotextile
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UNIT – I
PHYSICAL GEOLOGY
1. Explain in detail about the process of weathering of rocks and its relevance to engineering
geology.
2. Give a detailed account of the geological work of the sea. Add a note on importance of
geology in coastal Engineering.
3. Give a detailed account of the erosional and depositional landforms created by the action of a
river.
4. Write an essay on the erosional and depositional features of wind.
5. Describe the theory of plate tectonics.
6. Give a detailed account of the origin, distribution and properties of ground water.
7. Explain the concept of plate tectonics and describe its relation to seismicity.
8. Give an elaborate account of plate tectonics and its relevance to earthquake engineering
including the earthquake belts of India.
UNIT- 2
MINERALOGY
1. Using examples list and describe the important physical properties of minerals.
2. Discuss about the chemical composition, physical properties, origin, varieties and uses of
quartz.
3. Briefly describe the feldspar group of minerals.
4. Explain in detail about the pyroxene group of minerals.
5. Elaborate on the composition, physical properties, mode of origin, uses of
i) Amphibole and its varieties.
ii) Mica and its varieties.
iii) Gypsum.
6.Give a detailed account on chemical composition, physical properties, origin, occurrence,
engineering behavior and uses of clay minerals.
UNIT 3
PETROLOGY
1. How are rocks classified? Describe the major distinguishing properties of the major rock types.
2. Give the mode of occurrence, mineral composition, engineering properties and uses of the
following rocks
i) Granite
ii) Basalt
iii) Dolerite iv) Sandstone
3.Give the mode of occurrence, mineral composition, engineering properties and uses of the
following rocks
i) Limestone ii) Laterite iii) Shale iv) Quartzite

4. Give the mode of occurrence, mineral composition, engineering properties and uses of the
following rocks
i) Marble ii) Slate iii) Gneiss iv) Schist
5. List the various field and laboratory tests to determine the engineering properties of rocks.
6. i) Write elaborately on textural classification of igneous rocks
ii) Write notes on engineering importance of igneous rocks.
7. What are sedimentary rocks? Explain the properties of any 4 sedimentary rocks.
8.What are metamorphic rocks? Explain the properties of any 4 metamorphic rocks.
9.What are igneous rocks? Explain the properties of any 4 igneous rocks.
10. Bring out the salient characteristics of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks.
11. i) Summarize the structure of sedimentary rocks.(8)
ii) Write a note on chemical and mineralogical classification of igneous rocks.
iii) Write a note on chemical and mineralogical classification of igneous rocks.
12. Describe the structure and textures of igneous rocks.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

UNIT 4
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICAL METHOD
Explain how faults and folds affect the choice of locations for dams and tunnels.
What are faults? Explain in detail with sketches on (i) Normal fault (ii) Reverse fault
(iii) Strike slip fault (iv) oblique fault
What are folds? How are they classified? And write its engineering significance.
What are joints? How are they classified? And write its engineering significance.
Explain in detail the seismic and electrical method in civil engineering investigation.
Explain in detail about Resistivity methods and wenner configuration. Add a note on its civil
engineering applications.
UNIT-5
GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Explain in detail the role of remote sensing in civil engineering practice and applications.
Give a detailed account of the process of sea erosion and list the measures used for coastal
protection.
Classify landslides and discuss about the causative factors of landslides. Also add a note on the
measures of landslides.
Define the term tunnel. Explain the geology of tunneling with sketches to show how tunnels can be
located in highly disturbed area.
What are the geological conditions of the geological conditions necessary for design and
construction of dams? Explain each condition using diagrams.
Give a detailed account of geological conditions necessary for road cuttings
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UNIT -I - FUNDAMENTALS OF CONVENTIONAL SURVEYING AND LEVELLING
PART B

1)

A chain line AB comes across a pond.Two points P and R are selected on the chain
line on either side of the pond.A line PQ of 300m length is set on the one side of the
pond and another line PS of length 500m is run on the opposite side of PQ.It is so
alined the points Q,R and S are on the same straight line .Calculate the approximate
length of the pond,if QR,RS are measured as 150m and 250m respectively.
(April/May2018)

2)

What are the different sources of error in chain surveying? Distinguish between
cumulative and compensating errors. (April/May2018) (April/May 2017)

3)

The following are the bearings of a closed traverse. Find which station is free from
local attraction and work out the bearings. (April/May2018)(April/May2017)
(Nov/Dec 2016)
SIDE

F.B

B.B

AB

292015‟

111045‟

BC

221045‟

CD

90005‟

270000‟

DE

80035‟

261040‟

410 45‟‟

EA

4)

37000‟

216030‟

The following consecutive readings were taken with a level and 4m levelling staff
as1.904,2.653,3.906,4.026,1.964,1.702,1.592,1.261,2.542,2.006,3.145.The
instrument was shifted after 4th and 7th readings.the first reading was taken on the
staff held on BM of RL 100.00m. Makeup level book page, apply usual check and
calculate the reduced levels of points. (April/May2018)

5)

A closed traverse with sides is almost that of a regular pentagon.One line of the
pentagon has a bearing of 540 30‟‟.Compute the bearing of the remaining sides
taking the side in a clockwise order. (Nov/Dec 2017)

6)

Explain the classification of surveying. (April/May 2017)

7)

Following consecutive staffs reading were taken with a level along a sloping ground
line AB at a regular distance of 20 m by using 4 m levelling staff 0.352, 0.787,
1.832, 2.956, 3.758, 0.953, 1.766, 2.738, 3.872, 0.812, 2.325 and 3.137. Rule out a
page of level field book, enter the above readings. RL of point A is 320.288 m.
Calculate RL of all the points by rise and fall method, and workout the gradient of
line AB. (April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2016)

8)

What is different between surveyor compass and prismatic compass? (Nov/Dec
2016)

9)

A compass survey was carried out around a closed traverse ABCD and the following
readings were obtained:

LINE

F.B

B.B

AB

74030‟

256010‟

BC

107030‟

286030‟

CD

225010‟

45010‟

DA

306050‟

126010‟

Identify the stations affected by the local attraction and work out the corrected
bearings of the lines. (Nov/Dec 2016) (April/May 2016)
10)

What is the difference between temporary and permanent adjustments of a dumpy
level ? Explain the temporary adjustments made in a levelling instrument.
(April/May 2016)

11)

Explain the effects of curvature and refraction in levelling and their corrections.
(April/May 2017)

12)

What are the different sources of error in levelling and explain them in detail?
(Nov/Dec 2015)
UNIT-II - THEODOLITE AND TACHEOMETRIC SURVEYING

1)

A theodolite was set up at a distance of 200m from a chimney and the angle of
elevation to its top was 10048‟.The staff reading on BM of R.L 70.25m with the
telescope horizontal was 0.977.Find the reduced level of the top of the Chimney.
(April/May 2018) (Nov/Dec2017)

2)

Two observation are taken upon a vertical staff by means of a theodolite of which
the R.L of the horizondal axis is 254.30m.In case of the first,the line of sight is
direct to give a staff reading of 1.00 and the angle of elevation is 4058‟.In the
second observation the staff reading is 3.66m and the angle of elevations is
5044‟.Compute the R.L of staff station and its horizondal distance from the
instrument. (April/May 2018)

3)

A theodolite was setup at a distance of 180m from a light house and the angle of
elevation to its top and depression to its base were observed as 22045‟ and 1012‟
respectively. The reading on a staff held on B.M of R.L 175.590m was 1.85m with
line of collimation horizontal.
(April/May 2016) (April/May 2017)

4)

The following observations was taken to find the gradient of RS with a tacheometer
provided with anallactic lens. (Nov/Dec2015) (April/May 2017)
Inst.
Station

Bearing Top hair

R

3400

S

700

0.900
0.750

Middle hair Bottom hair Vertical angle
1.722
2.205

2.544

+150

3.660

+100

If the multiplying constant is 100, calculate the gradient of RS.

5)

Explain the method of reiteration for horizontal angle measurement.
(Nov/Dec 2013) (April/May 2017)

6)

What are the possible sources of error while using a theodolite? How can they be
eliminated? (April/May 2015)

7)

Two sets of tacheometer readings were taken from an instrument station A, the
reduced levels of which was 100.06m to a staff station B. Instrument P-multiplying
constant 100, additive constant 0.06m, staff held vertical. Instrument Q- multiplying

constant 90, additive constant 0.06, staff held normal.
Instrument
P

at
A

Q

A

to

H.I

vertical angle

B

1.50 m

260

B

1.45m

260

Stadia readings (m)
0.755,1.005,1.255
?

What should be the stadia readings with instrument Q? . (Nov/Dec 2016)
8)

(a) Explain angle measuring procedures using theodolite.
(b) Explain the permanent adjustment of a theodolite. (Nov/Dec 2016)

9)

What do you mean by contouring? Describe its characteristics with neat sketch and
its uses. (April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2016) (April/May 2015) (Nov/Dec 2014)

10)

Write a case study on contour mapping of hilly terrain. (Nov/Dec 2016)

UNIT-III - CONTROL SURVEYING AND AD JUSTMENT

1)

What is meant by triangulation adjustment?Explain the different conditions and
cases with sketches. (April/May 2018)

2)

A traverse ABCD was to be run but due to an obstruction between the stations
A and B it was not possible to measure the length and direction of the line
AB.The following data could only be obtained.
line

Length(m)

R.B

AD

44.5

N50020‟E

DC

67.0

S69045‟E

CB

61.3

S30010‟W

Determine the length and the direction of BA.Also determine the perpendicular
distance of C from AB. (April/May 2018)
3)

Find the most probable values of the angles A,B and C from the following
observation. (April/May 2018) (April/May 2015)

A= 68012‟36‟‟
B= 53046‟12‟‟
C= 58001‟16‟‟
4)

Find the most probable values of the angles A,B and C from the following
observation. (Nov/Dec 2017) (April/May 2017)
A= 75032‟42.3‟‟
B= 55009‟53.2‟‟
C= 108009‟28.8‟‟
A+B= 130042‟4.6‟‟
B+C= 163019‟22.5‟‟
A+B+C=232052‟9.8‟‟

5)

Ajust the following angles closing the horizon: (Nov/Dec 2017)
A= 110020‟48‟‟ wt.4
B= 92030‟12‟‟ wt.1
C= 56012‟00‟‟ wt.2
D= 100057‟04‟‟ wt.3

6)

The angles of the triangles ABC were recorded as Angle POQ = 83042‟28.75‟‟
weight 3; Angle QOR = 102015‟43.26‟‟ weight 2; Angle ROS =
94038‟27.22‟‟ weight 4; Angle SOP = 79023‟23.77‟‟ weight 2; Give the
corrected values of the angles. (April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2014)

7)

Find the most probable values of the angles A,B and C from the following
observation. (April/May 2017)
A= 32015‟3.62‟‟

wt-2

B= 40016‟18.4‟‟

wt-1

C= 35012‟26.6‟‟

wt-1

A+B= 72031‟50.2‟‟

wt-1

A+B+C=107044‟25.5‟‟
8)

wt-2

Find the most probable value of angles A,B and C of triangle ABC from the
following observation equations: (Nov/Dec 2016) (April/May 2015)
A= 9048‟36.6‟‟ wt.2
B= 54037‟48.3‟‟ wt.3
A+B= 104026‟28.5‟‟ wt.4

9)

(a) What are the laws of random errors? (Nov/Dec 2016) (Nov/Dec 2014)
(b) The angles of the triangles ABC were recorded as A= 77014‟20‟‟weight 4;
B= 49040‟35‟‟ weight 3; C= 53004‟52‟‟ weight 2; Give the corrected values of
the angles.

10)

(a) Explain the order of triangulation and its specification.
(b) Find the R.L of Q from the following observations;
Horizontal distance between P and Q = 9290 m
Angle of elevation from P to Q = 2006‟18‟‟
Height of signal at Q= 3.96m
Height of instrument at P= 1.25m
Coefficient of refraction= 0.07
R sin 1‟‟ = 30.88m
R.L of P= 396.58m (Nov/Dec 2015) (Nov/Dec 2013)

UNIT-IV - ADVANCED TOPICS IN SURVEYING

1)

Explain the various sounding methods. (April/May 2017)

2)

What are the applications of remote sensing? (April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2015)

3)

Calculate the sun‟s azimuth and hour angle at sunset at a place in latitude 520N, when its

declination is (i) 200N and (ii) 140S(May/June 2014)
4)

(a) Determine the hour angle and declination of a star from the following data.
Altitude of the star = 210 30‟
Azimuth of the star = 1400E
Latitude of the observer = 480N
(b) What are the applications of photogrammetry?

5)

(a) How to measure angles with the sextant?
(b) The following observations were made on three shore stations A,B and C from a
sounding
boat at P. Stations B and P are on the same side of AC. If angle ∟APB= 30023‟, angle
∟BPC= 40036‟ and angle ∟ABC= 125012‟. The distance AB= 4220m, BC= 5050m.
Determine AP,BP and CP.

6)

Explain clearly how would you determine the levels at river bed points and fix the
position of sounding.
By use of sextant in a boat
By use of a theodolite on shore.

7)

Write short notes on: (Nov/Dec 2016)
(i)Aerial photograph
(ii)Stereoscopy
(iii)EDM

8)

What is meant by three point problem in hydrographic surveying? (Nov/Dec 2014)

9)

Define hydrographic surveying. Explain the various hydrographic surveying methods.

10) What are the equipments used for sounding? Explain with detail answer. (Nov/Dec
2012)

UNIT-V - MODERN SURVEYING

1)

a)Explain the working principle of initial setting of total station. (April/May 2018)
(Nov/Dec 2017) (April/May 2015)
(b)Write short notes on traversing and Trilateration of total station.

2)

Explain the principle underlying “Electronic Distance Measurement”. Write a note on errors
in EDM. (April/May 2018)(Nov/Dec 2017) (May/June 2014)

3)

What are various sources of errors in GPS? Explain them. (April/May 2018)(Nov/Dec 2014)

4)

Write short notes on types of GPS receivers. (April/May 2018)(April/May 2017)

5)

Explain the various segments comprising the functioning of GPS with neat sketches.
(Nov/Dec 2017) (April/May 2017) (April/May 2015)

6)

With a suitable sketch, explain the salient features of Hand held and geodetic receivers.
(April/May 2017) (Nov/Dec 2016) (Nov/Dec 2015) (April/May 2015)

7)

Write short notes on task of control segment. (April/May 2017)

8)

Explain in detail about care and maintenance of total station instruments. (Nov/Dec 2016)

9)

Explain the working principle of geodimeter in total station. (Nov/Dec 2017)(April/May
2015)

10) Explain satellite configurations and signal structure with neat diagrams. (Nov/Dec 2016)

CE 8351 SURVEYING VIDEOS LINKS
SI.NO

UNIT NAME

VIDEO LINK

1

Fundamentals
Of https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnBkO8Di448
Conventional Surveying
And Levelling

2

Theodolite And
Tachometric Surveying

3

Control Surveying And https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onxKu4G3n7o
Ad Justment

4

Advanced Topics In

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MA-l1DqRtjI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YgSSYqZtR0

Surveying
5

Modern Surveying

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yy8e3sCr0U&list=PL8B2E92F1687EC446

